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Abstract

“There was a point to this thesis, but it has temporarily escaped the

chronicler’s mind”

—Douglas Adams, So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish

(adapted by C.R. Angus)

The nature of superluminous supernovae (SLSNe), supernovae whose radi-

ated luminosities are a hundred times greater than normal core collapse supernova

events, remains an outstanding question in the transient field. Many models for their

production have been postulated, although placing constraints upon these models

via the properties of the explosions themselves remains challenging. The potential

to unlock their progenitor types may be contained within the properties of their

host galaxies. Prior studies have shown SLSNe to preferentially occur within faint,

star forming galaxies, highly suggestive of a strong connection between progenitor

production and environment conditions. Within this thesis I study the photometric

characteristics of a sample of SLSN host galaxies, with a particular focus upon their

stellar masses, metallicities and star forming properties.

To do this I utilise high resolution imaging of a sample of SLSN host galaxies

obtained with the Wide Field Camera 3 on the Hubble Space Telescope to study

the global, and sub-galactic environments of SLSN events. By considering the pho-

tometric properties of these host galaxies within the near infrared and at rest-frame

UV wavelengths, I am e↵ectively able to probe the stellar mass and star forming

properties of these environments. When compared to the host galaxies of other well

known core collapse transients, such as long gamma ray bursts and core collapse

ix



supernovae, constraints may be placed upon the likely progenitors of SLSNe rela-

tive to other transient progenitors. I show that on a global scale, the host galaxies

of SLSNe are fainter, more compact, lower mass and less star forming than other

core collapse transient host galaxies, which is highly indicative of low metallicity

environments. I also highlight the diversity in environments exhibited between dif-

ferent spectral subclasses of SLSNe, which itself is reflective of the likely di↵erent

progenitor routes for the two di↵erent subclasses of event. When considered on a

sub-galactic scale, SLSNe events are associated with star forming regions within their

galaxies, although at present it remains unclear whether these events are linked with

the strongest regions of star formation (which would imply younger, more massive

progenitors).

Finally, I consider the issue of progenitor metallicity threshold estimations,

and the consequences of using both global spectroscopic measurements and mass-

metallicity relation proxies to determine upper limits to progenitor chemical enrich-

ment. I present a robust model for estimating this, incorporating the key sources of

scatter in metallicity estimation which may be applied to a host galaxy populations

to determine the presence of a threshold within the progenitor population.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It is a truth universally acknowledged, that every star in possession of

a large mass must undergo a collapse”

—Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice

(adapted by C.R. Angus)

1.1 An Introduction to Massive Stars and Supernovae

It is perhaps somewhat ironic that we are able to glean a large fraction of our knowl-

edge of a star’s life in the fleeting moments of it’s death. The relative juxtaposition

of the stellar lifetime to the duration of it’s termination; a few million years to just

a few seconds, is so jarring that it seems nigh on impossible that astronomers have

been able to study stellar deaths at all.

Although all stars begin life in the same manner, a collapsing cloud of cold

interstellar gas, their end points can vary wildly, and it is ultimately the mass

of a star which dictates the way in which it will pass through the final stages of

it’s life. As the internal pressure within the collapsing cloud of cool gas and dust

becomes high enough to counteract the gravitational pull of the primordial stellar

material completely, the centre of the star becomes hot enough for nuclear reactions

to proceed, providing a source of energy to balance the continual leakage of radiation

from the surface, creating a main sequence (MS) star [Shu et al., 1987]. Whilst all

stars begin by fusing hydrogen to helium within their cores, the manner in which

this occurs largely charts its evolutionary course, thus sealing it’s fate.

The majority of stars (with masses typically less than 8M�which form the

vast bulk of stellar material within any given galaxy), will fuse hydrogen (and poten-

1



tially helium) within their cores. All stars commence their MS life with the fusion

of hydrogen into helium. In exceptionally low mass stars (stars of .1M�), fusion

occurs solely through the proton-proton (or p-p chain), a short series of nuclear reac-

tions which convert four protons into a single helium nucleus and positron, releasing

energy (in the form of gamma rays) during the process [Bethe, 1939]. In slightly

heavier stars, higher core pressures and temperatures allow further fusion of the

build up of helium contained within the core via the triple alpha process to produce

carbon and oxygen [Fynbo et al., 2005], with any remaining hydrogen continuing to

fuse in a shell surrounding the core.

Within these lower mass stars the temperatures generated within the core

never become hot enough to instigate the fusion of any of this new carbon or oxygen

rich material. Thus these stars are no longer capable of generating energy within

their cores, and with their final breaths, they will blow away their stellar envelopes

in strong winds, surrounding the slowing cooling carbon-oxgyen core, a white dwarf

(WD) with a nebula of recycled stellar material.

However, it is within stars more massive (>8M�) than this that we concern

ourselves here, for within these stars that we observe some of the most extreme

physics within the Universe, which leads to some of the most dramatic stellar ex-

plosions at the moment of their termination.

1.1.1 Massive Stars

Massive stars are relatively rare. The fragmentation process when cool dust and gas

collapses during star formation naturally results in a power law distribution of stellar

masses within the newly formed cluster. The number of stars at the beginning of

their main sequence lifetime contained within a given mass range, ⇠(M⇤)dm, takes

the form of a power law distribution [Salpeter, 1955]. The relative fraction of the

total stellar mass contained within stars of a given mass in the cluster is given by;

⇠(M⇤) /
 

M⇤
M�

!�↵

(1.1)

More commonly known as the Initial Mass Function (IMF), the slope of

this function (↵) changes depending upon the mass range under consideration. For

stars entering the main sequence in the mass range M � 0.5M�, ↵ is typically 2.3

[Kroupa, 2001], which as a result makes the fraction of the total cluster mass locked

away within more massive stars very small, and thereby making very massive stars

scarce.
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In order to simply balance the self-gravitational pull of a massive star’s bulk,

the rate at which nuclear burning occurs within the core must increase dramatically

from that which would normally occur in a lower mass star. As such, the main

sequence life time of a star (⌧
MS

) scales broadly with mass (M
?

) as ⌧
MS

⇡ M�2

?

[Prialnik, 2000]. Thus the lifetimes of the most massive stars within the universe

are brief (relatively speaking), blinking out of existence within a few million years.

Within stars &1.3M�[Schuler et al., 2009], hydrogen fusion begins to pro-

ceed not through the p-p chain, but through the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen (CNO)

cycle, a series of reactions in which the nuclei of these elements act as catalysts to

synthesise the fusion of hydrogen into helium. This fusion cycle becomes dominant

at core temperatures &1.7⇥107K [Schuler et al., 2009], and it’s rate increases catas-

trophically with incremental increase in temperature, with an approximate depen-

dence /T17 (notably stronger than the temperature dependence of the p-p chain,

which is /T4). Consequently, massive stars begin to burn through their limited

fuel supply at an expedited rate, with each subsequent increase in core tempera-

ture triggering more fusion reactions. Due to the steep temperature gradient this

level of nuclear fusion invokes within the core, stars of ⇠2-2.5M� are able to drive

convection throughout the bulk of their cores, whilst maintaining a radiative outer

envelope.

With rising temperature comes the ability to fuse heavier nuclei within the

stellar core, however it is only within stellar cores at temperatures > 5⇥108 K

(corresponding to an initial stellar mass of 8M� and a carbon-oxgen core mass of

1.06M�) that carbon fusion can be non-degenerately ignited. These stars begin to

quickly burn through carbon, then neon, oxygen and finally silicon with increasing

brevity. Each successive fusion stage leaves a series of lighter elements fusing in

shells around the increasingly hotter core, producing an onion like stratification of

fusion products within the stellar interior, increasing in nuclear mass towards the

centre.

However silicon fusion, the final stage of stellar fusion, produces a particular

isotope of iron, 56Fe. This isotope has the highest binding energy per nucleon of

all the elements within the periodic table (i.e. the nucleons within the nucleus are

tightly bound), and thus any heavier elements will have lower binding energies. Thus

the fusion of 56Fe into heavier elements is very energetically unfavourable, as more

energy will not be released through addition of extra nucleons, and thus the core

becomes inert, simply growing in 56Fe mass as more silicon fuses around it. We shall

consider the consequences of a growing inactive core within the following section.

3



Evolutionary E↵ects in Massive Stars

Hot, luminous stars OB-type MS stars (zero age main sequence masses (ZAMS) of

M >15M�) are subject to strong, radiation driven winds that gradually erode their

outer layers, occasionally stripping the star of it’s outer envelope all together. These

winds are caused by strong interactions between photons and matter at frequencies

corresponding to absorption lines in the stellar spectrum. As a consequence they

are dependent upon the metallicity (Z) of the star (with an approximate theoretical

dependence of Ṁ / Z0.7, Vink et al. [2001]). Within very massive stars (M>25M�)

the hydrogen envelope is lost altogether to stellar winds at solar metallicity. As we

extend to more extreme stellar masses, this mass loss begins to expose deeper and

deeper layers within the star towards the core.

The a↵ects of rotation in massive stars must also be taken into consideration.

There is much observational and theoretical evidence that rotation crucially a↵ects

stellar structure and stellar evolution, as high spin rates may result in currents of

stellar material moving from core to surface and back again. This creates mixing of

material together from these regions and thus influences the rate of fusion within the

core and surrounding layers [Heger et al., 2000]. Stellar rotation may also strongly

influence mass loss within stars, as it may induce anisotropic mass loss at the poles

and equator due to di↵erences in e↵ective gravity, temperature, and opacity. The

influence of rotation at the end of the stellar lifetime is also important as the e↵ects

of angular momentum on the core at the point of collapse strongly influence the

type of transient we observe.

1.1.2 The Physics of Core Collapse

Although the details of core collapse explosions remain an area of active research,

the generally accepted model is described below.

Once the inert iron core has achieved a mass greater than 1.44M� of 56Fe ,

with no source of energy to maintain the pressure within the core, the careful balance

between the outward gas pressure to the inward gravitational pull which has thus

far kept the star in hydrostatic equilibrium becomes upset.

The core begins to collapse under its own weight, compressing the iron con-

tained within it. As it does, the density increases to & 109 g cm�3 [Janka et al.,

2012], and the free electrons within the core become degenerate. However, unlike

the inert cores of smaller stars, the electron degeneracy pressure which results from

this is insu�cient to support the core from continued collapse, and it continues to

contract. As pressures continue to increase, some of the free electrons begin to be
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captured by the heavy nuclei, which removes further support and accelerates the

collapse [Janka et al., 2012].

Once the core reaches temperatures of ⇠1010 K, conditions become su�cient

for photodistintigration (the breaking up of heavier nuclei by energetic photons) to

commence:
56Fe+ � $ 134He+ 4n

4He+ � $ 2p+ + 2n
(1.2)

It takes only a matter of seconds to unravel the evolutionary work of several million

years. This process requires a relatively large amount of energy (⇠2 and 6 MeV per

nucleon for 56Fe and 4He disintegration respectively). This energy is drawn from

internal energy of the gas within the core, triggering a dramatic decrease in pressure

and ultimately leaving the core in free-fall collapse.

With rapidly increasing pressure, soon electron capture once again recom-

mences, as the soup of atomic particles is compressed further, forcing electrons to be

captured by protons to form neutrons, releasing a torrent of neutrinos and removing

yet more energy from the core.

p+ + e� �! n+ ⌫
e

(1.3)

The result of this exhaustive energy stripping is a core of highly neutron-rich

matter, a proto-neturon star. What happens next once again relies upon the mass

of the star in question; for stars with ZAMS masses in the range 25 to 40M�, the

neutron degeneracy pressure halts further collapse at pressures of ⇠1018 kg m�3

[Stevenson, 2014]. Thus the core remains an incredibly dense ball of neutron rich

material, merely a few kilometres in radius.

However for stars with a ZAMS mass1 of & 40M�, not even neutron de-

generacy can save the neutron rich core from being pulled further in by it’s own

gravitational mass. Collapse continues to the point at which a gravitational singu-

larity is achieved. This singularity, a black hole, contains the entire mass of the core,

with a resulting gravitational field strong enough to prevent even light escaping it.

Whilst the core undergoes this rapid change in state, the outer layers of the

star, suddenly lacking the support of the core, also fall inwards, their velocity in-

creasing linearly with radius, eventually reaching supersonic speeds in the outermost

layers. However as the inner, more slowly falling layers reach the now neutron rich

1The reader should note that these approximate ZAMS masses are for stellar evolution at ap-
proximately solar metallicity. Given the theoretical dependance of mass loss on metallicity, higher
ZAMS masses would be required for a more metal enriched star (or vice versa for a metal poorer
one) for the core to reach the required physical conditions.
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inner core the increase in local pressure, combined with the Fermi nucleon-nucleon

repulsion at short distances, make the innermost core incompressible, thus caus-

ing the inward falling material to rebound. It is this rebounding material which

produces the observable explosion we know as a supernova (SN).

A flood of neutrinos are released during recombination, which e↵ectively re-

move ⇠99% of the remaining energy away from the core. However some of the

energy removed by the shock wave is absorbed by another shock wave generated

from the rebounding stellar material (around 1044 J). It is this intake of energy

that prevents the outward moving shockwave from completely stalling due to loses

in energy through dissociation of heavier elements closer to the core [Bethe and

Wilson, 1985]. This shockwave transverses outward; sweeping up, compressing and

heating material from the collapsing outer layers as it does. This generates violent

nuclear reactions as neutrons and other atomic fragments punch through the sur-

rounding layers, producing large amounts of radioactive 56Fe , 56Co and 56Ni , whose

subsequent radiative decay will drive the late time light curve of the explosion.

The first observable light from the supernova is a result of shock break out,

which occurs when the optical depth of the shock wave exceeds that of the local

material [Waxman and Katz, 2016]. At this point radiation from the SN becomes

visible in a flash of hard UV or soft X-ray radiation, typically as the shockwave

escapes the outermost layers of the stellar envelope at speeds of several 103 km s�1,

usually only minutes after the initial collapse (depending upon the extent of the

envelope of the progenitor). Due to the prompt nature of this early emission, shock

breakout has only recently been observed within the UV [Schawinski et al., 2008],

X-ray [Li, 2007] and optical within Kepler observations [Garnavich et al., 2016].

The SN shock wave continues to move outwards, interacting with any in-

terstellar material within it’s path, whilst lagging behind it is a trail of expanding

stellar debris. This shock-heated debris brightens as the surface area of the SN pho-

tosphere expands, increasing the luminosity of the observed SN, until the e↵ects of

cooling begin to o↵set those of expansion, causing the luminosity of the transient to

fall at approximately 0.0098 mag day�1 [Woosley, 1988]. This reveals progressively

deeper layers of the ejecta as the photosphere of the SN retreats, unveiling much of

the inner architecture of the star.

1.1.3 Observational Classes of Supernovae

Although many of the physical principles outlined within the previous section are

applicable across many (but not all) cases of stellar core collapse, the resulting SN

explosions observed are exceptionally heterogeneous, and their properties are very
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much tuned to the properties of the progenitor star. However, similar progenitor

systems may be found through the grouping of observable SN characteristics. This

is primarily conducted through through spectroscopic classification, although as we

shall see, additional luminosity classes have become increasingly important in SN

typing.

Spectroscopic Classes

The subdivision of SN is first performed based upon the presence of hydrogen within

their spectra. Those without hydrogen are first classified as ‘Type I’ SNe, whilst

those that show evidence of hydrogen emission lines are grouped as ‘Type II’ SNe

[Minkowski, 1941].

Type I SNe can be further sub grouped based upon the presence (or lack

of) additional lines within their spectra. Those which display strong silicon ab-

sorption lines, alongside those of iron group elements are classified as Type Ia SNe

[Leibundgut, 2000]. SN-Ia are not actually associated with the collapse of massive

stars, but originate from the remnants of much lower mass progenitors. They are

the resulting thermonuclear detonation of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf which has

exceeded the Chandrasekhar mass, above which electron degeneracy pressure can

no longer support a white dwarf against gravitational collapse (recently confirmed

through observations of the progenitor size, Nugent et al. 2011; Bloom et al. 2012).

One consequence of this well defined upper mass limit is a strong (although not ab-

solute) homogeneity in SN-Ia light curves (as each event involves the detonations of

the same amount of carbon and oxygen), which when combined with their bright lu-

minosities (typically peaking at M
V

⇡ -19 to -20), make them excellent cosmological

distance measures [Riess et al., 1998].

Other Type-I SN that exhibit broad helium absorption (but show no evidence

of silicon absorption) are classified as Type Ib SNe, whilst those which do not display

either of these absorption features are determined to be Type Ic SNe. These latter

two spectral classes are thought to be associated with the deaths of exceptionally

massive stars, as the lack of hydrogen within their spectra suggest more evolved,

stripped progenitor stars which have likely lost their outer envelopes to strong stellar

winds (such as those outlined within Section 1.1.1, Maeder 1981; Groh et al. 2013),

although there are arguments for lower mass binary progenitor to produced an

envelope stripped progenitor [Podsiadlowski et al., 1992; Wellstein and Langer, 1999;

Eldridge et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2010]. Lacking a direct progenitor detection, the

true progenitor systems of SN-Ib/c events remain ambiguous.

For Type II SN events which do display hydrogen within their spectra, their
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progenitor systems are thought to originate from stars with ZAMS masses distinctly

less massive than those of Type Ib/c SNe (although at the point of collapse, they

may be more massive, as these stars have retained their hydrogen envelopes). Al-

though there are many finer ways of splitting this particular group of SNe, broadly

speaking, they can be subclassed into either ‘Plateau’ (SN-IIP) or ‘Linear’ (SN-IIL)

events, based upon the shape of the late time light curve. This division; whether

the SN-II display a distinct plateau within their fading light or not, is the result

of recombination of free electrons with hydrogen ions within the ejecta, forcing the

photosphere to maintain nearly constant luminosity until the ejecta once again be-

comes optically thick, allowing light curve decay to continue [Stevenson, 2014]. This

phase is prolonged in SN-IIP, which is thought to arise due to the extended hydro-

gen envelope of the progenitor star (likely a red or blue supergiant star). SN-IIL

are thought to have distinctly smaller hydrogen envelopes, for which the level of

recombination is not su�cient to prolong the decay of the SN light significantly.

Additional breakdown of these sub groups can be found by further splitting

them based upon the width of the absorption lines; those with broad lines (‘BL’)

and those with narrow lines (‘n’). In general, SNe with narrow lines within their

spectra are indicative of flash ionisation of a low density shell of gas surrounding

the progenitor star by the SN shockwave, whilst broad spectral lines are a result of

fast moving ejecta travelling in opposing directions.

Although, there are many additional subclasses of SNe (for instance SN-

IIa; these are SN-Ia events which appear to show hydrogen absorption lines at

late times), with an ever growing number of subclasses as wide field, high cadence

transient surveys begin to increase the number of SN events available for follow up,

they are beyond the scope of this thesis, and therefore need not be detailed here.

Luminosity Classes

The form of any given SN light curve is determined by two factors; the height

(and width) of peak of the light curve achieved after the initial shock break out to

the point at which the SN ejecta becomes opaque, and the rate of the light curve

decline, as the bulk of the exploded star expands and the e↵ective temperature of

the photosphere begins to drop. The latter is a product of the density profile and

opacity of the ejected material (which itself ultimately boils down to the progenitor

mass, radius and explosion energy, Nakar and Sari [2010]).

The shock heating which occurs during core collapse fuses many intermediate

mass elements (mostly silicon, sulphur, neon and magnesium) into radioactive 56Ni .

This isotope is particularly unstable, with a half life of 6.1 days [Nadyozhin, 1994].
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No#
Hydrogen# Hydrogen#

Silicon## No#Silicon# Linear##
Decline#

Helium# No#
Helium#

Plateau#
Decline#

Narrow#
Lines#

SN#

SN#Ia# SN#Ib# SN#Ic# SN#II#L# SN#II#P# SN#IIn#

Figure 1.1: Simplified Classification of SN events based upon the presence or absence
of key observed spectroscopic and photometric properties. Much diversity exits
within each of these broad subclasses, with many further subclassifications likely
arise as a result of wide field, all sky surveys.
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The radioactive decay sequence of 56Ni and the products of it’s decay ultimately

drives the light curve of the SN event, as the resulting gamma-rays from these

decays become trapped within the expanding SN ejecta, re-heating it.

56

28

Ni �!56

27

Co+ e+ + ⌫
e

+ � (⌧ 1
2
= 6.1 days)

56

27

Co �!56

26

Fe+ e+ + ⌫
e

+ � (⌧ 1
2
= 77.12 days)

(1.4)

Simple light curve modelling has shown that the amplitude of the peak of the

light curve is proportional to the amount of 56Ni synthesised during the explosion

[e.g. Arnett, 1982]. Thus for SN-Ia, in which a good proportion (⇠50%, 0.7M�) of

the Chandrasekhar white dwarf mass is synthesised into 56Ni during the explosion,

are typically brighter (M
B

< -19 at peak) than other SNe which arise from the core

collapse of a more massive progenitors.

Within core collapse events, the amount of 56Ni formed during the explosion

can be significantly smaller, with Type II-P SNe typically producing only 0.07M�of
56Ni , whilst SN-Ib/c produce a ⇠ few tenths of a solar mass during their explosions.

Given the heterogenous nature of normal core collapse SNe progenitors, there is

naturally some stratification of the peak luminosities of Type Ib/c and Type II SNe

events, with Type II events typically peaking at around M
B

⇡-17 – -19 and SN-Ib/c

events peaking at a considerable M
B

⇡ -18 [Richardson et al., 2002], although they

still fall significantly fainter than SN-Ia events.

However, as mentioned previously, during the past decade, time resolved,

wide field, transient surveys such as the Panoramic Survey Telescope And Rapid

Response System (Pan-STARRS, Kaiser and Pan-STARRS Team 2005), the Pal-

momar Transient Factory (PTF, Law et al. 2009), the Catalina Real Time Survey

(CRTS, Drake et al. 2009b) and the Dark Energy Survey (DES, The Dark Energy

Survey Collaboration 2005), have revealed the extent of diversity amongst cosmic

explosions showing that the optical transient sky exhibits a much broader range of

events in both luminosity and duration than spanned by classical supernovae. These

discoveries have largely been possible thanks to the unprecedented combination of

depth, areal coverage and cadence of observations that are provided by such sur-

veys, enabling order of magnitude increases in the number of transients recorded.

This is combined with increasingly e↵ective and sophisticated follow-up, that has

allowed rare, hitherto unrecognised, populations of events to be uncovered, and suf-

ficient numbers of events to be located to identify new populations, rather than just

extreme outliers.

In particular, such surveys have unveiled a population of highly luminous,
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but extremely rare SN, peaking at magnitudes of around or brighter than M
V

⇠
-21, a factor of ⇠100 times brighter than the majority of core collapse supernovae

(e.g. SN-II’s), and 10 times brighter at peak than SNe Ia. The achievement of

such high luminosities during stellar collapse is likely a result of peculiar and poorly

understood explosion mechanisms, through which we may shed light upon the exotic

stars from which they originate. These have been named Superluminous Supernovae

(SLSNe), and their extreme luminosities have made astronomers pause for thought,

as they begin to question their current understanding of stellar core collapse. It is

with these highly unusual transients that the work within this thesis is concerned.

1.2 Observational Properties of SLSNe

Although these exceptionally luminous events have been observed since at least the

mid-1990’s [Knop et al., 1999], it is only in the past few years that su�cient numbers

of SLSN events with detailed follow-up have become available, enabling them to

be identified as a new population of events [Quimby et al., 2011b]. SLSNe are

characterised by absolute magnitudes2 at maximum light of M
V

< -21 [Gal-Yam,

2012], although within recent years this limit has been relaxed somewhat by the

transient community to include events generally M
V

< -20. For the purpose of work

conducted within this thesis, when considering any individual event, I shall refer to

those which do not strictly adhere to the M
V

< -21 limit as “luminous supernovae”

(LSN) events, although currently there appears to be no strong distinction between

the two subsets, other than their slightly di↵erent peak amplitudes.

Overall, SLSNe are exceptionally blue events, with the majority of their

rest frame flux being emitted at near ultraviolet or very blue optical wavelengths.

Their optical light remains visible for extensive periods of time, remaining optically

detectable for 100’s of days (see Figure 1.2). Observationally, this makes them ap-

pealing as cosmological probes, as their UV continuum emission can be detected at

high redshifts in the near-infrared and optical (for instance, SN 2213-1745 and SN

1000+0216 identified at redshifts of 2.05 and 3.90, are the most distant supernovae

ever located Cooke et al. 2012). Attempts have been made to standardise sam-

ples of SLSN events [Inserra and Smartt, 2014, for instance],although small sample

2It should be noted that this limit is somewhat arbitrary, derived from the work of Richardson
et al. [2002], in which the absolute magnitudes of all SNe observed prior to 2002 were considered,
and a “SN ridge line” was derived at MB = -19.5 mag, corresponding to a flux of 1.2⇥1043 erg s�1

(the typical peak luminosity of a SN-Ia event). Events brighter than this ridge line were defined
as “over luminous”. For the review conducted by Gal-Yam [2012], it was useful to define a “lower-
brightness limit” of MV < -21(applicable in any optical band) for SLSN events, in an attempt to
avoid the inclusion of false events due to poorly constrained cosmological distances.
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sizes currently hamper these e↵orts. Many have made predictions on the ability to

constrain current cosmological parameters using SLSNe once large sample sizes are

acquired [e.g. Wei et al., 2015; Scovacricchi et al., 2016]. Moreover, the detectability

of SLSNe to high redshift also enables the star forming environments to be probed

out to greater cosmological distances, whilst their high luminosities can be used to

study the chemical enrichment of the host galaxy’s interstellar medium (ISM) and

the local intergalactic medium (IGM). Such extreme luminosities do initially hint at

progenitors of very high ZAMS mass (many 100’s of M�), which in turn hints at the

prospect of a group of Population-III like analog stars. However, like most CCSNe,

SLSN events exhibit a large amount of internal diversity within their light curve

and spectral properties, which makes understanding their progenitors non trivial.

SLSN events are intrinsically rare, with estimated volume-weighted rates

of 91 SN Yr�1 Gpc�3 at a redshift of z ⇡ 1, approximately 0.0002% of the core

collapse SN rate at the same redshift [Prajs et al., 2016]. Despite the currently

modest collection of known events, there does appear to be several subgroups of

SLSN event, based on their spectral properties and light curve evolution. Within

the following sections I shall outline the various properties of these di↵erent classes

of SLSNe.

1.2.1 Spectroscopic Classification

Like traditional SN events, SLSNe may also be classified according to their spectro-

scopic properties. However as we shall see, further distinction between the di↵erent

subclasses can be found in the luminosity of SNe and the evolution of their light

curves. Such di↵erences may be indicative of di↵erent progenitor paths, as will be

discussed within Section 1.3. Like normal SNe, all SLSNe can be broadly grouped

into one of two spectroscopic classes; hydrogen-poor events or hydrogen-rich events

(Type I and Type II respectively), although within each group there is additional

diversity arising from duration of the transient, late time evolution of the lightcurve

and presence/absence of narrow lines. A simplified classification tree of SLSNe is

given within Figure 1.3.

Type I SLSNe

Type I SLSNe are perhaps the most well studied events, largely due to the chal-

lenges inherent to describing them physically, but also due to their more frequent

discovery. Typically, close to maximum light their continua are bluer than hydrogen-

rich SLSNe, peaking typically brighter than these events too (frequently observed
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Figure 1.2: From Gal-Yam [2012], demonstrating the extreme luminosity of SLSN
events when compared to normal core collapse SN (SN-Ib/c, SN-II) and thermonu-
clear (SN-Ia) events. Even the faintest SLSNe are ⇠10 times brighter than Type Ia
SNe
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SLSN$

No$$
Hydrogen$ Hydrogen$

‘Fast’$decline.$
Not$consistent$
with$Ni56$decay$

rate$

Slow$decline$
$consistent$

with$Ni56$decay$
rate$

Type$I$ Type$R$ Type$IIn$

Narrow$
Hydrogen$lines$

Broad$
Hydrogen$lines$

Type$II$

Figure 1.3: A classification tree of SLSN, based on their spectral behaviour and
the evolution of their late time lightcurves. Initially classified like normal SNe by
the presence of hydrogen within their spectra, additional subtypes are identified
either through their behaviour at late times (e.g. Type R SLSNe) or through the
width of hydrogen lines within their spectral (Type II and Type IIn SLSNe). It
should be noted that examples of individual SLSNe developing spectral signatures
of hydrogen at late times exist [both quickly and slowly evolving, see for instance
Yan et al., 2017]. At present such SLSN are treated as Type II SLSN where the
hydrogen shell is at extremely large radii, thus pushing the presence of narrow H
lines to late times.
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Figure 1.4: Spectra of Type I SLSN, SN 2010gx, observed at two di↵erent epochs
(pre- and post-peak, spectra acquired from Pastorello et al. 2010). At 4 days before
maximum light (upper panel), the spectrum is exceptionally blue but fairly feature-
less, marked only with the prominent ‘W’ shape from ionised oxygen. However,
at later times (bottom panel) the spectrum has evolved significantly, now showing
stronger SiII, FeII lines more typical of a SN-Ic event near peak. To demonstrate
this, a SN-Ic event, SN 1994I, is shown for comparison (spectrum acquired from
Modjaz et al. 2014).

at M< -22 mag). During early epochs their spectra exhibit clear O II absorption

features between rest-frame wavelengths of 4000-4500Å, which forms a distinct “W”

feature, [Quimby et al., 2011b], with some events displaying additional SiIII, CII

and MgII lines (see Figure 1.4). These features which persist for several weeks after

the explosion are indicative of high photospheric temperatures and ejecta densities.

However at later times (typically⇠20 days after maximum light), the expand-

ing and cooling ejecta causes their spectra evolve, developing broad CaII, MgII, FeII

and SiII P-Cygni absorption profiles, which are characteristic of early SN Ic spec-

tra [Pastorello et al., 2010] (although these SLSNe are evolving on a much longer

timescale than normal SN-Ic events), which has lead to some SLSNe being labelled

as SLSNe-Ic within the literature.
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Of all of the known SLSN events, SLSNe-I evolve relatively quickly, with

faster rise times to peak light (typically below 50 days)3. Following maximum light,

their light curves decline at a rate substantially faster than radioactive cobalt decay

(> 0.03 mag day�1), making straightforward 56Ni powered explosions di�cult to

reconcile [e.g. Pastorello et al., 2010; Quimby et al., 2011b; Chomiuk et al., 2011].

Combined with their spectral properties, this suggests that SLSN-I events require the

deposition of significant amounts internal energy at large radii from the progenitor

(⇠1015 cm, around ten times the radius of the largest known red supergiants),

with hydrogen poor material expanding outwards at high velocities of 104 km s�1

[Pastorello et al., 2010; Quimby et al., 2011b].

Recent work has begun to highlight an additional feature within SLSN-I light

curves; double bumps. Early photometry obtained ⇠30 days prior to the peak of

the SN has shown that some SLSNe possess quickly evolving initial peaks prior to

the main peak of the SN light curve. First detected within the optical light curve

of SN2006oz [Leloudas et al., 2012] and later within the light curves of LSQ14bdq

[Nicholl and Smartt, 2016] and DES14X3taz [Smith et al., 2016], these early ‘bumps’

in the light curve last a few days in the rest frame and are typically ⇠2 magnitudes

fainter than the main peak of the SN in the same band. Their existence in hydrogen

poor SLSNe which evolve both quickly and slowly (see the following section) is

interesting, as it potentially indicates some underlying similarity in their explosion

mechanism or progenitor systems. However, at present it is currently unclear if these

bumps are ubiquitous to all hydrogen poor SLSNe. Many SLSN events are either

too high redshift, or lack the high cadence survey coverage to detect any precursor

peaks. To date, within the literature only 15 SLSN events have well-measured pre-

explosion photometry [Nicholl et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2016], although of these

SLSNe at least 30% do exhibit double peaks within their light curves [Smith et al.,

2016]. With an ever expanding sample as new SLSNe are detected within ongoing

high cadence surveys, time will tell whether the existence of double-peaked SLSN

light curves is the norm, or if these events are actually representative of yet another

sub-group of unusual SN events.

Type R SLSNe

This tentative subclass of hydrogen poor SLSN-I events, appear to have much longer

decay timescales than those observed within other hydrogen poor events, with late

3Although it should be remembered that this is still considerably slower than most normal core
collapse SNe events, which typically take 10-20 days [Taddia et al., 2015; González-Gaitán et al.,
2015]
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time light curves declining at a rate consistent with the radioactive decay rate of
56Ni !Co56!Fe56, a fading of 0.0098 mag day�1 (earning this subgroup the ‘R’

su�x in their name). This radioactive decay releases energy more slowly via �-ray

and positron emission, which becomes thermalised and converted to optical radiation

by the ejecta as it expands [Gal-Yam, 2012].

The rise to peak of SLSN-R events is much slower than normal SLSNe-I,

usually >50 days. Their spectra are very blue, and remain so with significant flux

shortwards of 3500Å. They also display prominent, broad CaII, MgII and FeII

absorption lines at peak which form in an ejecta expanding at several 103 km s�1

[Gal-Yam et al., 2009].

O�cially identified as a separate class of SLSN event within Gal-Yam [2012],

the sample size of SLSNe-R remains small, with only a handful of candidate events.

SLSN-R events are rare, even amongst SLSNe; with rates are estimated to be ap-

proximately one fifth of the rate of SLSN-I events [Gal-Yam, 2012] (the SLSNe-I

rate is ⇠ 10�17 SN Yr �1 Gpc�3 at z⇠ 0.2; Quimby et al. [2011b]). Candidate

events appear as early as 1999, with the detection of SN 1999as [Knop et al., 1999],

although late time coverage of this object was somewhat lacking. Analysis of the

spectra [Hatano et al., 2001] shows spectral properties (56Ni mass, ejected masses

and kinetic energy) which are similar to those of SN 2007bi, the first firm detection

of a SLSN-R [Gal-Yam et al., 2009], with an estimated 5M� of 56Ni released during

the explosion which would drive the late time light curve for >500 days.

The similarity to Co56 driven decay timescales has lead to the assumption

that these particular events are driven only by the radioactive decay of 56Ni produced

by the explosion. In this case the peak of the light curve implies the synthesis of

exceptional amounts of 56Ni , typically of order ⇠few solar masses per event. This

immediately places restrictions upon the mass of the initial progenitor system and

thus the way in which the star explodes (although there is much dispute over this

matter, with suggestions that 56Ni heating alone cannot produce the exceptionally

blue spectra of SLSN-R events [Dessart et al., 2012], as shall be discussed further

within Section 1.3).

Type II SLSNe

SLSN-II events show strong hydrogen emission features within their spectra, which

implies that these SLSNe have retained some form of hydrogen rich envelope prior

to the explosion. In many ways SLSNe-II are somewhat of an enigma, as whilst

the retention of a hydrogen envelope makes them easier to pin down in relation

to normal SN for which we have a better understanding, the study of these events
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Figure 1.5: Spectra of the prototype Type R SLSN, SN 2007bi [spectrum sourced
from Gal-Yam et al., 2009] alongside that of the relatively recent event iPTF13ehe
[spectrum obtained from Yan et al., 2015]. The broad metal absorption lines are
highlighted, which form within the quickly moving ejecta.
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becomes complicated by the presence of this hydrogen due to the reprocessing of

radiation by the envelope of material, losing much of the information from photons

emitted from the core [Chugai et al., 2004].

Observationally the properties of SLSNe-II are particularly diverse, spanning

the broadest range in peak brightness, from M = �22.3 (SN 2008fz, [Drake et al.,

2010]) down to little brighter than M ⇠ -20 [Gal-Yam, 2012]. Their light curve

shapes vary more than other SLSN events, ranging from the rapidly rising PS15br

(20 days to peak, Inserra et al. 2016), to a much steadier brightening such as that

of SN 2006gy (⇠ 70 days, Ofek et al. [2007]; Smith et al. [2007]), with a variety of

combinations of both rapidly rising and slowly declining events (e.g. SN 2008am,

[Chatzopoulos et al., 2011]). .

Spectroscopically, SLSNe-II can further subdivided into two classes. The

vast majority of SLSNe-II display narrow hydrogen Balmer lines, which arise from

the shock photoionisation of dense hydrogen rich material as the shockwave from

the explosion interacts with it, which subsequently recombines (making these events

technically SLSNe-IIn). This hydrogen rich material is thought to have been thrown

o↵ from the progenitor during a prior evolutionary phase (the method in which this

occurs will be discussed later).

However, a small sample of SLSNe-II have been observed with broader hy-

drogen emission during the photospheric phase of the SN (e.g. SN 2008es, SN

2013hx and PS15br [Inserra et al., 2016]), which lack the narrow features commonly

associated with interacting SNe. The absence of these narrow lines suggests that

these progenitor stars do not expel material from their outer layers for prolonged

periods prior to exploding, with only intermittent mass loss [Miller et al., 2009].

The spectra and photometric evolution of these particular SLSNe-II is similar to

“normal” bright SNe-II (or SNe-IIL), although at much higher luminosity and with

more gradual evolution.

For the sake of completeness it should also be noted that some hydrogen-

poor SLSN events have been observed with hydrogen lines present within their

late-time spectra (for instance, iPTF13ehe, Yan et al. [2015]). Such events have

been interpreted as the interaction of the SN ejecta with circumstellar hydrogen set

at larger radii from the progenitor than those inferred for normal SLSN-II events

(see Section 1.3.2 for further details).

1.2.2 Motivation for Study

The sheer luminosity of SLSN events suggests that their origins may lie within

massive stars, with some having the potential to arise from some of the most massive
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Figure 1.6: Spectra of Type II SLSNe, SN 2008am (upper panel) and SN 2008es
(lower panel) observed at two di↵erent epochs [spectra obtained from Chatzopoulos
et al., 2011; Gezari et al., 2009]. SN 2008am is an example of the far more common
SLSN-IIn events, which display narrow hydrogen emission lines within their spectra,
consistent with an interacting SN shock wave as seen within less luminous Type-
IIn supernovae. SN 2008es represents the much rarer subclass of SLSNe-II which
display broader hydrogen emission profiles at early and late times. It is yet unclear
whether these two di↵erent groups of SNe are produced via similar progenitors, or
if their di↵erences in emission line profile are indicative of entirely di↵erent groups
of SN event.
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stars within the local Universe (i.e. if driven by 56Ni , as suggested for SLSNe-R,

then stars with initials masses of several 100M� are required in order to produce

the estimated amounts of 56Ni ejecta). Thus their detectability at high redshift

[e.g. Cooke et al., 2012] allows us to trace cosmic star formation history, as their

rates should theoretically evolve with redshift as cosmic star formation rate does

[Tanaka et al., 2012]. As such they also act as a tracer of any potential changes to

the IMF (for instance, if it were to evolve to a more top-heavy form), whilst also

providing additional information on the chemical composition of these distant stellar

nurseries through absorption features imprinted in their otherwise smooth continua

[e.g. Berger et al., 2012].

Although attempts at the standardisation of SLSNe are still somewhat in

their infancy [e.g. Inserra and Smartt, 2014], as the potential of SLSNe literally

outshines that of SNe-Ia, they may provide an suitable check for cosmological ex-

pectations of the Universe in the epoch of deceleration.

The key to unlocking the potential of SLSNe is to understand their progeni-

tors. Through a more thorough comprehension of what creates a SLSN, we will not

only understand the stellar populations these exceptional explosions trace through

cosmic time, but we may also begin to standardise them, such that they may be

utilised as cosmic beacons throughout the universe.

1.3 SLSN Progenitor Models

The enormous energies associated with SLSN explosions (typically radiating several

1051 ergs, as opposed to normal SNe, which only radiate only 1⇥1051 ergs), make it

challenging to understand their energy production. These events are unlikely to be

“scaled-up” versions of normal core collapse supernovae, which simply produce large

amounts of 56Ni during an energetic explosion, or that they originate from stars with

large radii to explain the longevity of the events, as the inherent characteristics of

the light curves (e.g. the rapid rise times of SLSNe-I) become di�cult to replicate

through standard core collapse mechanisms. Even for the SLSN-R events, whose

light curves appear somewhat concurrent with the standard 56Ni driven emission

mechanism, the production of the required quantities of 56Ni -rich material is non

trival.

Even for SLSNe-II, for which the optical emission seems likely to be pro-

duced in a similar manner to normal Type II supernovae, the situation becomes

complicated. In order to achieve the observed magnitudes and longevity of these

events, either the stellar radius must be very large, or the star must become ex-
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ceptionally bloated, stretching at least an order magnitude larger than the biggest

red supergiants (which have radii ⇠1,400 R�, Wittkowski et al. 2012). Given the

spectral signatures of these events, it may be more likely that these are the result of

interaction of the SN shockwave with several shells of previously ejected material.

Whilst physically, this may be somewhat easier to understand, how exactly such

vast amounts of material are expelled in short periods of time prior to collapse is

puzzling4, and given the reprocessed nature of the light we detect from these SNe,

whether the actual underlying explosion mechanism which produces the SN event

is simply a more “normal” core collapse event, can only be guessed at.

It has become apparent that alternative sources of energy are required in

order to drive the long lived light curves of these unusual SNe. Currently there are

three competing models for the production of a SLSN event; Pair Instability Super-

nova, The Interaction Model and The Internal Engine Model. I will now outline the

key concepts of each of these models, highlighting the expected physical character-

istics of each before considering their application to observed SLSNe properties.

1.3.1 Pair Instability Supernovae

First theorised in the mid 1960’s [Fowler and Hoyle, 1964], pair instability supernova

(PISNe) have been searched for as ardently as the Loch Ness monster, with about

the same level of success5. For stars within the mass range ⇠130 to 260M�, the mass

of the helium core is substantial (> 60 ⇠ 130M�). Following the depletion of this

central helium to form carbon, the contraction of the core which leads to the ignition

of carbon burning is unstable. This is because as core temperatures reach >⇠109K,

the photons within the core have energies distributed according to Planck’s law.

This leaves some fraction of the photons in the high energy tail of this distribution,

with energies in excess of the rest-mass energy of an electron-positron pair (0.511

MeV). This instigates intensive electron-positron pair creation, as energetic photons

begin to interact, forming excess electrons and positrons within the core.

� + � $ e+ + e� (1.5)

For every 1019 of these interactions, one electron positron pair will annihilate,

producing a neutrino-anti neutrino pair:

4For instance see Kiewe et al. [2012] for mass loss rates and see Moriya and Tominaga [2012];
Ginzburg and Balberg [2012] for inferred circumstellar masses.

5For success rates, I refer the reader to Love, R. (1970), “Sonar results from Loch Ness”, Loch
Ness Investigation, Annual Report
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As these neutrino pairs escape, they gradually erode away the internal energy

of the core, which causes it to contract further6. In turn, this contraction raises

core temperatures which increases the rate of pair production, thus accelerating the

contraction and thereby causing temperatures to rocket higher. Very soon the pair

production is not enough to counterbalance the loss of pressure within the core, and

it begins to implode.

As it does so, temperatures rise to over 3 billion Kelvin, suddenly making

conditions ideal for explosive nuclear burning of carbon and oxygen into iron. At

some critical point, the energy released from this nuclear burning overcomes the

implosion of the core. Inward motion ceases and instead drives a violent outward

explosion which disrupts the star entirely, unbinding the stellar core and hurling the

remaining envelope into space.

PISNe explosions have the potential to completely disrupt very massive stars,

which as a consequence expels several tens of solar masses of synthesised heavy

elements into the interstellar medium [Heger and Woosley, 2002; Kozyreva et al.,

2014], greatly contributing to it’s enrichment.

Theoretical modelling suggests that PISNe arising from su�ciently massive

progenitors are capable of synthesising large amount of 56Ni during the explosion

(as much as 55M�, Heger and Woosley [2002]), with very little refinement to the

underlying assumptions of the explosion physics. This produces a factor ⇠100 more
56Ni than that produced during a standard core collapse SN, and ten times more

than the most energetic normal SN [Moriya et al., 2010].

While originally thought to be the final death throws of the exceptionally

massive, metal poor stars of the early Universe (Population III stars), modelling

has shown this instability to be possible within stars of higher metallicity if rotation

is accounted for [Chatzopoulos and Wheeler, 2012a; Yusof et al., 2013; Marchant

et al., 2016]. Their resulting light curves are capable of spanning a wide range

of luminosities and durations, depending upon the initial composition and radius

of the progenitor [Kasen et al., 2011], with more massive explosions capable of

remaining bright for over 300 days. Due to the large amounts of optically thick

ejecta associated with these events, PISNe are expected to have long (> 100 days)

rise-times and naturally a 56Ni dominated late time decay.

Spectral modelling suggests that the early-time spectra of PISNe lack, or

6The neutrinos e↵ectively strip energy away from the core as although core temperatures are
high, they are not su�ciently so for the weak interaction of the neutrinos to become significant
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show little evidence of metals lines, although these appear at later times as the pho-

tosphere recedes into the layers of burnt ejecta. In general, their spectra are expected

to be remarkably similar to ordinary SNe, with P-Cygni line profiles superimposed

over a pseudo black-body continuum. Their line velocities are moderate, despite the

energy of the supernova, due to the large mass of the ejected material (as the en-

tirety of the star is unbound during the explosion), which produces typical velocities

of around 5000 km s�1, about half that of a SN-Ia event, and significantly slower

than SN-Ic associated with gamma ray burst events [Kasen et al., 2011; Modjaz

et al., 2015].

There have been a few suggested candidate PISN events, particularly from

the SLSN-R subset, whose slowly evolving light curves naturally match the expected

slow decay rates of PISN predictions. SN 2007bi [Gal-Yam et al., 2009] was initially

suggested to be the first recognised PISN event, as it possessed both the expected

gradual light curve decay and it’s nebular phase spectrum was consistent with several

solar masses of 56Ni being produced during the explosion. However, this assignment

was received with some scepticism amongst the community, given the lack of avail-

able data prior to the SN peak, and alternate mechanisms have since been argued as

the explosion route for SN 2007bi and other similar events [e.g. Inserra et al., 2013;

Nicholl et al., 2013].

Currently the best observable match for a PISN event is the well monitored

PS1-14jb [Lunnan et al., 2016], which displays the longest SN rise time to date

(>125 days in the rest frame). Since such a long rise time is a key prediction of

PISN models, this seems promising, and combined with its gradual fading of 0.01

mag day�1, and an almost constant colour-temperature at very late times (which

indicates sustained heating over long timescales), makes it a prime 56Ni -powered

PISN candidate. However, discrepancies to this model become apparent in the

very late time observations (>400 days past peak), in which PISN models begin to

under predict the light curve, which suggests that perhaps an alternative mechanism

powers this transient at later times [Lunnan et al., 2016].

1.3.2 Circumstellar Interaction

In the case of hydrogen-rich SLSNe (especially those that show signs of narrow

hydrogen lines within their spectra), perhaps the simplest way to explain their ex-

plosion properties is to build upon the already existing model of interaction between

the SN shock wave and a shell of material lying away from the star, like normal Type

IIn SNe (which although possess multiple velocity components, always have a strong

narrow H↵ profile). In normal SN-IIn this characteristic line profile is a result of
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the collision of the SN blast wave with hydrogen-rich circumstellar material (CSM)

surrounding the progenitor star.

Following the onset of the SN, rapidly expanding ejecta begins to plow into

the CSM around the star, shock heating it as it goes and generating large quantities

of X-rays as the material becomes shock ionised (around 1044-1045 ergs s�1, Pan

et al. [2013]). The kinetic energy of the shock wave is e�ciently converted through

high energy collisions into blue visible light, which in turn slowly re-emits this energy

through photons di↵using outwards. As the emission from the shock front heats the

gas in the envelope, it becomes opaque, so the photosphere moves to the outer edge

of the shell more quickly than the rest of the shock front. The SN achieves maximum

light when the photosphere reaches this outermost radius. The speed of this rise

to peak depends upon the mass of the CSM envelope, since more photons must be

emitted from the shock to heat more massive envelopes.

With minor modification, this model can be applied to the much more lumi-

nous SLSN-II events. By extending the CSM which surrounds the star into a thicker

shell, the collision process may be prolonged and thus the light curve stretched over

a longer period of time [Smith and McCray, 2007]. If the density of this material is

also increased the rise to peak in the light curve will become stretched, as the shock

wave battles through this dense, slower moving material (see Figure 1.7).

However, whilst we may perhaps better understand the emission mechanism

for SLSNe-IIn (and maybe all SLSNe-II, if you interpret the lack of narrow emission

lines as interaction at very small distances away from the progenitor), it does not

begin to explain the physical nature of these explosions (i.e. are they thermonuclear

or core collapse?) and the fate of the stellar system within the CSM envelope (for

instance, whether it is completely disrupted, or if some unseen remnant remains),

as all this potential information is lost during reprocessing. A prime example of

such information loss can be found in SN 1997cy. Originally classified as a SLSN-II

event due to it’s high luminosity and hydrogen dominated spectrum [Germany et al.,

2000], signatures of the Fe and Fe features, characteristic of Type Ia events, later

allowed this to be reclassified as a thermonuclear event rather than a core collapse

one, taking place within a dense circumstellar shell, Deng et al. [2004].

The form that the SLSN light curve takes is predetermined by the density,

structure and composition of the CSM material. Exactly how large quantities of

material are pushed out from the progenitor to the very large (> 1015 cm) inferred

photospheric radii, is currently unclear. This process may take the form of a far

reaching, very optically-thick massive stellar wind [Ofek et al., 2010; Chevalier and

Irwin, 2011; Moriya and Tominaga, 2012], or vast quantities of material may be
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expelled from the progenitor in brief, episodic bursts, perhaps similar to those ob-

served within the luminous blue variable Eta Carinae (which expelled 12-20 M� of

material within one outburst, Smith et al. [2003]). One such way to do this is

through pulsational pair instability.

Pulsational Pair Instability

For stars slightly less massive than those discussed within Section 1.3.1 (typically

95-130M�), the instabilities inherent to high core temperatures described above

still apply, and so these stellar cores too will begin to implode due to the sponta-

neous pair-production from energetic photons. However, with the onset of explosive

fusion as the core begins to collapse, the energy released through these reactions

is less than the binding energy of the star, and therefore it cannot be completely

disrupted. In such cases, only a fraction of the envelope is ejected [Woosley et al.,

2007; Woosley, 2016]. If this ejected mass is su�cient, the core stabilises, cooling via

radiation or neutrino emission, until to much contraction causes the core to heat up

again once again and instigate pair production, renewing the cycle. These dramatic

episodes may go on for a few hours to ten’s of thousands of years, keeping the star

in this pulsating limbo until the mass of the helium/heavy metal remnant is eroded

su�ciently to avoid pair production within the core (within the range 35-50M�).

At this point, what remains of the ravaged star is free to continue it’s evolution

unimpeded by further pulsations, before finally collapsing to form a black hole.

Observationally, these events are diverse with total durations ranging from

days to 104 years, and luminosities from 1041 to 1044 erg s�1 [Woosley, 2016]. In-

teresting transients in their own right, pulsational pair instability events may also

provide the necessary method of mass removal required to produce dense shells of

material at large radii from the progenitor, thus setting the stage for SLSN-II events

[Woosley et al., 2007].

1.3.3 The Internal Engine Model

The assumed association of SLSN events with the deaths of massive stars naturally

begins to draw parallels to better understood observations of massive stellar collapse;

Long Gamma Ray Bursts (LGRBs). The current theory of LGRB production is

that, within massive (&40M�) stars, a core of ⇠ 2M� of 56Fe will form, which will

collapse to form a black hole during the final moments of core collapse [Stevenson,

2014]. If the progenitor star was rapidly spinning, the internal stellar envelope begins

to form an accretion disc, which starting at the polar regions, feeds the new central
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Figure 1.7: The pulsational pair instability CSM interaction model for SLSN pro-
duction. Episodic mass loss is a result of an unstable CO core compressing (A)
following spontaneous pair production, briefly igniting thermonuclear fusion within
the core and releasing enough energy to expel a layer of hydrogen rich material from
it’s outer envelope. This shell of material travels slowly outwards from the core,
which regains stability (B). This cycle may repeat several times, creating successive
shells of material from the envelope at large radii from the core. When the core
finally collapses, the fast SN shockwave catches up with these slowly moving shells,
interacting with them and creating a more luminous event (C).
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black hole. This configuration then launches ultra-relativistic bipolar jets along the

rotational axis (although the precise mechanism for how this occurs is currently not

fully understood), which break through the remaining stellar envelope and emerge

as beams of high energy radiation. Collapses such as this which are viewed along

the beaming axis are observed as LGRB events. This is more commonly known as

the ‘Collapsar Model’ [Woosley, 1993; MacFadyen and Woosley, 1999].

If the stellar remnant is capable of driving large amounts of energy (which

we observe as GRB jets), it is possible that this energy could be captured by the SN

event, serving as an additional power source to drive its lightcurve. Energy released

from the internal engine acts to re-energise the outgoing shockwave from the SN,

which in turn prolongs the lifetime of the transient whilst simultaneously providing

a substantial (factor ⇠100) boost to the transient luminosity [Kasen and Bildsten,

2010; Dexter and Kasen, 2013].

This possibility of an internal engine formed by the remnant of the collapsed

core has great appeal for SLSNe, given our much sounder knowledge of the formation

of LGRB events and their association with massive stars. However, although the

principle of the internal engine model is similar for LGRB and SLSN events (the

observed transient is powered by an additional energy source to a standard core

collapse), they di↵er primarily in the timescale over which this energy is deposited.

Within a GRB event, the relatively brief observed burst of gamma rays observed is

powered via rapid accretion onto the newly formed black hole, which occurs on a

very short timescale [⇠10’s of seconds, MacFadyen and Woosley, 1999]. Although

adjustments to this model can be made by introducing a faster rotating progenitor

(which in turn increased the fraction of the stellar envelope which may form a torus,

which extends the period of accretion, Janiuk and Proga [2008]), the energy released

is observed very shortly after the core collapse, delayed only by the time taken to

break out of the stellar envelope [Bromberg et al., 2012].

In order for an internal engine to modify a SN event, the energy released must

firstly occur at later times (as any energy released at early times is dissipated by the

adiabatic expansion of the ejecta, [Kasen and Bildsten, 2010]), and be maintained

over a much longer timescale (100’s of days), in order to match the observed light

curves of SLSNe. The engine succeeds by driving outflows of energy along the polar

axis from the core, which accelerate through the envelope until it collides with the

outward moving supernova shock wave. As it does so, the ejected material is heated

up, increasing the luminosity of the event [Kasen and Bildsten, 2010; Stevenson,

2014]. This heating continues while ever the central engine remains active, thus

prolonging the transient.
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Such an internal engine has two proposed di↵erent forms; accretion onto a

central compact object, or the spin down of a rapidly rotating neutron star.

Black Hole Accretion

This model builds upon the ground work laid down by the LGRB collapsar model.

Here too a massive iron core collapses to form a black hole, and it’s subsequent

accretion launches jets along the polar axis [Woosley, 1993; MacFadyen andWoosley,

1999].

In this scenario, following core collapse some of the ejected material remains

gravitationally bound to the core, and thus begins to fall inwards, until it encounters

the newly formed black hole. This material is accreted at much later times (either

because the progenitor has a particularly extended envelope, or because a reverse

shock slows down the progress of inner ejecta layers Dexter and Kasen 2013), and

unlike a GRB event, the outflows which result from this never break out through

the stellar envelope. Instead they become trapped behind the SN ejecta, and thus

begin to heat it up. This may potentially result in particularly luminous optical

emission if the black hole releases significant energy on a long time scale (weeks-

months), comparable to the photon di↵usion time through the ejecta [Dexter and

Kasen, 2013].

Magnetar Spin Down

If a rapidly rotating iron core collapses into a neutron star, angular momentum is

conserved, such that the newly formed remnant is rotating with a period of mil-

liseconds, inducing a strong magnetic field. Neutron stars with unusually strong

magnetic fields (>1014 Gauss), are more commonly known as magnetars.

The intense magnetic field begins to interact with the surrounding stellar

material. This generates a powerful electric field within the hot gas, which in turn

forms a counteracting magnetic field. These opposing fields e↵ectively act as a brake

to the magnetar spin period, and as it loses energy it begins to severely heat up the

internal envelope, generating a rapidly expanding bubble of hot plasma. These

plasma bubbles move out along the magnetic poles of the magnetar, moving more

quickly than the expanding SN shock wave until it catches up with the outer shells

of moving material. As the plasma bubbles collide with the outer moving material,

they cause it to heat up, generating additional luminosity. In theory, this should

produce a rebrightening ‘bump’ within the SN light curve.

It has been suggested that a GRB event could also be powered by magnetar
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Figure 1.8: The magnetar internal engine model for SLSN production. The rapidly
rotating central magnetar induces strong magnetic breaking as it’s magnetic field
interacts with the surrounding envelope. Lost angular momentum is converted into
heat, which drives strong plumes of plasma out along the magnetic poles. When this
plasma reaches the SN, it begins to heat up the ejected material, creating additional
luminosity. As the magnetar continues to spin, it continues to drive these plasma
bubbles, in turn generating a longer and brighter SN event.
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spin down [Bucciantini et al., 2009], however the magnetars required to do so must

have much stronger magnetic fields (10 - 100 times stronger than those required for

SLSN events) and spin down quickly (within a few 100 seconds) so that the release

of energy is much more rapid, which allows the jet of energy to break through the

stellar envelope [Metzger et al., 2015].

The remnant left from such an event would be a slowly rotating magnetar

with a period of only a few seconds, and although such magnetars have been observed

within the Milky Way and nearby galaxies [e.g. Duncan and Thompson, 1992], the

remnants left from GRB or SLSN events would be more luminous than these known

Galactic magnetars, with longer spin periods [Rea et al., 2015], and as such appear

to have di↵erent origins.

1.3.4 Modelling SLSN Events

The modelling of SLSN events using the explosion mechanisms outlined in the previ-

ous sections (or combinations thereof) has thus far proved challenging. As has been

previously suggested, SLSN light curves are not aways well fit by simple 56Ni driven

power sources (as used within PISN). Typically, PISN models involve only three free

parameters: the total mass of the ejecta, the mass of 56Ni produced and time [e.g.

Nicholl et al., 2013].

For normal SLSN-I events, a pair instability 56Ni powered explosion is unable

to re-produce the swift rise and decline of the peak, as within PISN models the SN

rise time is firmly set by the di↵usion timescale through the ejecta, which itself

depends upon the kinetic energy of the explosion, the ejecta mass and its opacity.

Thus this model is most relevant for slowly evolving SLSNe (SLSN-R events), whose

rise times are typically more extended (>50 days).

However, given constraints pre-placed upon some SLSN-R explosions (e.g.

the ejected 56Ni mass inferred from spectroscopic observations), these predicted rise

times are exceptionally slow (typically >100 days), when compared to the observed

SLSN light curves. Thus pure 56Ni powered events do not always provide adequate

fits to the observed light curves of SLSN events [Inserra et al., 2013; Nicholl et al.,

2013] (with the notable exception of PS1-14bj, for which the slow ⇠125 day rise

to peak is well replicated by PISN models [Lunnan et al., 2016]). However, re-

cent PISN models involving very high mass progenitors (200-250M�) at moderate

metallicity (0.001 Z�) have shown significantly swifter rise and decline of the peak

[Kozyreva et al., 2017], and therefore PISN models cannot be completely removed

from progenitor considerations.

For many SLSN events, a magnetar powered internal engine has been found
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to replicate the form of their light curves well [e.g. see Nicholl et al., 2013; Inserra

et al., 2013; Dessart et al., 2012]. The greater flexibility a↵orded by these models

(recreating a wider variety of light curve profiles) largely comes from breaking the

degeneracy between the ejected mass of the explosion and the power source of the

light curve. Within magnetar models, an explosion energy is usually assumed, leav-

ing the amount and opacity of the ejected material, alongside the magnetar’s spin

period and magnetic field strength as free parameters [Kasen and Bildsten, 2010].

Such models agree with some of the observed SLSN light curves well, although it

should be noted that the models are given more freedom by the number of free

parameters involved.

Whilst it may seem apparent that the lack of (narrow) emission lines with

hydrogen poor SLSN-I events naturally rules out a CSM interaction driven transient

for these explosions, many plausible arguments have been made which allow for

it. Conditions in which typical interaction features may be suppressed within the

spectra of hydrogen-poor SLSNe, (such as the case of a rapidly expanding hydrogen-

poor CSM) have been postulated [Chatzopoulos and Wheeler, 2012a], and their

progenitor systems modelled [Chatzopoulos and Wheeler, 2012b], such that for some

cases, pulsational pair instability may also potentially power a SLSN-I event, as well

as hydrogen rich events.

The recent detection of pre-SN bumps within some SLSN light curves appear

to have had a counter-productive e↵ect upon constraining progenitors through light

curve modelling, as these features have been interpreted in multiple ways. This

could be cooling emission from a double-shelled CSM [Leloudas et al., 2012; Moriya

and Tominaga, 2012] or originate from the extremely extended envelope of a stellar

progenitor [Nicholl et al., 2015; Piro, 2015]. Alternatively they may represent a

second shock breakout as a central engine interacts with expanding ejecta material

[Kasen et al., 2016], or reheating of material following the initiation of this engine

[Smith et al., 2016]. Once again it appears that larger sample sizes are required in

order to confirm these theories.

Modelling of the spectra of SLSN events can provide an additional insight to

SLSN progenitors - whilst analytical models of the light curves are able to estimate

ejecta masses, they are often hampered by prior assumptions of opacities and explo-

sion energies. However, within the SN spectra we are able to explore the composition

of the progenitor system, as the expanding ejecta reveals successively deeper layers

of the progenitor star [Mazzali et al., 2016]. Unfortunately current modelling of late

time spectral properties of SLSNe does not always adequately distinguish between

progenitor classes.
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Given the observed degeneracies and lack of constraints apparent when using

modelling to distinguish between the potential progenitors of SLSN events, the pro-

genitors of SLSNe remain poorly understood. It is therefore clear that alternative

approaches must be taken such that we may begin to constrain them.

1.4 Host Galaxy Studies

A powerful way of tackling this problem is to study the host galaxies of these extreme

cosmic explosions, and infer progenitor properties from the properties of the stellar

populations within the environments in which they form. As the majority of SLSNe

lie out of reach of direct progenitor detection methods (i.e. through archival imaging

of very local galaxies, [e.g. see Smartt, 2009]), host galaxy studies ultimately provide

constraints upon transient progenitors through constraining the mass and age of

the underlying stellar populations, usually through inference based upon the star

forming properties and chemical composition of the environment. This method has

been used e↵ectively to constrain the properties of progenitors of other types of

transient (e.g. LGRBs, Type-Ia SN and core collapse SNe, [for instance Fruchter

et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2008; Savaglio et al., 2009; Anderson et al., 2012; Perley

et al., 2013]).

Host galaxies studies may be performed at one of two levels; either on a global

scale, considering the properties of the galaxy as a whole, or by considering on the

environment local to the position of the transient within it’s host (the sub-galactic

environment).

1.4.1 Global Environment Studies

The large scale environments of transients can be an easy first clue to the potential

population from which the progenitor arises. For example, early di↵erences between

SNe Ia and SNe II could be inferred from the presence of the former in ancient

elliptical galaxies [van den Bergh and Tammann, 1991; van den Bergh et al., 2005],

while the latter arise exclusively in star forming hosts, which suggests that SN-

II arise from a younger (and therefore more massive) population of stars. Given

the high redshifts attributed to many transients (e.g. LGRBs, which are typically

located at z>1, Tanvir and Jakobsson 2007; Jakobsson et al. 2012), the angular

distances for many of the hosts are too small to resolve the hosts into many resolution

elements using current detectors. Thus it becomes necessary to use global properties

of the host as an indicator of the properties of the explosion site. When averaged

over a large number of hosts such estimates should still provide robust statements
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about transient environments.

For instance, the host galaxies of LGRBs have been frequently shown to be

faint, blue, star-forming galaxies, which suggests low mass host galaxies with a newly

formed young underlying population [Christensen et al., 2004; Kewley et al., 2007],

unlike the host galaxies of core collapse SNe, which have been found to frequently

occur within grand design spiral galaxies [Svensson et al., 2010].

The metallicities of host galaxies allow more specific constraints to be placed

upon the chemical enrichment of the transient environment, and thus the likely un-

derlying stellar populations. These measurements may be performed on a global

or local (⇠ few pc to kpc, dependent on redshift) scale, and are either deter-

mined directly (through spectroscopic measurements of emission and absorption

lines within the host spectrum), or indirectly through established relationships be-

tween the metallicity of the host and it’s mass and luminosity.

Using a relatively local sample of host galaxies drawn from SDSS-DR4, Prieto

et al. [2008] showed that the metallicities of SN-II, SN-Ia and SN-Ib/c are di↵erent.

The rates of SNe events have also been considered as a function of host metallicity -

with the rate of SN-Ib/c to SN-II events increases with increasing metallicity [Prieto

et al., 2008; Kelly and Kirshner, 2012; Prantzos and Boissier, 2003; Arcavi et al.,

2010].

However, it should be noted that global metallicity measurements do not

always provide a direct indication of the metallicity of the progenitor, as these are

typically representative of only the emission from the brightest regions within the

host galaxy, which may be di↵erent at the location of the SN, given the significant

metallicity gradients that may exist within galaxies.

One final consideration when performing global host galaxy studies is the

possibility that the identified ‘host’ galaxy may not be the real site of the tran-

sient. Satellite galaxies nested within larger hosts are not always adequately resolved

within ground based, and sometimes space-based observations, which may lead to

misidentification of the host.

1.4.2 Sub-galactic Environment Studies

More recently, increasingly sophisticated approaches have been made to study both

the luminosities and morphologies of the host galaxies of various transient types,

along with their location within their hosts. Star formation within galaxies is a

small scale process, and depending upon the intensity of the star formation, may

take place in regions smaller than a single parsec [Portegies Zwart et al., 2010].

These are the natal regions where the youngest, most massive stars within the
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galaxy are forming, and therefore most likely where the progenitors of massive stellar

core collapse originate. The properties of these small star forming regions will

provide direct information on the chemical enrichment of the progenitor, free from

contamination of the rest of the host galaxy.

In practice, the resolution required to achieve this level of environment study

can only be achieved using high resolution imaging and spectroscopy, which can only

really be achieved through the use of adaptive optics or spaced based observations.

Unfortunately, we are still limited by current technology; as the redshift of the

transient increases, the resolution typically decreases, such that with a redshift z=1

at HST resolution (0.1 arcsec) the physical space probed by observations would be

around ⇠0.8 kpc. Even for exceptionally local events (z<0.1), the physical size of

the resolution achieved only approaches ⇠10pc.

However, even at limited resolution, sub galactic environments can still pro-

vide important information about the birth environments of transient progenitors.

Several imaging studies have utilised the use of pixel statistics at the transient loca-

tion to infer properties of the local underlying stellar population. Such techniques

will be described with greater detail within Chapter 4, however in a nutshell they

typically concern the use of high resolution images or multi fibre spectroscopy to

estimate the photometric and spectroscopic properties at the transient site.

Such studies have been performed for the host galaxies of core collapse SNe.

Through studies of the way in which these transients trace the blue light within

their galaxies, there has emerged an apparent increasing mass spectrum from SN II

! SN Ib ! SN Ic [James and Anderson, 2006; Kelly et al., 2008; Leloudas et al.,

2010; Kelly and Kirshner, 2012; Anderson et al., 2012]. Local spectroscopic studies

have shown that SN Ib/c events arise from higher metallicity locations than SNe-

II [Modjaz et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2012], although this di↵erence has been

deemed tenuous and it seems likely that the metallicity of the natal environment is

not a dominant factor in the production of the di↵erent normal SN types.

Of particular relevance to SLSNe have been the sub galactic environmental

studies of the host galaxies of LGRBs. These events, the only stellar collapse events

whose luminosities exceed those of SLSNe [Bloom et al., 2009; Racusin et al., 2009],

have been shown to arise primarily from the brightest regions of low-mass mainly

low metallicity hosts [e.g. Fruchter et al., 2006; Savaglio et al., 2009; Svensson et al.,

2010; Perley et al., 2013]. Such results imply that they arise from massive > 40 M�

low metallicity stars [e.g. Fruchter et al., 2006; Larsson et al., 2007; Raskin et al.,

2008; Graham and Fruchter, 2013b].
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1.4.3 SLSN Host Galaxy Constraints

Like other transients, the host galaxies of SLSNe may be studied to attempt to place

constraints upon the progenitors systems through estimates of the properties of the

underlying stellar populations, which may begin to discriminate between SLSN pro-

genitor models. For instance PISN models predict that these events should be pro-

duced only by very massive stars, which based upon our current understanding of

stellar evolution suggests that they should arise from low metallicity environments,

such that a greater proportion of the original mass may be retained [Langer et al.,

2008]. Whilst some models have been postulated in which PISN may be produced

within higher metallicities [Kozyreva et al., 2017], these metallicities are still sig-

nificantly di↵erent than those observed within normal star forming galaxies in the

moderately local Universe.

The star forming properties of host galaxies may provide further clues to pro-

genitor types - for instance host galaxies which show clear signs of intense, bursty

type star formation are likely to have formed the progenitor during this starburst,

which therefore places an upper age limit (and so, lower mass limit) upon the progen-

itor star, which may help to distinguish between PISN and internal engine models.

Starbursting galaxies are more likely to produce dense stellar environments [e.g. M82

Lim et al., 2013], which increases the chance of dynamical interaction and mergers

a↵ecting the evolution of the progenitor [Portegies Zwart and van den Heuvel, 2007;

Yungelson et al., 2008; Glebbeek et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2012].

On the other hand, the interaction model typically requires a rapidly rotating

progenitor to produce either a central magnetar or an accreting black hole. In this

case, for a single stellar model a lower metallicity environment may be more suitable,

such that the progenitor star may retain more of it’s initial angular momentum

without losing it to winds. If these rapidly rotating progenitors are produced via

spin up from a binary companion, it may be able to form across a wider range of

environment chemical enrichments [e.g. see de Mink et al., 2008, for mass transfer

scenarios with metallicity]. The similarity between the internal engine model and

that of the collapsar model of LGRBs does suggest that it might not be unreasonable

to expect to find SLSNe and LGRBs within similar environments (i.e. galaxies of

typically low or intermediate metallicity), and therefore comparison of these types

of host galaxy may prove valuable.
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1.4.4 A History of SLSN Host Galaxy Studies

In recent years there have been several studies of the host galaxies of SLSNe. Several

of these have been in depth studies of the properties of the host galaxies of individual

SLSN events [e.g. Lunnan et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013, 2015; Thöne et al., 2015],

which have typically unveiled host galaxies with exceptionally high specific star

formation rates and low metallicities, which the authors use as confirmation that

at least some SLSN originate from young, low-metallicity populations. However

whilst such studies may place stronger limits upon the constraining of progenitors

for individual events, they are typically motivated by the accessibility of the host

galaxy (i.e. it is of a su�ciently low redshift that spectroscopic observations are

feasible). Studies of bulk populations provide evolutionary context of the state of

the underlying populations, and allow better generalisations to be made about the

progenitors of SLSNe as a whole

Within the following section I shall provide a brief overview of the work un-

dertaken within this field and the key results and implications from these studies,

such that the reader is provided with context for the motivation of the work under-

taken within this thesis. It should be noted that the results provided within Perley

et al. [2016] and Japelj et al. [2016] were published after the work within Chapter 3

was published.

Photometric Studies

The extreme nature of SLSN host galaxies was originally highlighted within Neill

et al. [2011], who used GALEX and SDSS archival imaging to examine the properties

of a small sample of 17 SLSN host galaxies, identified whilst the field of SLSNe was

still relatively new. These hosts were found to be exceptionally faint and blue,

especially when compared to a sample of field galaxies from SDSS. Their inferred

star formation rates were moderately low, such that when considered alongside their

low stellar masses, indicated high specific star formation rates. This preference for

low-luminosity host galaxies to was initially used to infer a potential preference

for lower metallicity environments. Unfortunately this early study was somewhat

limited by the depth of the observations used (limits of g0⇠23 and UV⇠23.5 for

SDSS and GALAX MIS surveys respectively), which left the majority of the more

recently discovered SLSNe from newer targeted surveys with only upper limits for

their hosts in the UV and optical, as such host galaxies are more distant (although

their SN events are better characterised).

Making comparisons between di↵erent types of host galaxies is important,
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given our firmer understanding of the progenitors of other transients we may begin

to place the progenitors of SLSNe within an evolutionary context (i.e. whether

the progenitors are likely to be younger or older and more or less massive than

other core collapse progenitors). Lunnan et al. [2014] were the first to carry out a

survey of the photometric (and spectroscopic) properties of SLSN hosts and compare

their properties with those of the host galaxies of other core collapse events such

as “normal” CCSNe and LGRBs. The authors considered only the properties of

hydrogen-poor Type-I SLSNe, given the proposed similarities between the explosion

mechanism for these events and the collapsar model of LGRBs. Through SED fitting

they determine the stellar masses and star forming properties for these host galaxies,

from which they showed that the hosts of these SLSNe are less luminous than those

of general SNe and LGRB population. However, based upon their few spectroscopic

observations, they suggest the environments of SLSNe and LGRBs are comparable

(at least in metallicity), which they use to advocate a similar progenitor path.

The majority of SLSN host galaxy samples studied within literature are

a conglomeration of SLSN events discovered within a variety of di↵erent surveys

[e.g. Leloudas et al., 2015, Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis], and as a consequence

may introduce non-trivial biases into the conclusions derived from their properties.

However, other studies which have attempted to provide a stronger focus upon

events discovered within Pan-STARRS (PS1) [Lunnan et al., 2014, e.g.], are subject

to internal biases based upon the follow-up strategies invoked by the PS1 survey (for

instance, the preferential follow up of “orphan” transients for which no obvious host

can be found within archival imaging, highly biasing studies against the bright end

of the host luminosity function). Perley et al. [2016] present a consistent sample of

SLSN host galaxies discovered within the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF)7. The

study uses a combination of ground based imaging and spectroscopy to determine

the luminosities, star-formation rates, stellar masses, and gas-phase metallicities

for both hydrogen poor and hydrogen rich SLSN hosts. Like previous studies, the

authors find that SLSN-I hosts are typically faint, low mass star bursting galaxies

which are metal poor, and suggest that the SLSNe-I rate becomes heavily suppressed

within higher metallicity (>0.5 Z�) galaxies, but do not find that the rate increases

with further restriction to lower metallicities. This paper also confirms results shown

within Chapter 3 (which were published prior to this publication), that hydrogen

7Although the spectroscopic follow up of PTF transients is a human decision process based
on the available transient information, with some emphasis upon the follow up of transients from
fainter/undetected host galaxies, examination of CCSNe followed up from PTF observations reveals
no alarming fraction contained within exceptionally faint hosts, indicative of a fair sampling of SLSN
events across the host galaxy luminosity function [Perley et al., 2016]
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rich SLSNe-II are located within a much more varied range of host galaxy masses,

suggestive that these events do not show any strong preference for environmental

metallicity.

In a further attempt to refine the study of SLSN-I environments, [Japelj

et al., 2016] consider the SLSN-I host galaxy properties available within the literature

and compare their properties to a sample of LGRB host galaxies discovered within

Swift BAT6 (as BAT6 LGRB events are selected by the luminosity of their prompt

emission, and therefore should provide an unbiased sample of host galaxies). In

order to reduce complications introduced through galaxy evolution with redshift, the

authors consider only SLSN and GRB events within the redshift range 0.3<z<0.7,

and when doing so find that the two samples do not significantly di↵er in stellar mass,

luminosity, star formation rate and metallicity. The authors suggest that within

this range these galaxies lie on the fundamental plane of metallicity for low mass

galaxies, and highlight the biases introduced in spectroscopic comparison of SLSNe

and LGRBs given the di↵ering spectral coverage of their hosts with redshift (there

are relatively few LGRB hosts with spectra at low redshift, unlike SLSN hosts). The

authors emphasise the need for a larger sample of SLSN hosts at higher redshift and

LGRB hosts at lower redshift in order for further comparison to continue.

Spectroscopic Studies

The spectroscopic study of SLSN host galaxies has been somewhat limited, owing to

the faint nature of the hosts, there are only a handful local and bright enough to make

spectroscopic observations viable. Stoll et al. [2011] were the first to consider the

spectroscopic properties of these hosts, comparing the gas phase oxygen abundances

of two well studied SLSN host galaxies, and then considering these alongside the

metallicities of a handful of local SLSN host galaxies from ground based surveys

(e.g. SDSS). They found these hosts to lie at the low metallicity extreme of the

distribution of star forming galaxies within the local universe, which the authors

found to be comparable to the metallicities of LGRB environments, which lead

to early suggestions that the metallicity of the star forming environment was a key

parameter in the production of these events. Similar inferences have been made when

considering hydrogen-poor SLSN hosts discovered within Pan-STARRS [Lunnan

et al., 2014].

The study of absorption within SLSN spectra tells a very di↵erent story.

Through high resolution spectroscopic observations of a few hydrogen-poor SLSN

hosts, Vreeswijk et al. [2014] observed narrow metal absorption lines of Mgi, Mgii

and Feii, which are associated with the cold interstellar medium (ISM) of the host
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galaxy. The equivalent widths and column densities of these ISM metals were gen-

erally at the lower end of the ISM metal distribution, and much lower than those

typically observed within the environments of LGRBs. This seems to suggest dif-

ferent progenitor paths for SLSN and LGRB events, due to the lower absorption

strengths observed in SLSN environments than in GRB hosts.

These early studies were somewhat hampered by their limited sample sizes

and the availability of spectroscopic data, which naturally produces samples which

are somewhat discriminatory against the faint end of the SLSN host galaxy luminos-

ity function. Even the spectral study of Pan-STARRS SLSN hosts within Lunnan

et al. [2014] is limited by the availability of spectroscopic observations, which are

restricted to lower redshifts. Thus these conclusions are somewhat tenuous based

upon the availability of observations.

A more comprehensive spectroscopic study of the hosts of all spectral types of

SLSNe was carried out by Leloudas et al. [2015]. The authors use spectroscopic ob-

servations obtained with 6-10m class telescopes to determine the strengths of strong

star forming lines (H↵, H�, O[II], O[III], N[II]) to estimate the stellar masses, star

forming properties and metallicities of these galaxies, before comparing them to

those of LGRB hosts, and Extreme Emission Line Galaxies (EELGs). EELGs are

dwarf, star bursting galaxies whose strong emission lines and equivalent widths rep-

resent phases of extreme star formation within the galaxy. As such, their populations

are considered to be very young (⇠ 10’s Myr old, Leitherer et al. 1999).

The authors show that the hosts of Type-I and Type-R events to possess ex-

treme emission lines like EELGs, with broad equivalent widths and highly ionising

radiation fields, as demonstrated within the di↵erent samples’ cumulative distribu-

tions of metallicity, ionisation and H↵ equivalent widths shown in Figure 1.9, from

the work of Leloudas et al. [2015]. This is in contrast to the spectroscopic properties

of SLSN-II hosts, which have comparatively softer radiation fields. These di↵ering

radiation fields have been used to support the notion of di↵erent progenitor systems

for Type-I and Type-II events. The strong similarity between SLSN-I hosts and

EELGs has been used to advocate a massive, potentially population III-like pro-

genitor for H-poor SLSNe based upon the extremity of their emission lines, as such

spectral signatures can only be produced by large numbers of very young, hot, mas-

sive stars. The implied upper age limits of <10 Myr upon the populations within

these hosts pushes progenitor masses in excess of 40M�.

Spectroscopic studies of SLSN hosts so far have been somewhat contradictory.

The results of Leloudas et al. [2015] seem to agree with that observed within the

spectroscopic environment localised to the location of PTF12dam [Thöne et al.,
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Figure 1.9: Figure taken from Leloudas et al. [2015] : Comparison of the spectro-
scopic properties of SLSNe host galaxies alongside LGRB hosts, Extreme Emis-
sion Line Galaxies (EELGs) and “standard” SDSS field galaxies. Left panel: Cu-
mulative distributions of the galaxy metallicities as determined from strong emis-
sion line measurements. SLSNe and LGRBs are typically found within sub-solar
(12+log (O/H)<8.7) environments. The hosts of SLSNe are also shown to exhibit
strongly ionising radiation fields, as seen through the distribution of the ionisa-
tion parameter, q (centre panel) with broad equivalent widths similar to those seen
within EELGs (right panel). The consistency of SLSN hosts with the spectroscopic
properties of EELGs, who’s populations are thought to be extremely young (<10
Myr, Leitherer et al. 1999), implies similarly young populations within these envi-
ronments, and thus a more massive progenitor path for SLSN explosions.
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2015], however they conflict with the findings those who subscribe to a LGRB-like

internal engine or magnetar powered progenitor model [e.g. Lunnan et al., 2014;

Inserra et al., 2013], for which a slightly less massive progenitor [>40M�, Davies

et al., 2009] would su�ce. Although the samples presented by Lunnan et al. [2014]

and Leloudas et al. [2015] have limited overlap, their distributions of metallicity are

rather di↵erent, perhaps explaining the disparate conclusions.

Local Environment Studies

In some cases it has been possible to directly study the immediate environments

of the SLSNe, and determine the stellar populations at the explosion sites. The

relatively local SLSN PTF12dam has been studied in some detail, largely due to it’s

low redshift (z = 0.107) and well monitored late time follow up. The host galaxy

of this hydrogen poor SLSN is notable for it’s strong nebular emission lines, which

have placed strong constraints upon it’s metallicity [Chen et al., 2015]. However,

as the galaxy is local, it’s spatial extent is much larger than other detected SLSN

hosts, which allows di↵erent regions of the host to be studied with greater detail.

The galaxy has a “tadpole” morphology, and by obtaining two long slit spectra

at perpendicular orientations, Thöne et al. [2015] were able to determine the local

metallicity within 5 distinct regions of the host galaxy, localising to regions of ⇠1kpc

radius. They determined that the SN occurred within the star forming region at the

‘head’ of the tadpole, was a result of a recent star burst which was superimposed

on the much older underlying stellar population comprising the other regions of

the host. The authors estimate a local population age of 3 Myr at a metallicity of

12+log(O/H)=8.0, from which the authors infer a very young, massive progenitor

of at least 60M�.

Lunnan et al. [2015] have used HST imaging of a sample of hydrogen-poor

SLSN-I host galaxies to probe the local environments of these SN at ultraviolet

wavelengths. This study focussed upon the fractional host light contained within

locations of these SLSNe-I, once again comparing these locations to those of LGRB

and CCSN events. The authors find that the locations of SLSNe-I to be correlated

with star formation activity within their hosts, and slightly more concentrated on

these regions within their hosts than CCSNe. However, they find these SLSN-I

events to be less concentrated upon the bright light within their hosts than LGRBs

events, (although statistically their sample is comparable to both comparison sam-

ples). The strong association of LGRBs with the brighter UV regions in their hosts

has been used to tie them to the younger, more massive stellar populations (given the

strong link between stellar mass, stellar luminosity, and stellar lifetime). Therefore
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this more diluted preference for strongly star forming regions exhibited by these

SLSN-I events could naturally be explained by longer lived, possibly lower mass

progenitors for SLSNe-I.

These two local environment studies seem to directly contradict one another,

as if SLSNe-I originate from very massive stars implied by their host galaxy irradia-

tion, then their locations should be more strongly associated with the brightest UV

pixels within their hosts. Lunnan et al. [2015] suggest that the mass of the progeni-

tor is not the only deciding factor in the production of a SLSN-I event, and that this

deciding factor may be metallicity (as LGRBs are typically situated on the brightest

pixels of their hosts, this makes global metallicity measurements a fair estimate of

the GRB progenitor metallicity. If SLSNe are not always situated within the peak

of the light of their hosts, progenitor metallicities may not be truly represented by

the global metallicity of the host).

1.4.5 The Objective of This Work

At a glance, it would appear the properties of SLSN host galaxies are highly conflict-

ing. Although the consensus that the vast majority of SLSN hosts are intrinsically

faint galaxies with low masses and star formation rates appears to hold, the conclu-

sions drawn from spectroscopic and local environment studies di↵er wildly. Is the

metallicity of the host environment a key factor in the production of a SLSN progen-

itor? Are global metallicity measurements a good approximation for the metallicity

of the explosion site? Is there a strong dependance upon metallicity at all8?

Whilst the host galaxies of SLSNe-I have been studied at some length (again,

likely owing to possible likeness to LGRB events), the environments of SLSNe-II

have been relatively untouched. Although the mechanism for producing their light

seems to be somewhat better understood than SLSNe-I, the progenitor systems are

still somewhat of a mystery. If pulsational pair instability is the primary method of

removing shells of stellar envelope prior to the explosion, then these stars are still

likely to be very massive, which should be reflected within their environments.

Current spectroscopic studies of SLSN host galaxies omit >20% of hosts due

to their exceptionally low luminosities (M
V

> -16.5), and a large fraction of SLSN at

higher redshift discovered within ground based surveys lack deep enough imaging to

recover their host galaxies. The work undertaken within this thesis will attempt to

create a better understanding of the physical conditions necessary for the create of

SLSN events through the use of high resolution imaging of SLSN hosts, particularly

8Given that the LGRB metallicity dependance is thought to be rather weak, somewhere between
solar [e.g. Perley et al., 2015a; Krühler et al., 2015] and 1/3 solar [Graham and Fruchter, 2017]
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including those which were previously undetected within ground based observations.

By using HST observations, any biases due to the inherent brightness of the host

sample are significantly reduced, with the advantage of being able to to easily probe

these host galaxies in the ultraviolet such that their star forming properties may be

better understood. These observations will cover the host galaxies of all spectral

classes of SLSNe, such that they may be put into context.

Organisation of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis shall be organised as follows; the photometric observa-

tions which form the basis of the analysis performed within Chapters 3 and 4 will

be outlined within Chapter 2, alongside details of techniques used in the reduction

of these images and any analysis common to both Chapters 3 and 4 (any analysis

particular to any specific science chapter will be provided within it).

Within Chapter 3 I will explore the global photometric properties of SLSN

host galaxies as imaged with HST, with particular emphasis upon the star form-

ing properties and masses of these galaxies. I will show that in comparison with

the properties of other core collapse transient hosts (CCSNe and LGRBs), these

SLSN hosts are notably di↵erent, being fainter, lower mass galaxies with less star

formation.

I will then proceed to explore the sub galactic environments of SLSN events

imaged with HST in the ultraviolet within Chapter 4. The o↵sets, fractional flux

values and surface brightnesses of these transient sites will be determined, and once

again the properties of their locations will be compared to those of CCSNe and

LGRBs explosion sites. I will show that although these locations trace star formation

with SLSN hosts, when accounting of positional uncertainty of the transients, it is

at present unclear whether they exhibit strong preference for highly star forming

regions within their hosts, before considering the implications of these locations.

Within Chapter 5 I will attempt to place the results obtained within Chapter

3 into context, through modelling the likely range of host galaxies within which stars

below a given metallicity restriction may be located. I consider the results of this

model in light of the observed distributions of typical host galaxy masses before

discussing the implications of using this model to infer the presence of a metallicity

threshold in transient progenitor populations.
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Chapter 2

Photometric Observations and

Methods

“Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t.”

—William Shakespeare, Hamlet

Within this chapter I will outline the photometric observations and methods

used mostly within Chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis, given the significant overlap in

data used between the two chapters. I will first outline the overall sample of SLSN

host galaxies common to this thesis, indicating which host galaxies are studied within

each chapter. I will then provide details of the photometric observations used within

both Chapters 3 and 4 before outlining any methods or analysis carried out common

to both of these chapters. Any analysis particular to any specific science chapters

will be provided within them.

2.1 SLSN Sample

Within Table 2.1 I present the combined SLSN host galaxy sample used for analy-

sis at various points within this thesis, detailing locations, redshifts and discovery

references for each object. I also indicate for which chapters within the thesis the

host galaxies are used.

The majority of the sample of SLSN host galaxies used throughout this work

were selected based upon the availability of high resolution HST imaging of the

host galaxies at ultraviolet wavelengths. For the work within this thesis, an early1

sample of SLSN host galaxies were identified from the work of Neill et al. [2011],

1relative to the study of SLSNe
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and these host galaxies, supplemented with a few additional SLSN hosts whose SN

discoveries had been published prior to early 2012, were targeted for HST imaging at

rest frame ultraviolet and near infrared wavelengths within the program GO 13025

(PI: Levan). For the work contained within Chapter 3, only these host galaxies are

considered (i.e. only targets observed within proposal GO-13025). However, for

the work undertaken within Chapter 4, in order to include a larger sample of host

galaxies for this analysis, additional SLSN hosts were sourced from other programs

which had become publicly available following the publication of the work within

3. These additional HST rest-frame ultraviolet images comes from proposals GO-

13022, GO-13026 and GO-13858, and are indicated within Table 2.1. Finally, to

mitigate small number statistics when performing additional o↵set analysis within

Chapter 4, an extra sample of SLSN-IIn hosts were sourced from Perley et al. [2016],

which are detailed at the bottom of Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: SLSN host galaxies used throughout this thesis. References: [1] Richard-

son et al. [2002] (classification uncertain), [2] Hamuy et al. [2003], [3] Gal-Yam [2012],

[4] Schmidt et al. [2000], [5] Quimby et al. [2007], [6] Smith et al. [2007], [7] Ofek

et al. [2007], [8] Leloudas et al. [2012], [9] Barbary et al. [2009], [10] Gal-Yam et al.

[2009], [11] Chatzopoulos et al. [2011], [12] Miller et al. [2009], [13] Gezari et al.

[2009], [14] Drake et al. [2010], [15] Quimby et al. [2011c], [16] Inserra et al. [2013],

[17] Quimby et al. [2010], [18] Quimby et al. [2011a]. [19] Nicholl et al. [2013], [20]

Moriya et al. [2015], [21] Chomiuk et al. [2011], [22]McCrum et al. [2015], [23] Lun-

nan et al. [2014], [24] McCrum et al. [2014], [25] Perley et al. [2016]. Note that

PTF10hgi and PTF11rks are also sometimes referred to by their IAU designations

of SN 2010md and SN2011kg respectively. Hosts below dividing line are not covered

by HST but are used for additional o↵set analysis within Chapter 4.

SLSN M
peak

Class2 RA Dec z Ch. Disc.

J2000 J2000 Ref.

SN1995av -20.87 (R) LSN-IIn 02:01:41.34 +03:39:38.9 0.300 3,4 [1]

SN1997cy -20.1 (R) SN-Ia/IIn 04:32:54.86 - 61:42:57.5 0.063 3,4 [2]

SN1999as -21.4 (V) SLSN-R 09:16:30.86 +13:39:02.2 0.127 3,4 [3]

SN1999bd -21.5 (V) SLSN-IIn 09:30:29.17 +16:26:07.8 0.151 3,4 [3]

SN2000ei -20.57 (R) LSN-IIn 04:17:07.18 +05:45:53.1 0.600 3,4 [4]

SN2005ap -22.7 (R) SLSN-I 13:01:14.83 +27:43:31.4 0.283 3,4 [5]

2Here events which lie brighter than MV <-21 are distinguished as SLSN events and those which
fall fainter than M<-21 are identified as LSN events. Peak magnitudes and associated bands as
reported within the discovery literature are provided.
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SN2006gy -22.0 (R) SLSN-IIn 03:17:27.06 +41:24:19.5 0.019 3,4 [6,7]

SN2006oz -21.5 (u) SLSN-I 22:08:53.56 +00:53:50.4 0.286 3,4 [8]

SCP06F6 -22.5 (i) SLSN-I 14:32:27.395 +33:32:24.83 1.189 3,4 [9]

SN2007bi -21.3 (R) SLSN-R 13:19:20.19 +08:55:44.3 0.128 3,4 [10]

SN2008am -22.3 (z’) SLSN-IIn 12:28:36.30 +15:34:50.0 0.234 3,4 [11]

SN2008es -22.2 (V) SLSN-II 11:56:49.13 +54:27:25.7 0.202 3,4 [12,13]

SN2008fz -22.3 (V) SLSN-IIn 23:16:16.60 +11:42:47.5 0.133 3,4 [14]

SN2009jh -22.0 (R) SLSN-I 14:49:10.09 +29:25:10.4 0.349 3,4 [15]

PTF09atu -22.5 (V) SLSN-I 16:30:24.55 +23:38:25.0 0.501 3,4 [15]

PTF09cnd -22.0 (V) SLSN-I 16:12:08.96 +51:29:16.0 0.258 3,4 [15]

SN2010gx -21.7 (R) SLSN-I 11:25:46.71 -08:49:41.4 0.230 3,4 [8,15]

PTF10hgi -20.3 (V) LSN-I 16:37:47.00 +06:12:32.3 0.10 3,4 [16]

PTF10vqv -22.5 (V) SLSN-I 03:03:06.80 -01:32:34.9 0.45 3,4 [17]

SN2011kf -21.73 (g) SLSN-IIn 14:36:57.53 +16:30:56.7 0.245 3,4 [16]

SN2011ke -21.42 (g) SLSN-I 13:50:57.77 +26:16:42.8 0.385 3,4 [16]

PTF11dsf -22.1 (V) SLSN-IIn 16:11:33.55 +40:18:03.5 0.143 3,4 [18]

PTF11rks -20.76 (V) LSN-I 01:39:45.51 +29:55:27.0 0.190 3,4 [16]

SN2012il -21.56 (V) SLSN-I 09:46:12.91 +19:50:28.7 0.175 3,4 [16]

PTF12dam -21.5 (V) SLSN-R/I 14:24:46.20 +46:13:48.3 0.107 4 [18,19]

iPTF13ehe -20.97 (g) SLSN-R/I 06:53:21.50 +67:07:56.0 0.343 4 [20]

PS1-10awh -21.59 (g) SLSN-I 22:14:29.831 -00:04:03.62 0.908 4 [21]

PS1-10pm -21.73 (g) SLSN-I 12:12:42.200 +46:59:29.48 1.206 4 [22]

PS1-11afv -21.91 (g) SLSN-I 12:15:37.770 +48:10:48.62 1.407 4 [23]

PS1-11ap -21.77 (g) SLSN-I 10:48:27.73 +57:09:09.2 0.524 4 [24]

PS1-11tt -21.27 (g) SLSN-I 16:12:45.778 +54:04:16.96 1.283 4 [23]

PS1-12bmy -22.64 (r) SLSN-I 03:34:13.123 -26:31:17.21 1.572 4 [23]

PS1-12bqf 21.122 (r) SLSN-I 02:24:54.621 -04:50:22.72 0.522 4 [23]

PTF10fel <-20.5 (V) LSN-IIn 16:27:31.103 +51:21:43.45 0.235 4 [25]

PTF10heh -21.2 (V) SLSN-IIn 12:48:52.05 +13:26:24.5 0.337 4 [25]

PTF10jwd -21.4 (V) SLSN-IIn 16:43:43.325 +44:31:43.8 0.477 4 [25]

PTF10qwu -21.0 (V) SLSN-IIn 16:51:10.572 +28:18:07.62 0.225 4 [25]

PTF10scc -21.5 (V) SLSN-IIn 23:28:10.495 +28:38:31.10 0.242 4 [25]

PTF10yyc -21.0(V) SLSN-IIn 04:39:17.297 -00:20:54.5 0.214 4 [25]

PTF12epg -21.3 (V) SLSN-IIn 12:55:36.596 +35:37:35.79 0.342 4 [25]

PTF12gwu -21.4 (V) SLSN-IIn 15:02:32.876 +08:03:49.47 0.275 4 [25]
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2.2 Photometric Observations

I will first describe the observations which provide many of the key results for the

work undertaken within this thesis, high resolution HST observations of SLSN host

galaxies, before detailing additional photometric ground based observations used to

supplement the work undertaken within Chapter 3. Finally, I will outline the SLSN

discovery images used for astrometric purposes within the science chapters.

2.2.1 HST Observations

The unmatched sensitivity and resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope and Wide

Field Camera 3 (WFC3) make it the ideal instrument to begin to unravel the myster-

ies of the faint and, in some cases, undetected host galaxies of SLSNe. HST WFC3

images were initially obtained for an early sample of 21 SLSN host galaxies, within

program GO 13025 (PI: Levan). To explore the star forming properties of these host

galaxies, observations were obtained in the rest-frame UV, probing the approximate

rest-wavelength range of 2500 - 3500 Å, utilising the F275W (z < 0.1), F336W

(0.1 < z < 0.3) and F390W (0.3 < z < 0.6) filters depending upon the redshift of

the host in question.

In order for the stellar mass of the host galaxies to be studied, each orbit

in the program also switched from the UV to nIR channel within WFC3, enabling

short nIR exposures (⇠ 200s) to be obtained. Despite their brief duration, such

observations are competitive with much longer ground based observations, reaching

limits of H
AB

⇠ 25 (3�). Within GO-13025, additional UV observations were ob-

tained of the well studied SLSN, SCP 06F6 [Barbary et al., 2009; Gänsicke et al.,

2009] at z = 1.19. For this particular event 3 orbits were used to obtained imaging

using ACS/WFC in the F606W band (matching the rest frame UV wavelength of

the host galaxy).

Some of the host galaxies observed within program GO 13025 were unde-

tected in these exposures, implying that the underlying hosts possessed extremely

faint absolute magnitudes (M
nIR

> �15). A handful of these undetected hosts were

also targeted by a second programme (GO-13480; PI Levan), which obtained much

deeper optical observations (⇠ 5000 s) using ACS in F606W and WFC3 again in

the nIR. A full log of all of these UV, nIR and optical observations are provided

within Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Inclusive of the deeper latter imaging,

18/21 of the original SLSN host sample imaged with HST were detected with the

rest frame UV imaging, and 19/20 in the nIR imaging. The hosts of some of the

undetected SLSNe in the initial observations were recovered in the deeper GO-13480
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exposures. Hence, there are host detections in at least a single band for 96% of the

HST observed sample (all SLSNe excluding PTF09atu).

For the study of sub galactic environments of SLSN events, additional ob-

servations of SLSN hosts at rest-frame UV wavelengths were sourced from publicly

available studies GO-13022 (PI: Berger) and GO-13326 (PI: Lunnan). These pro-

grams targeted hydrogen poor SLSN host galaxies from within the PanSTARRS

Medium Deep Survey (PS1/MDS) for rest-frame UV and rest-frame optical imag-

ing, some of which were undetected in data from ground based surveys. Observations

of two SLSN-R host galaxies were also obtained from program GO 13858 (PI: De

Cia), a programme originally dedicated to targeting the locations of local PISN

candidates at UV and optical wavelengths. I utilise only the UV observations from

these programs, which are also described within Table 2.2.

2.2.2 Ground Based Observations

The HST data for several SLSNe within the original GO 13025 sample were supple-

mented additional optical observations obtained from the ground with the William

Herschel Telescope (WHT) and the Very Large Telescope (VLT). These included

a service mode programme using ACAM on the WHT (Program ID: SW2012b31,

PI: Levan) to obtain relatively shallow optical imaging (⇠1500 - 1800s in the sdss

r0 band) for a small sample of SLSN hosts (namely SN 1995av, SN 2000ei, SN 2006oz,

SN 2008es, PTF09atu, PTF09cnd, PTF10hgi, PTF10vqv, PTF11dsf and PTF11rks).

R-band imaging was also acquired for three galaxies from this sample (namely

the hosts of SN 2005ap, SN 2008fz and SN 2009jh) using the FOcal Reducer and

low dispersion Spectrograph [FORS2; Appenzeller et al., 1998] on the VLT during

the nights of 2013-08-31, 2014-01-24 and 2014-02-01 (Program 092.D-0815(B), PI:

Levan). For each host 239 second images were obtained within R-band. Faint

unresolved detections of each host galaxy were recovered within these images.

The work within Chapter 3 also benefits from deep optical imaging of the

two faintest targets in the low-z sample (SN 2008es and SN 2008fz) using the Low

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer [Oke et al., 1995] on the the Keck I 10m telescope,

during the night of 2013-12-04 (Program C247LA, PI: Perley, private communica-

tion). These deeper observations consisted of both B-band and R-band images, with

exposure times detailed within Table 2.5. Once again faint, unresolved detections

of the host galaxies of both targets in both filters were recovered within the images.

All reduction and analysis for these Keck images was performed by Daniel Perley.
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Table 2.2: SLSN host galaxies imaged with HST at rest frame UV wavelengths.
The UV filter, exposure time and HST program ID are provided within this table.
I identify host galaxy imaging used for analysis within Chapters 3 and 4 with a ?
and † symbols respectively.

SLSN UV T
exp

GO
Filter UV (s) Program ID

SN1995av ? F390W 1808 13025
SN1997cy ? F275W 1832 13025
SN1999as ?† F336W 2032 13025
SN1999bd ?† F336W 2036 13025
SN2000ei ?† F390W 1808 13025
SN2005ap ?† F390W 1804 13025
SN2006gy ?† F390W 932 13025

F275W 846 13025
SCP06F6 ?† F606W 8054 13025
SN2007bi ?† F336W 1808 13025
SN2008am ?† F336W 1808 13025
SN2008es ?† F336W 1824 13025
SN2008fz ?† F336W 2032 13025
SN2009jh ?† F390W 2044 13025
PTF09atu ? F390W 2036 13025
PTF09cnd ?† F390W 2224 13025
SN2010gx ?† F390W 1808 13025
SN2011kf ? F336W 2036 13025
SN2011ke ?† F336W 2044 13025
PTF11dsf ?† F390W 1832 13025
PTF11rks ?† F336W 1804 13025
SN2012il ?† F336W 2036 13025
PTF12dam† F336W 984 13858
iPTF13ehe† F625W 2545 13858
PS1-10awh† F606W 680 13022
PS1-10pm† F606W 1960 13022
PS1-11afv † F606W 1960 13022
PS1-11ap † F475W 2464 13226
PS1-11tt† F606W 1960 13022
PS1-12bmy† F814W 2224 13226
PS1-12bqf† F475W 2200 13326
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Table 2.3: SLSN host galaxies imaged in the nIR with HST used for analysis within
chapters 3 and 4 in this thesis. The filter, exposure time and HST program ID for
each set of observations is provided. All images are used within Chapter 3, but those
also used within Chapter 4 for pixel statistics are highlighted with a † symbol.

SLSN nIR T
exp

GO
Filter nIR (s) Program ID

SN1995av F160W 206 13025
SN1997cy F160W 206 13025
SN1999as† F160W 206 13025
SN1999bd† F160W 206 13025
SN2000ei† F160W 206 13025
SN2005ap† F160W 206 13025
SN2006gy† F160W 206 13025
SN2007bi† F160W 206 13025
SN2008am† F160W 206 13025
SN2008es† F160W 2812 13048
SN2008fz† F160W 2612 13048
SN2009jh† F160W 2612 13048
PTF09atu F160W 206 13025
PTF09cnd† F160W 206 13025
SN2010gx† F160W 206 13025
SN2011kf F160W 206 13025
SN2011ke† F160W 206 13025
PTF11dsf† F160W 206 13025
PTF11rks† F160W 206 13025
SN2012il† F160W 206 13025

Table 2.4: SLSN host galaxies with additional HST imaging in the nIR with
HST used within Chapter 3 . The filter, exposure time and HST program ID for
each of these observations is provided.

SLSN Optical T
exp

GO
Filter Optical (s) Program ID

SN2008es† F606W 5630 13048
SN2008fz† F606W 5236 13048
SN2009jh† F606W 5922 13048
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Table 2.5: Additional ground based optical imaging used for SED fitting within
Chapter 3. Images in the r’ filter were obtained with the William Herschel Telescope
(WHT), B and R band imaging using the Keck I 10m Telescope and additional R
band imaging was obtained with Very Large Telescope (VLT).

SLSN Optical T
exp

Telescope/ Program
Band opt. (s) Instrument ID

SN1995av r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
SN2000ei r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
SN2005ap R 240 VLT FORS2 092.D-0815(B)
SN2006oz r’ 300 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
SN2008es r0 1800 WHT ACAM SW2012b31

R 870 Keck LRIS C247LA
B 900 Keck LRIS C247LA

SN2008fz R 1290 VLT FORS2 092.D-0815(B)
B 1475 Keck LRIS C247LA

SN2009jh R 240 VLT FORS2 092.D-0815(B)
PTF09atu r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
PTF09cnd r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
PTF10hgi r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
PTF10vqv r0 1500 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
PTF11dsf r0 900 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
PTF11rks r0 1800 WHT ACAM SW2012b31
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2.3 Analysis Techniques

2.3.1 Sub-pixel Sampling and Dithering

The major advantage to space based observations, such as those obtained with

HST, is the removal of seeing a↵ects due to turbulence in the Earth’s atmosphere.

This significantly improves the resolution of the point spread function (PSF) of the

resulting image, transitioning from a seeing dominated case, to one in which space-

bourne instruments may, in principle, reach the di↵raction limited regime. Whilst

this may sound like a significant improvement upon the quality of the incoming data,

there are additional resolution restrictions enforced by the detectors used by space

based instruments. Frequently the pixel scale of the primary science instrument’s

CCD under samples the width of the PSF.

One solution to this conundrum lies in the ability to accurately o↵set the

telescope spatially by small increments. Dithering is the practice of shifting the

detector such that sky coordinates within the field of view land on di↵erent detector

co-ordinates, and is typically used to negate the e↵ects of bad pixels and CCD de-

fects. When these detector shifts are much smaller than the relative scale size of the

detector pixels with non-integer deviations of the telescope pointing (i.e. dithering

at a sub-pixel level), the target is moved through a number of di↵erent locations

on the detector chip. This allows for the recovery of some of the information lost

through undersampling the PSF, as each separate sub-dithered imaged now samples

it. The dither pattern employed directs the level to which the PSF is sampled, with

4 dither pointings recovering the majority of the information contained within the

image. Unfortunately, the final combination of these dithered images to produce a

better sampled final PSF is a non-trivial task.

Drizzling

To some, this may merely suggest typical British weather conditions3, however,

to the astrophysical community, drizzling is a method of reconstructing sub-pixel

dithered images.

Drizzling [Fruchter and et al., 2009] combines two di↵erent image recon-

struction methods; “interlacing” and the “shift-and-add” method. Interlacing, as

it’s name suggests, alternates the placing of pixels from two or more input images

within the CCD grid, such that the final output is a uniformly woven “mesh” of

these input images. Whilst this technique naturally mitigates the a↵ects of bad

3Or perhaps the practice of moistening sponge-based confectionary with slightly sweetened citrus
juice
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or hot pixels within the CCD chip, any small errors within the positioning of the

telescope or any geometric distortion of the image by the telescope optics become

apparent when combining images this way. The “shift-and-add” method on the

other hand takes each input pixel from the dithered images and moves it into lo-

cation within a finer sub-sampled grid on the final output image, simply summing

the sub-pixel inputs to determine the value of each final output pixel. Whilst the

absolute positions of the dither locations are less consequential using this method,

the resulting image is still convolved to the scale of the original detector pixel.

Variable-pixel linear reconstruction, or more colloquially, “drizzling”, at-

tempts to alleviate the issues inherent to the previous two techniques. As with

the “shift-and-add” technique, pixels from the original dithered images are mapped

onto a subsampled output grid, in which the user may specify the final size of the

output pixels. However, drizzle allows the user to shrink the size of the input pixels

relative to the final output pixels. This parameter, known as the pixfrac, runs

between 0 and 1, permitting the user to dictate the degree to which pixels are con-

volved with the PSF of the detector (although it should be noted that setting the

pixfrac too small will result in some output pixels receiving no data from input

pixels, [Gonzaga and et al., 2012]).

These shrunken pixels are then drizzled onto the output grid of pixels, ac-

counting for any shifts or rotations in the input frames, and the optical distortion

of the camera. The flux contained within each of the input pixels is proportionally

divided between the output pixels depending upon the fractional overlap of the in-

put pixel. Consequently, this introduces correlated noise to the final uncertainties

of each pixel values, which is discussed later in this section.

Drizzling may be easily performed for HST images using AstroDrizzle soft-

ware [Fruchter and Hook, 2002] within PyRAF, which I do for all of the HST im-

ages used within this thesis. Given the �4 dither positions employed for all of the

WFC3/UVIS and ACS images used within this thesis, I drizzle these UV images

to a final pixel scale of 0.0250 0 pix�1, whilst for the nIR images used I retain the

native 0.130 0 pix�1 scale due to the lack of dithering.

Within the UV data set, images are subject to greater Charge Transfer E�-

ciency (CTE) losses, which arise due to ine�cient transfer of charge between pixels

during CCD readout, a consequence of cumulative radiation damage in a low Earth

orbit environment [Bourque et al., 2013]. To mitigate against this, all early images

taken under programme GO-13025 utilised a pre-flash to fill charge traps. In the

latter observations of this program, and indeed for all of the UV observations taken

within programs GO-13022 and GO-13026, sources were additionally relocated to
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the corners of the UVIS chip to minimise the number of transfers employed before

readout. The final individual images were then cleaned for CTE tails using the

method of Anderson and Bedin [2010] prior to drizzling.

The UV images were also re-drizzled again to match the plate scale of the

nIR imaging (0.130 0 pix�1). Though this lowers the resolution of the image, the

technique allows for easier detection of low surface brightness features, and for a

direct comparison between the nIR and UV imaging used within both Chapters 3

and 4.

Correlated Noise

A consequence of combining dithered images through drizzle is the correlation of

noise between adjacent pixels due to the way in which the flux is spread over multiple

output pixels. This not only produces an underestimate of the measurement of the

noise in an object within the final drizzled image on the output pixel scale, but also

creates uncertainty on the measurement on an individual pixel. As demonstrated

within Figure 2.1, for any given input pixel, covering areas a,b,c,d etc within the

final output pixel plane, the noise contained within the entirety of the input pixel

is greater than the sum of that contained within the fractional areas in the output

pixel, as the cross terms caused by the division of flux with neighbouring pixels

cannot be incorporated in the error measurement of any one pixel (i.e. (a2+ b2+

c2+ d2)✏2<✏2).

The noise correlation ratio, R, depends upon the drizzle parameters chosen

and the geometry and orientation and geometry of the dithered input images. The

full derivation of this parameter is beyond the scope of this work, however it is useful

to note that it may be simplified to the following expression:

R =
r

1� 1

3r

for r  1

=
r

1� r

3

for r � 1
(2.1)

where r is the ratio of the pixfrac value used within drizzling and the pixel

scale of the output image.

2.3.2 Photometry

Photometry throughout this thesis was performed using one of two di↵erent meth-

ods, dependant upon the appearance of the host galaxy within the observations.

Where possible (i.e. for galaxies which are clearly detected within their images) I
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Figure 2.1: Adapted from Fruchter and et al. [2009], a representation of an input
pixel being dropped into the output pixel frame. The regions a,b,c and d represent
the overlapping regions of the input pixel with pixels in the output frame. This
overlap causes an underestimation of the error associated with any one pixel, as
the cross terms caused by the division of flux with neighbouring pixels cannot be
incorporated.
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used the automatic detection and extraction package, Source Extractor [here after

SExtractor; Bertin and Arnouts, 1996]. The key advantage of using SExtractor for

photometry is the ultimate production of a ‘segmentation map’, in which di↵erent

groups of pixels are identified as belonging to di↵erent astronomical objects within

the image. This is a particular bonus when considering di↵use objects, or to ensure

the incorporation of low surface brightness features when performing photometric

analysis.

The SExtractor process (outlined briefly here, for a more complete overview,

see Bertin and Arnouts [1996]) first creates a background map from the input image,

using iterative sigma clipping to estimate it’s level and applying a median filter to

account for any potential overestimations from bright sources in the field. Once

background subtracted, the image is then convolved with an input PSF profile before

object identification begins. A user-specified detection threshold (typically number

of � above the background) and limits on the number of adjoining pixels an object

should have before triggering a detection are applied before object extraction.

For each object extracted from the image, the pixel group is passed through

a deblending filter which attempts to separate any overlapping objects contained

within it. It does so by creating a 2-dimensional brightness profile for the extracted

object then, working from the brightest points downward, searches for ‘saddles’ be-

tween peaks in the brightness profile. At each saddle point the program determines

whether the intensity contained within the peak above the saddle point is greater

than a user-specified fraction of the total intensity of the composite object. If this

is so, the peaks (and their surrounding pixels) are identified as two separate ob-

jects. The algorithm continues to move downwards through the brightness profile,

searching for new saddle points (treating any identified objects individually). This

is schematically represented within Figure 2.2.

Once de-blending has commenced, SExtractor will then determine the po-

sitional parameters (location of the peak, isophotal centre, barycentre, size, ellip-

ticity etc.) of each of the identified objects before photometric measurements are

performed. The user may specify whether they require isophotal magnitudes or

aperture magnitudes, with the option for corrections to be applied if attempting to

account for additional light which may be outside of the notional aperture.

Thus for each host galaxy the program parameters were adjusted accordingly

to optimise its detection and extraction within the image, and since I was concerned

with individual galaxies this means that blending decisions were made manually. For

the HST data set I applied a surface brightness signal to noise cut of two per pixel

for nIR images and one for UV images, in order to include faint surface brightness
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Figure 2.2: Figure taken from Bertin and Arnouts [1996]; a schematic representa-
tion of the method used to identify separate objects during the deblending process.
The 2D brightness profile of the pixel group (smooth line) is analysed - the program
works in a top-down fashion, searching for saddles in the brightness profile. If the
integrated brightness of the peak above the saddle point in found to exceed a spec-
ified fraction of the total brightness of the input pixels, the peak (and neighbouring
pixels) are regarded as separate from the rest of the profile. Here the input object
has been broken into two separate objects, A and B.
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features, measuring the host galaxy magnitudes using the MAG AUTO feature, which

provides are the most precise estimate an objects total magnitude using a flexible

elliptical aperture around the object and measuring the flux contained within it

[Kron, 1980]. For these HST images, zeropoints for each filter were taken from the

STScI WFC3 handbook [Dressel, 2012].

It should be noted that some of the photometry produced within SExtractor

provides extremely small photometric errors, occasionally as low as ⇠1/1000 of a

magnitude. Such unrealistic errors are a result of using “weight maps” for the ex-

traction of sources from the science frame. A weight map is a combination of weight

images from the individual dithered inputs containing information on the location

of bad pixels within the image produced during the drizzle process, [Gonzaga and

et al., 2012]. Whilst the use of weight maps for object extraction is beneficial for

better photometric detection of faint sources, they produce problems with the way

in which SExtractor computes photometric errors.

SExtractor takes the inverse of the drizzled weight map (which thus creates

a lower significance for highly weighted pixels and vice versa) and then uses this

map to scale the variance that the program itself measures within the science frame

[Bertin and Arnouts, 1996]. Thus the resulting noise associated with most pixels

is lower than it should be (as pixels of a high weighting become low in variance

within SExtractor’s error algorithm). This underestimation becomes more apparent

in sources which have an intrinsically higher S/N. Whilst the side-e↵ects of using a

weight map for object extraction a↵ects the photometric uncertainties of all SLSN

within our sample, this should not significantly impact upon the conclusions drawn

from the results presented within this thesis.

Several galaxies showed a light distribution dominated by individual bright

knots in UV imaging, and the deblending parameters were adjusted for each host to

ensure it was not broken into multiple components. Where possible, the nIR images

were used to determine which UV components should be included in the analysis, as

these bands are dominated by a smoother light profile arising from an older stellar

population.

I also utilised straightforward aperture photometry, particularly for cases in

which the host galaxy was either undetected within the image, or for cases in which

the SExtractor deblending was insu�cient to reconcile to the various components

of a particularly di↵use host. When doing this, I typically set large apertures (>1.4

FWHM) to encompass the majority of the light of the galaxy, and determine the

background via the use of a large number (>20) of sky apertures. This technique

gave results consistent with those determined via SExtractor, and was used to obtain
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3� limits where necessary. In cases in which I employ aperture photometry, I apply

aperture corrections determined by the estimated encircled energy curves of WFC3

detectors [Dressel, 2012]. In the event of a host detection in one HST band but no

detection in another, the size of the aperture used to determine the upper limit was

set equal to that used to measure the magnitude in the band where the source was

detected.

Additional photometry of hosts imaged using the WHT and VLT in r’ and

Johnson-Morgan R bands respectively was carried out in a like manner to the

HST images, applying a surface signal to noise cut o↵ of one per pixel before extrac-

tion with SExtractor. Photometry of galaxies on ground based images was carried

out relative to SDSS observations of the same field, and is given in the r’ band.

For all photometric results here I perform a K-correction. This allows for the

photometric comparison of objects at di↵erent redshifts which have been observed

within a single bandpass (which will only cover a fraction of the total light emitted by

the object). As objects move to higher redshifts, their spectral energy distribution

becomes stretched by a factor of 1 + z, such that as an object moves to higher

redshifts, observations within the same photometric band will sample progressively

bluer parts of the spectrum. A K-correction corrects for this by converting the flux

measurement in the observer frame into an equivalent measurement of that flux in

the rest frame of the object.

Normally filter-matching must also be performed, where a redder filter is

selected which corresponds to the approximate wavelength coverage and sensitivity

of the filter the observations were taken with, but in the rest frame wavelength of

the observed object. If the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of the object is

known (for instance, a blackbody spectrum), then a K-correction is determined in

two stages: by integrating the redshifted SED over the redder bandpass and then by

integrating the same SED as seen at zero redshift over the band passes of interest to

the observer to produced two expected fluxes. The K-correction is thus computed

as:

K = �2.5 log
F
z=0

F
z

Where F
z=0

and F
z

are the expected fluxes at zero redshift and at the red-

shift of the object. If multi-wavelength photometry of the object exists, then the

observer fits this photometry to a model SED of choice, before following the above

steps. However, if observations are obtained in the observer frame within a filter

corresponding the the rest frame wavelength of interest, as there is no energy loss
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due to redshifting then the K-correction simply becomes:

K = �2.5 log (1 + z)

as the di↵erence between the expected fluxes is diluted by a factor of 1 + z.

All photometry within this thesis was also corrected for Galactic extinc-

tion using the Milky Way dust maps of Schlafly and Finkbeiner [2011] (via the

NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive4) for the appropriate image filter and ad-

heres to the AB magnitude system.

2.3.3 Astrometry

In order to identify the host and accurately pinpoint the location of the SLSN

event within the galaxy for sub-galactic analysis within Chapter 4, where possible,

I performed astrometry measurements using optical discovery imaging where the

SNe are as close as possible to maximum light. The majority of SLSNe from the

sample possess discovery locations such that the SN position lies on, or close to, an

underlying host detected within the HST imaging.

The images used in this procedure are described in Table 2.6. Astrometric

measurements were carried out by aligning the discovery images by WCS for an ini-

tial approximation, where possible. A geometric alignment was found between the

discovery image and the HST images using common sources in the two fields. Using

routine IRAF tasks (imexam) I determined the [x,y] centres of multiple matching

sources in both discovery and HST images, using point sources where available.

Using IRAF tasks geomap and geoxytran I then map and transform between co-

ordinate systems for the two images, before transforming the [x,y] co-ordinates for

the SN within the discovery image to the corresponding pixel within the HST imag-

ing. This allows the SN position to be determined within the HST imaging.

Ideally, more than >8-10 matching sources are found between the two images

before performing geometric mapping, to minimise the free parameters involved with

the fitting of a geometric solution between the two coordinate systems. For some

of the SLSN events, the discovery images did not provide a satisfactory number

of matching point sources (< ⇠8), due to either the depth or field of view of the

available within the discovery image. In these cases I reduce the fitting parameters

by manually accounting for rotation. This was done by rotating the discovery image

to match the orientation of the HST image (contained within the image header)

before fitting only the scale and o↵set within the geometric transformation map.

4http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
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Table 2.6: Images of the SN whilst visible used for carrying out astrometry and
identifying the locations of the SLSN events within their host galaxies. Details
for images taken from data archives and literature are outlined here; 1 ESO 59.A-
9004(A), Service Mode, NTT , 2 NASA SkyMorph, 3 CADC, 4 Rezman Observatory
,5 GO-10877, PI: Li ,6 Barbary et al. [2009],7 Gal-Yam et al. [2009] ,8 Chatzopoulos
et al. [2011] ,9 ToO ESO ,10 Service Mode, NTT ,11 PTF data archive ,12 ToO
Gemini South, 13 ToO Gemini North, 14 HST DDT 15, ToO Keck

SLSN Instrument UVa UVb IR IR Ref.
X

err

Y
err

X
err

Y
err

mas mas mas mas

SN1999as ESO NTT 44.22 34.69 37.69 41.17 1

SN1999bd * c NEAT/GOEDSS 221.36 52.59 75.65 17.97 2

SN2000ei CFHT 51.84 69.11 45.05 60.06 3

SN2005ap* d RezmanI - - - - 4

SN2006gy HST 5.89 5.78 0.30 0.29 5

SCP06F6 HST 5.92 4.71 6.37 5.07 6

SN2007bi ESO FORS2 VLT 60.90 32.53 18.10 9.67 7

SN2008am Keck LRIS Blue 68.67 64.37 54.02 43.85 8

SN2008es* ESO FORS2 VLT 29.77 63.15 - - 9

SN2008fz* ESO NTT 42.40 69.89 13.02 21.47 10

SN2009jh* PTF/P48 55.26 36.46 35.42 23.37 11

PTF09cnd* PTF/P48 66.72 75.37 134.47 137.89 10

SN2010gx GMOS Gemini-S 49.41 45.53 23.60 21.75 12

SN2011ke PTF/P48 47.00 53.74 32.06 36.67 11

PTF11dsf PTF/P48 41.69 97.00 13.61 31.67 11

PTF11rks PTF/P48 39.42 52.70 16.24 21.71 11

SN2012il GMOS Gemini-N 22.04 26.87 27.43 19.55 13

PTF12dam HST WFC3 31.56 19.63 12.85 7.99 14

iPTF13ehe Keck LRIS Blue 75.69 56.72 76.80 57.56 15

PS1-10awh GMOS Gemini-N 48.28 61.11 39.22 49.66 12

PS1-10pm GMOS Gemini-N 54.84 73.94 47.33 63.81 12

PS1-11afv GMOS Gemini-N 59.20 70.04 51.93 61.44 13

PS1-11ap GMOS Gemini-N 61.08 62.17 47.99 62.49 13

PS1-11tt GMOS Gemini-N 28.29 52.11 24.61 45.34 13

PS1-12bam GMOS Gemini-S 54.70 51.95 48.73 46.28 12

PS1-12bmy GMOS Gemini-S 57.04 58.22 50.24 51.29 12

PS1-12bqf GMOS Gemini-S 19.28 37.81 12.52 24.55 12

aTotal positional uncertainty in X direction: the star-matched geometric alignment and afterglow
centroiding uncertainties added in quadrature.

bAs above but for Y direction
c* = Candidate with <8 astrometric tie points
dSN2005ap: Whilst I was able to locate the transient within the HST image using this dis-

covery image, image compression prevents the firm ascertain of positional uncertainties for this
event. Whilst it may provide a transient location, it cannot be included within the later weighted
FL analysis.
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Table 2.7: Table 2.6 continued. Discovery image references are as given in previously.
SLSN Instrument UV UV IR IR Ref.

X
err

Y
err

X
err

Y
err

mas mas mas mas

PTF10fel PTF/P48 147.03 144.66 - - 11

PTF10heh PTF/P48 473.80 1059.56 - - 11

PTF10jwd PTF/P48 186.78 167.79 - - 11

PTF10qwu PTF/P48 105.98 59.62 - - 11

PTF10scc PTF/P48 89.15 85.01 - - 11

PTF10yyc PTF/P48 209.30 119.74 - - 11

PTF12epg PTF/P48 133.52 77.84 - - 11

PTF12gmu PTF/P48 129.85 129.85 - - 11

The orientation of both the HST and the ground based images are well known, and

experience has shown that this approach provides reasonable astrometric fits. SN

for which this is the case are highlighted within Table 2.6

In the eventuality that discovery images were not publicly available for any

of the HST imaged hosts, I was only able to localise the SN position to the discovery

RA and Dec, correcting for small o↵sets in HST’s WCS solution by aligning it with

2MASS point sources.

Throughout this work I assume a standard ⇤CDM cosmology with H
0

=71

km s�1 Mpc �1 and ⌦
M

=0.27 and ⌦
vac

=0.73 [Larson et al., 2011]. All reported

magnitudes are given in the AB system and uncertainties are given at a 1� confidence

level, unless otherwise stated.
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Chapter 3

A HST Study of Host Galaxies

of SLSNe

“What light through yonder galaxy breaks?”

—William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Scene II

(adapted by C.R. Angus)

3.1 Introduction

As we have seen within Chapter 1, the progenitors of SLSN events are poorly con-

strained through modelling of their explosion parameters, thus the study of host

galaxies provides a valuable route to accessing progenitor information.

The earliest study of the host galaxies of SLSNe by Neill et al. [2011] found

them to be exceptionally faint and blue, compared to a sample of field galaxies,

although this study was limited by the depth of the observations (GALEX and

SDSS), with a large fraction (approximately ⇠47%) of the more recently discovered,

better characterised, but more distant SLSNe yielding only upper limits for their

hosts in the UV and optical. With increasing numbers of these transients being

detected within ongoing time resolved, wide field, transient surveys such as the

Panoramic Survey Telescope And Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS, Kaiser

and Pan-STARRS Team 2005), Palomar Transient Factory (PTF, Law et al. 2009),

and Catalina Real Time Survey (CRTS, Drake et al. 2009b), it has become clear

that further observations of SLSN hosts are required in order to characterise these

elusive transient environments.

There have been several studies of SLSN hosts prior to this work. Lunnan
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et al. [2014] have shown that Type-I SLSN hosts, when compared to the host galaxies

of other core collapse events such as “normal” CCSNe and LGRBs, are less luminous

and less metal rich than those of the general SNe population, but do exhibit com-

parable metallicities to the hosts of LGRBs, suggestive of similarities of progenitor

between these two classes of event. Alternatively, the study of Mg and Fe absorption

lines in handful of SLSN hosts by Vreeswijk et al. [2014], seems to suggest di↵erent

progenitor paths for SLSN and LGRB events, due to the lower absorption strengths

observed in SLSNe environments than in GRB hosts. A spectroscopic study of the

hosts of SLSNe carried out by Leloudas et al. [2015] has shown the hosts of Type-I

and Type-R events to possess extreme emission lines (Extreme Emission Line Galax-

ies), in contrast to SLSN-II hosts, which have comparatively softer radiation fields.

The authors use this to support the notion of di↵erent progenitor systems for Type-I

and Type-II events, advocating a massive, population III-like progenitor for H-poor

SLSNe. This is, however, contrary to the analysis of those who subscribe to a mag-

netar powered progenitor model [e.g. Lunnan et al., 2014; Inserra et al., 2013], for

which a slightly less massive progenitor [>40M�, Davies et al., 2009] would su�ce.

Although the samples presented by Lunnan et al. [2014] and Leloudas et al. [2015]

have limited overlap, their distributions in metallicity are rather di↵erent, perhaps

explaining the disparate conclusions.

By turning to high resolution imaging of SLSN hosts, particularly includ-

ing those previously undetected within ground based observations, we may find a

new insight into these environments and hence their underlying stellar populations.

Through comparison of SLSN hosts with the hosts of LGRBs, we may begin to dis-

criminate between SLSN progenitor models (e.g. if SLSN host galaxies and LGRB

host galaxies are similar, then given the similarity of the Internal Engine model to

the Collapsar model of LGRBs, this might favour this particular model for SLSN

production). By doing this using HST observations, any biases due to the inherent

brightness of the host sample are significantly reduced.

In this chapter I present results from our survey of the hosts of SLSNe with

the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) in the UV and nIR, complemented by a mod-

est ground based programme of optical observations. These observations, outlined

within Chapter 2, provide a view of the ongoing star formation via deep rest-frame

UV observations, as well as a handle on any older populations within the hosts,

substantially expanding the wavelength baseline with respect to earlier surveys. In

this chapter I will focus on the broadband photometric properties of the host galax-

ies, demonstrating their origin in extremely small, low mass, and likely metal poor,

systems.
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3.2 Sample

Here I use nIR and rest-frame UV observations of a sample of 21 SLSN host galaxies,

identified within Table 2.1, within a redshift range of 0.019 < z < 1.19 (SN 2006gy

! SCP 06F6).

This HST sample (programme GO-13025; PI: Levan) comprised 21 targets,

based on the sample of Neill et al. [2011], supplemented with luminous SNe from the

literature (up to Jan 2012). This selection pre-dated more detailed sample work,

such as that by Gal-Yam [2012] which introduced a cut at M
V

< �21 for a SNe

to be considered superluminous. In particular, several of the original sample, while

significantly more luminous than typical SNe, were rather fainter than M
V

< �21,

based on the reported magnitudes and hence would be classed as luminous super-

novae (LSNe) rather than SLSNe. However, it should be noted that early examples

such as SN 1995av, SN 1997cy and SN 2000ei have extremely limited follow-up, and

hence poorly know peak magnitudes, making their true nature uncertain. They are

therefore conservatively assigned as LSN in the absence of a detection of the SNe at

a magnitude of M
V

< �21. Additionally, the nature of SN 1997cy remains debated,

and it now seems likely that it is a Type Ia-SNe interacting with a hydrogen-rich

shell of circumstellar material [see Hamuy et al., 2003]. Hence, SN 1997cy is removed

from this sample of SLSNe for comparison with other populations. Other SNe that

do not make the peak-luminosity threshold for SLSNe are classified as “LSN”, while

the unambiguous SLSN sample is then used for the analysis and conclusions within

this chapter. This yields a sample of 17 SLSNe and 4 LSNe. Unsurprisingly given the

small contamination, the conclusions are not significantly a↵ected by the inclusion

(or not) of LSNe.

Table 2.1 lists all of the SNe targets used within this chapter and the dis-

tribution of redshifts for this sample is shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 also shows

the redshift distributions of host samples of core collapse SNe discovered in GOODS

[see also Dahlen et al., 2003; Fruchter et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2010] and of

GRBs at z . 1.5 [Fruchter et al., 2006; Savaglio et al., 2009; Svensson et al., 2010]

. I use these as a comparison sample of core collapse events that should represent

both all core collapse systems creating a SNe (the GOODS CCSNe sample) and

those occurring from only a restricted range of massive stars (probably those at low

metallicity), represented by the GRBs. I also implement a redshift cut at z ⇠ 1.5

on the GRB sample, in order to cover a comparable redshift range to the SLSNe,

but not include the many high-z GRBs whose host galaxies may di↵er because of

the cosmological evolution of the galaxy population. Recent work within the field of
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GRB hosts has now made it clear that low-z GRBs occur predominantly in smaller,

lower-luminosity galaxies than the more distant bursts, probably due to their metal-

licity dependence, combined with the shifting mass-metallicity relation with redshift

[Perley et al., 2013, 2015b; Schulze et al., 2015]. Although this bias manifests itself

predominantly below z ⇠ 1 [Perley et al., 2015b] it is possible that should SLSNe

and LGRBs both exhibit metallicity bias, but at a di↵erent critical metallicity, then

we could confuse evolution in galaxy properties with di↵ering environmental con-

straints. Indeed, the survey of SLSN-I host galaxies reported by Lunnan et al. [2014]

does find some evidence for evolution, with lower-z SLSNe occurring in even smaller

and lower luminosity galaxies. We note that within the pure SLSN sample, 90% of

the SLSN hosts lie at z < 0.4. Restricting the comparison samples to these lower

redshifts does not impact the nature of the conclusions drawn here, but given the

much smaller sample sizes would impact the statistical significance.

Astrometry as detailed within Chapter 2 was performed to identify the hosts

within the HST imaging. I present mosaics of the nIR and UV observations within

in Figures 3.2 and Figure 3.3 (and the imaging of SN 2006gy in three bands shown

within Figure 3.4) with the location of the SN marked in each case.1

In the case of three SLSNe from this sample, initial astrometric measure-

ments create some ambiguity in the identification of the real host. For SN 2000ei

the presence of two galaxies within ⇠ 10 0 of the SN position precludes its unique

identification. I test the chance probability of association (P
chance

) that an unrelated

galaxy of the same optical magnitude or brighter would be found within the given

o↵set from the apparent host for SN 2000ei from each of these nearby galaxies, using

the method outlined within Bloom et al. [2002]. We adopt the host to the south

west of the SN location, which has the lowest P
chance

value (=4.0x10�3), as the true

host to SN 2000ei.

Initial astrometric measurements for SN 2006gy suggest that the SN location

is coincident with an unresolved “knot” of radiation approximately ⇠ 10 0 from the

centre of NGC 1260, suggestive of perhaps a much smaller host satellite to the larger

galaxy or that the SN continues to contribute strongly, even 8 years after the SN

detection (see Figure 3.4). To test this I perform relative astrometry compared to

an archival image of the SN, taken in November 2008 using the Wide Field and

Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) in the F450W band (GO-10877, PI: Li). The SN

position was found to be consistent with the centre of the source seen in the F390W

observations with a 0.080 0 error circle.
1For one of the HST hosts for which a discovery image was unavailable (namely SN 1997cy,

SN 1999bd, the SN position can only be localised to the discovery RA and Dec, correcting for small
o↵sets in HST’s WCS solution by aligning it with 2MASS point sources.
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Figure 3.1: Redshift distribution of SLSN hosts used for comparisons in this work.
I compare rest-frame IR (top) and UV (middle) properties, as well as masses and
star formation rates derived from SED fitting (lower panel). Since these di↵erent
diagnostics are available for only a fraction of each of the comparison samples the
global redshift distribution is less appropriate. Hence the redshift distribution for
each sample is shown separately. The SLSN host galaxies are typically at lower
redshift (z < 0.5) than the GRBs, or than the GOODS CCSNe samples to which
I wish to compare. The possible impacts of this selection, and consideration of
alternatives are presented in section 5.
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Figure 3.2: Host galaxies of SLSNe imaged in the rest frame UV and the nIR (left
and right panels respectively for each object) within HST programs GO-13025 and
GO-13480. Images (bar SN 2006gy - see Figure 3.4) are scaled to 1000⇥1000 and
approximate SN positions are marked with red crosses where astrometry has been
carried out, or circles located at the discovery co-ordinates of the SNe when discovery
images were not available at the time of writing.
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Figure 3.3: Host galaxies of SLSNe imaged in the rest frame UV and the nIR (left
and right panels respectively for each object) within HST programs GO-13025 and
GO-13480. Images (bar SN 2006gy - see Figure 3.4) are scaled to 1000⇥1000 and
approximate SN positions are marked with red crosses where astrometry has been
carried out, or circles located at the discovery co-ordinates of the SNe when discovery
images were not available at the time of writing.
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Subtraction of a point spread function reveals some possible features around

the SN position, however, these could be faint features within the disc of NGC

1270, rather than extension of the source at the location of SN 2006gy. The source

magnitude in the imaging of F390W(AB) = 22.6 ± 0.1 corresponds to an absolute

magnitude of ⇠ �11.7, assuming that the source is unresolved (or at least the

majority of the light arises from a very compact region) then the size is < 30pc.

This size is typical of a globular cluster, but the magnitude in blue light is too

bright [e.g. Harris, 1996]. If it were a dwarf galaxy it would be relatively faint [e.g.

McConnachie, 2012], but unusually compact. In this case it may be an ultra-compact

dwarf, a magnitude fainter than the densest known example, M85-HCC1 [Sandoval

et al., 2015], but comparable in size. Given the astrometric coincidence with the SN

position it is then perhaps more likely the light continues to be dominated by SN

emission (see also Miller et al. [2010]; Fox et al. [2015]), although in this case the

minimal fading over the course of several thousand days is puzzling and also requires

unusual explanations [Fox et al., 2015]. Further observations will clearly be needed

to distinguish between these possibilities. However, as the source is relatively faint,

it does not significantly contribute to the photometric measurements of the host

galaxy, and so does not impact our conclusions drawn for it.

In the case of SN 2009jh, the SN apparently lies to the North-East of the

host detected in deeper nIR imaging. I determine the P
chance

value of the apparent

host of SN 2009jh, which I found to be 0.038 within an o↵set radius of 0.990 0 (from

the host half light radius and the SN’s projected o↵set from the host centroid),

indicating that for optical depth reached within the ACS imaging, the probability

of the event being associated with another galaxy is low, but not especially so.

Indeed, averaged over 20 hosts, one might expect a chance alignment with a sample

of this brightness. This nearby galaxy is assigned as the host of SN 2009jh.

It should be noted that although the inclusion or exclusion of hosts SN 2006gy

and SN 2009jh does not dramatically impact the results presented here, the host

of SN 2006gy is the most luminous host in this sample by some margin, and so

assigning it to a fainter satellite would result in some changes to the range of the

distribution of SLSNe-II host luminosities.

3.2.1 Comparison Samples

While the properties of the SLSN hosts themselves are of interest, they are most

diagnostic when compared to other classes of extragalactic transient whose progen-

itors are better understood. To this end, I employ a comparison sample of LGRB
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Figure 3.4: Host of SN 2006gy detected in F160W (first panel), F275W (second
panel) and F390W (third panel). Images are scaled to 1000⇥1000. The SNe location,
determined from astrometric measurements from late time imaging with WFPC2,
is marked in red. Attention is drawn to a possible satellite to the larger host,
coincident with the SNe location, revealed within our F390W imaging. This is
highlighted within the 2 ” x 2 ” image zooming in on this region and the central
bulge in the fourth panel, where the SNe position is marked by a 0.08” error circle

and CCSN2 host galaxies. In principle, CCSNe should trace all core collapse events,

although the mass function means they will be dominated by stars at the lower mass

end (⇠ 8 M� to ⇠ 25 M�). There also remains a possibility that some very massive

stars can undergo core collapse without yielding a luminous supernovae [e.g. Smartt,

2009; Ugliano et al., 2012; Kochanek, 2014] such that CCSNe samples might only

provide a census of lower mass core collapsing stars (e.g. 8< M⇤< 20 M�). Indeed,

constraints from explosion parameters have shown the majority of CCSNe to be con-

sistent with lower mass progenitors, as opposed to more massive Wolf Rayet stars

[Cano, 2013; Lyman et al., 2014] GRBs likely represent a population with rather

larger initial masses [Larsson et al., 2007; Raskin et al., 2008]. LGRBs are now

known to be associated with the core collapse of massive stars, and broad line SN

Ic are near ubiquitously associated with low-z events [where such signatures can be

seen, Hjorth et al., 2012]. When compared to the hosts of CCSNe they are gener-

ally smaller and of lower luminosity, consistent with an origin in galaxies of lower

metallicity [Fruchter et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2010]. In relatively local exam-

ples, where spatially resolved gas phase metallicities can be obtained, these indeed

appear to be lower for GRBs than for CCSNe, even in cases where the luminosity of

the galaxy is relatively high (i.e. the GRB host galaxies lie o↵ the mass-metallicity

relation, Modjaz et al. 2008; Graham and Fruchter 2013b). Hence, comparing the

hosts of SLSNe to these events provides a test of the large scale environments of

SLSNe against those of the bulk core collapse population and a subset which ap-

2Here, CCSNe is used to define all core collapse events, including SN Ib, Ic, II and their various
sub-types. Where appropriate and possible, I specify the SN type
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pears to derive largely from massive stars at lower metallicity, although it should

be noted that agreement on this matter is not complete [e.g. Podsiadlowski et al.,

1992; Eldridge et al., 2008; Smartt, 2009; Drout et al., 2011]. By exploiting both

LGRB and CCSN host samples it may be possible to ascertain if there is a strong

metallicity dependence in SLSN production, and if this is more or less extreme than

that observed in GRB hosts.

The observed samples are undoubtedly biased against highly dusty lines of

sight such that the most dusty examples are missed. This e↵ect has been well

studied in GRBs [e.g. Jakobsson et al., 2006; Fynbo et al., 2009], and the inclusion

of dusty sight lines does apparently extend the GRB host mass function to higher

masses than if they are excluded [e.g. Perley et al., 2013]. However, the e↵ect below

z ⇠ 1.2, where these comparisons to SLSNe are conducted, is small, with very few

dusty massive systems [Perley et al. 2015a,b, although see Stanway et al., 2015]. The

impact on SNe detection may be even larger given their fainter peak magnitudes

and uniquely optical selection.

Tables A.1, A.3, A.4 and A.5 list the names, locations and redshifts of the

host galaxies used for direct photometric comparison. I make my own photometric

measurements for CCSN hosts with available HST rest frame UV or nIR imaging,

and draw from literature elsewhere. These photometric results are given within

tables A.1, A.6 andA.7.

The LGRB host sample contains events at z< ⇠ 1.2 (for broad matching

of the SLSNe redshift distribution, and comparable sample size). Rest frame UV

observations are obtained from the literature [in particular utilising the GHostS

project Savaglio et al., 2009, for other references see Table A.5]. nIR observations

are obtained from GHosts, and also from a HST snapshot programme (GO-12307; PI

Levan, Lyman et al. 2017), for which Joseph Lyman provided the nIR photometric

measurements, performed in a similar manner to that carried out for the SLSN

hosts.

The CCSNe host sample is based on that detected in the rolling SNe searches

of the GOODS field [Dahlen et al., 2003; Fruchter et al., 2006; Riess et al., 2007;

Svensson et al., 2010; Strolger et al., 2010]. These tiled the GOODS field repeatedly

in the F850LP filter, with a cadence of ⇠ 45 days, primarily chosen to locate SNe

Ia at z > 1. However, this search also provides an untargeted and highly sensitive

moderate redshift (0.1 < z< ⇠ 1) survey for core-collapse events. Subsequently,

the GOODS field has been observed in the nIR with both NICMOS and WFC3,

and more recently in the blue using ACS and WFC. I use these images to obtain

nIR magnitudes for the CCSN hosts, and for rest-frame UV magnitudes where field
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coverage and redshifts allow, performing photometry as described above for the

SLSN population.

Due to restrictions in field coverage and probed rest-frame wavelength from

the GOODS UV field imaging, the CCSNe host comparison sample is supplemented

with that of Sanders et al. [2012], which provides an untargeted, albeit typically low

redshift, sample of stripped envelope SNe hosts. For these hosts literature values

are drawn upon to determine their rest-frame UV brightness.

3.3 Analysis

3.4 Determining the Physical Parameters

As the redshifts of both the SLSN hosts and comparison galaxies are known, I

can compare the physical properties of these galaxies. Of particular use can be

a simple comparison of observed properties to physical properties over a similar

redshift range, especially in cases for which Spectral Energy Distribution coverage

is poor. In particular, the absolute magnitudes at UV and nIR wavelengths can be

compared, using these as proxies for star formation rate and stellar mass respectively.

Spectral Energy Distribution fitting was applied to all of the SLSN host

galaxies by Daniel Perley to constrain stellar masses, ages and star formation rates.

I also measure the sizes of the host galaxies, specifically the radius within which

80% of their light is contained (following Fruchter et al. 2006; Svensson et al. 2010).

3.4.1 Spectral Energy Distribution Fitting

The available photometry ranges from rest-frame nIR to near UV in all cases, with

an extension to the mid-IR for brighter hosts, which allows for the fitting of template

spectral energy distributions. So that this may be done, I supplement the current

HST photometric measurements with those from other public data and literature.

I used Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) images [Ahn et al., 2012] to extract optical

photometry for the SLSN hosts using the same techniques applied to the other

ground based imaging within this work, in some cases this was supplemented with

observations with Catalina Real-time Transient Survey [CRTS; Drake et al., 2009a],

with additional mid-IR observations from WISE [Cutri and et al., 2013]. Finally, I

also utilise published photometry of individual SLSN host galaxies from Germany

et al. [2000]; Quimby et al. [2007]; Barbary et al. [2009]; Neill et al. [2011]; Hudelot

et al. [2012]; Leloudas et al. [2012] and Lunnan et al. [2014] to complete the SEDs.

For all photometry, I utilise the MAG AUTO function within SExtractor, which
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models and accounts through fitting Kron-like elliptical apertures to the source, in

order to minimise any di↵erences in the fraction of host light across di↵erent bands.

The acquisition of both nIR and UV data points allowed for simultaneous

fitting of both masses and star formation rates, which when combined with the depth

of the imaging provides better constraints upon the blue and red ends of spectra

when fitting, achieving more realistic estimates of host properties than previous SED

fitting attempts. The broad-band observations were fitted against the template

model chosen to derive masses, ages and star formation rates for these hosts, a

more detailed outline of which can be found within Perley et al. [2013]. The fitting

assumed a mass-dependent metallicity and a host ionization parameter of 4⇥107,

except in the case of SN 2011kf and SN 2011ke, as in both of these SED’s there was

an observable excess of flux within the filters corresponding to rest-frame O[III] or

H↵ lines when compared to a fit with no nebular emission. For these cases, this

parameter was drawn from the previous spectroscopic studies of Lunnan et al. 2014

and Leloudas et al. [2015].

3.4.2 Luminosity Diagnostics

Whilst SED fitting allows the properties of host galaxies to be determined to a rela-

tively high degree of precision, the constraints of an SED fit are strongly dependent

upon the number and wavelength range of bands used to fit the template spec-

tra. The properties derived are also highly sensitive to the star formation history

adopted during the fitting procedure. For simplicity, and for direct comparison with

previous work, I also consider nIR and UV rest frame luminosities as direct proxies

for the stellar mass and star formation rate3. To do this I utilize the relations used

in Savaglio et al. [2009] for stellar mass;

logM⇤ = �0.467M
nIR

� 0.179 (3.1)

The rest frame UV luminosities can also be directly converted into star for-

mation rates as per Kennicutt [1998];

SFR(M� yr�1) = 1.4⇥ 10�28L
⌫

(3.2)

where L
⌫

is in cgs units of erg s�1 Hz�1 in the rest-frame wavelength range from 2500-

3500Å, a region in which all of these UV observations lie. This relation assumes a

3In figures in which the main x-axis shows an observed absolute magnitude, the upper axis
therefore shows the mass/star formation rate inferred from these proxies, while figures showing
physical parameters are those derived from SED fits
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constant star formation over a 100 Myr period with a specified initial mass function.

Utilizing both mass and SFR the specific star formation rate, � = SFR

M⇤
can also be

calculated. These values generally give results comparable to those from the direct

SED fitting.

Finally, in addition to straight forward photometry, SExtractor also can be

used to ascertain the fractional light radii of host galaxies using the FRAC LIGHT

parameter [Bertin and Arnouts, 1996], which fits an isophotal profile to a source

then measures the relative size of the source in pixels, later converted into kiloparsecs

using the plate scale. I use the common LGRB host diagnostic of radii containing

80% of the total flux from the host (r
80

) within the nIR F160W images.

Errors for the SExtractor measurement of r
80

in pixels for the hosts were

estimated by modelling the capability of SExtractor to detect the full radial profile

of a source at given magnitude and redshift as a function the image noise. An

artificial field of objects was generated using IRAF routines within ARTDATA,

with artificial galaxies specified to span a similar apparent magnitude and surface

brightness range to our host galaxies in the F160W band. The discrepancy between

specified object size and that measured by SExtractor was measured, with di↵erent

levels of simulated noise, suggesting that significant errors can arise for sources

close to the noise limit. These errors are provided in Table 3.2, alongside the r
80

measurements.

3.5 Results

Below I first present the measured nIR and UV luminosities of the host galaxies, and

consider the implications these results have when treated as proxies for stellar mass

and SFR, respectively, before evaluating the derived SED properties of the SLSN

hosts, and their physical sizes. I then compare these to the comparison samples.

In the majority of cases it is apparent that the SLSN hosts bear little similarity

with any other core collapse host population, being both fainter and smaller, the

implications of which I consider within section 3.6.

The photometric UV, optical and nIR magnitudes of the LSN and SLSN

host sample considered within this chapter are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2,

and the derived UV and nIR host properties from SED fitting of these hosts are

presented in Table 3.3. The direct photometric measurements and derived properties

of the chosen LGRB and CCSN comparison samples are presented for nIR and UV

observations within Tables A.1, A.3, A.6 and A.7 respectively.

In Figure 4.13, I present the cumulative distribution of the absolute nIR
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Table 3.1: Apparent and absolute magnitudes of SLSN hosts observed with
rest-frame UV (F275W, F336W or F390W) and optical bands. Optical photometric
properties of a subset of this sample as observed with a WHT (r’), b VLT (R band)
and c HST ACS (F606W). Optical imaging key: a r0 band, b R band, c B band.
Uncertainties presented here are smaller than expected as a result of the way in
which errors are computed within the SExtractor program. However, these errors
do not impact the results presented in this thesis.

SLSN m
UV

M
UV

m
optical

M
optical

AB mag AB mag AB mag AB mag

SN1995av 24.97 ± 0.32 -15.82 ± 0.32 23.77 ± 0.19 a -16.96 ± 0.19 a

SN1997cy 21.14 ± 0.21 -16.17 ± 0.21 - -
SN1999as 21.15 ± 0.10 -17.70 ± 0.10 - -
SN1999bd 21.85 ± 0.06 -17.40 ± 0.06 - -
SN2000ei 23.81 ± 0.21 -19.29 ± 0.21 22.67 ± 0.14 a -20.07 ± 0.14 a

SN2005ap 24.32 ± 0.09 -16.24 ± 0.09 23.64 ± 0.27 a -16.90 ± 0.27 a

SN2006gy 19.86 ± 0.01 -15.55 ± 0.01 - -
SN2006oz - - 24.09 ± 0.26 a -16.56 ± 0.26 a

SCP06F6 27.88 ± 0.20 -15.88 ± 0.20 - -
SN2007bi 23.83 ± 0.28 -15.03 ± 0.28 - -
SN2008am 21.20 ± 0.026 -19.00 ± 0.026 - -
SN2008es >25.32 >-14.526 25.96 ± 0.20 b -13.86 ± 0.20 b

26.96 ± 0.25 c -12.85 ± 0.25 c

SN2008fz 26.73 ± 0.55 -12.28 ± 0.55 25.58 ± 0.19 b -13.33 ± 0.19 b

26.17 ± 0.22 c -12.81 ± 0.22c

SN2009jh >25.92 >-15.139 25.46 ± 0.07 b -15.59 ± 0.07 b

SN2010gx 23.96 ± 0.04 -16.24 ± 0.04 - -
PTF09atu >25.47 >-16.533 >23.14 a >-18.79
PTF09cnd 24.01 ± 0.05 -16.40 ± 0.05 23.60 ± 0.04 a -16.768 ± 0.04 a

PTF10hgi - - 22.05 ± 0.06 a -16.329 ± 0.06 a

PTF10vqv - - 23.33 ± 0.12 a -18.392 ± 0.12 a

SN2011kf 24.51 ± 0.38 -15.78 ± 0.38 - -
SN2011ke 23.12 ± 0.03 -15.92 ± 0.03 - -
PTF11dsf 22.88 ± 0.04 -18.38 ± 0.04 22.04 ± 0.11 a -19.204 ± 0.11 a

PTF11rks 22.43 ± 0.16 -17.38 ± 0.16 20.95 ± 0.25 a -18.77 ± 0.25 a

SN2012il 22.78 ± 0.06 -16.75 ± 0.06 - -
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Table 3.2: Apparent and absolute magnitudes of SLSN hosts observed with HST in
nIR (F160W). I also present apparent r

80

sizes of the HST SLSN hosts as detected
within WFC3 F160W imaging. Again underestmated uncertainties are produced
within SExtractor, but do not impact the overall conclusions of this chapter.

SLSN m
nIR

M
nIR

r
80

r
80

AB mag AB mag (kpc) (arcsec)

SN1995av 23.17 ± 0.27 -17.51 ± 0.27 10.66 ± 3.07 2.41 ± 0.69
SN1997cy 20.19 ± 0.03 -16.98 ± 0.03 3.29 ± 1.10 2.75 ± 0.91
SN1999as 19.19 ± 0.03 -19.55 ± 0.03 6.81 ± 2.39 3.03 ± 1.07
SN1999bd 18.779 ± 0.003 -20.349 ± 0.003 2.95 ± 1.02 1.13 ± 0.39
SN2000ei 20.90 ± 0.03 -21.44 ± 0.03 6.55 ± 2.00 0.98 ± 0.30
SN2005ap 23.48 ± 0.36 -17.05 ± 0.36 3.23 ± 0.85 0.76 ± 0.20
SN2006gy 11.951 ± 0.001 -22.661 ± 0.001 3.69 ± 2.11 9.70 ± 5.56
SN2006oz - - - -
SCP06F6 - - - -
SN2007bi 22.07 ± 0.18 -16.68 ± 0.18 2.62 ± 0.77 1.16 ± 0.34
SN2008am 19.48 ± 0.006 -20.63 ± 0.006 4.31 ± 1.44 1.17 ± 0.39
SN2008es 26.85 ± 0.40 -12.95 ± 0.40 1.19 ± 0.23 0.36 ± 0.07
SN2008fz 25.18 ± 0.06 -13.66 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.18 0.37 ± 0.08
SN2009jh 25.30 ± 0.15 -15.71 ± 0.15 2.71 ± 0.63 0.55 ± 0.13
SN2010gx 23.17 ± 0.15 -16.90 ± 0.15 1.84 ± 0.46 0.51 ± 0.13
PTF09atu a >23.39 >-18.452 - -
PTF09cnd 22.56 ± 0.12 -17.76 ± 0.12 3.11 ± 0.89 0.78 ± 0.22
PTF10hgi - - - -
PTF10vqv - - - -
SN2011kf 24.06 ± 0.40 -16.14 ± 0.40 1.24 ± 0.27 0.33 ± 0.07
SN2011ke 23.21 ± 0.14 -15.78 ± 0.14 5.17 ± 1.48 2.08 ± 0.60
PTF11dsf 21.81 ± 0.07 -19.41 ± 0.07 3.48 ± 0.98 0.67 ± 0.19
PTF11rks 20.69 ± 0.06 -18.96 ± 0.06 5.55 ± 1.77 1.77 ± 0.57
SN2012il 21.82 ± 0.06 -17.63 ± 0.06 1.89 ± 0.53 0.64 ± 0.18
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magnitudes of the SLSN hosts against those of the LGRBs and a subsample of

GOODS CCSN hosts for which parallel photometric measurements were carried out.

It can be seen here that SLSN hosts are in most cases much fainter than either LGRB

hosts or CCSN hosts over the redshift range considered. Breaking down by SLSN

sub-type, the most extreme examples (ignoring the small sample size of SLSNe-R)

are the SLSN-I hosts, which are inconsistent with any other population of transient

hosts. In contrast the SLSN-II hosts extend to magnitudes much fainter than CCSN

host galaxies but at the brighter end of their distribution are comparable to the

luminosities of LGRB hosts. In addition to the observed populations I also show as

a solid cyan line the expected distribution of host magnitudes should they be drawn

from the field population in proportion to the total nIR luminosity density (i.e.

uniformly from the luminosity weighted luminosity function, Cirasuolo et al. 2007b),

demonstrating that all transient types arise from fainter galaxies than expected in

this scenario. This is not surprising since weighting the luminosity function by the

nIR is approximately equivalent to weighting by galaxy mass, and as such there is a

significant contribution from massive, but largely quiescent galaxies which will not

host core collapse events.

Figure 4.7 shows the same analysis for the UV luminosity distribution of the

SLSN sample. Again, the SLSNe are markedly fainter (hence possess lower star

formation rates) than the GRBs or CCSNe. However, since they are also faint in

the nIR their inferred specific star formation rates (SFR/M), do not suggest that

they are forming stars at a rate unusually low for their mass, and they would still

class as actively star forming galaxies. Interestingly in this UV range the CCSN

and LGRB hosts appear to be more similar, although it should be noted that due

to the paucity of UV observations of CCSNe in GOODS, this CCSNe host sample

is di↵erent from the one used for the nIR comparison. The similarity of LGRB and

CCSNe hosts in the UV, and the di↵erences in the nIR could also be explained by

the typically higher specific star formation rates of GRB hosts [Castro Cerón et al.,

2006; Svensson et al., 2010].

To formalise the significance of these di↵erences I perform both Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (KS) and Anderson-Darling (AD) tests of each population (including a

separate tests for our SLSNe and combined (SLSNe+LSNe) samples). The AD test

provides a sample comparison more sensitive to the ends of the distribution, which

in light of the extremely faint nature of some of the hosts within the sample, may

provide a more apt test statistic than the KS test. Hence I refer to the AD statistic

throughout the rest of this chapter, although the conclusions would be una↵ected

by the use of the KS-test. The probabilities of an underlying association between
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Figure 3.5: Upper panel: Cumulative frequency distribution of the absolute nIR
magnitudes of core collapse event host galaxies. Arrows represent cases in which no
host was detected and the 3� limiting magnitude is used to place an upper limit
upon the brightness of these hosts. The di↵erence between the distributions of the
SLSN and other core collapse hosts is statistically significant, with probabilities of
0.008 and 0.0017 of the SLSN hosts being drawn from the same population as LGRB
and CCSN hosts respectively. I also display the NIR galaxy luminosity function for
galaxies within this brightness range (cyan line) [Cirasuolo et al., 2007a]. Using nIR
brightness as a proxy for mass (top x-axis), it is to be expected that the SLSN hosts
are significantly less massive too. Lower panel: I present the same distributions
with the hosts of SLSNe broken down by classification. Here the SLSN classes
appear indistinguishable from one another in brightness, but this is likely due to
small number statistics. I perform AD testing between the di↵erent subclasses and
both core collapse comparison groups, and find SLSN-I hosts to be inconsistent with
this sample of core collapse transients, although there is a stronger association for
SLSN-II, due to the much broader distribution in brightness it exhibits.
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative distribution of the UV luminosities of SLSN, LGRB and
CCSN host galaxies (upper panel). Anderson-Darling results show that SLSN hosts
are not drawn from the same distribution of hosts at a high confidence (p=2.7x10�5

and p=5.4x10�5 for LGRBs and CCSNe respectively). I also display the Baldry
et al. 2005 UV galaxy luminosity function for galaxies within our brightness range
(cyan line). Using UV brightness as a proxy for SFR (top x-axis), one might expect
these hosts to be substantially less star forming than the comparison samples too.
Breaking this down by SLSN type (lower panel) shows little distinction between the
subclasses, although again small number statistics are likely to be an influence here.
AD testing between subclasses proves a strong inconsistency between the all classes
of SLSN hosts and the comparison samples in M

UV

.
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di↵erent distributions are presented in Table 3.4, and the results indicate that the

probability of the SLSN host sample and the hosts of LGRBs and CCSNe being

drawn from the same pool of galaxies is low. As expected the di↵erentiation is

strongest for the SLSN-I hosts, which rejects the hypothesis that they arise from

hosts with similar absolute magnitudes to either CCSN or GRB host galaxies, in

both cases indicating that the host galaxies are significantly less luminous, with

further implications for their masses and star formation rates (see below).

The SLSN-II hosts have low to modest probabilities of being drawn from the

same underlying host population as both the LGRBs (P = 0.01, 0.23 for UV and

nIR respectively) and the CCSNe (P = 0.008, 0.29 for UV and nIR). However, as

previously noted the most striking feature of the SLSN-II hosts is their presence over

a wide range of luminosity from our brightest host (SN 2006gy, M
nIR

⇠ -22.5) to the

faintest two (SN 2008es, SN 2008fz, M
nIR

⇠ �13). Should these galaxies be drawn

from some star formation (or mass) weighted distribution, the chance of obtaining

any such faint hosts within a small sample would be very small. For example,

the expected number based on the extrapolation of a luminosity function is <<1.

Indeed, KS and AD tests su↵er from a lack of sensitivity to such extremes since

they measure the maximum o↵set between two distributions, and are insensitive to

these extremes. Despite the small number statistics, the presence of two SLSNe-II

in such faint host suggests than unusual mechanisms may be at play in at least some

of these events.

I present the SED fits to all of the SLSN targets in Figure 3.7, and their

derived properties in Table 3.3. I compare these stellar masses and star formation

rates to those found through proxies from the nIR and UV luminosities, which

provides a model independent check upon the SED fit values, and find them to be

generally of the same order of magnitude. Using the properties derived from the

SED fitting, I present the distribution of masses and SFRs for the sample in Figures

3.8 and 3.9 respectively, alongside those properties which have been derived from

SED fitting for LGRB and CCSN hosts from Fruchter et al. [2006] and Svensson

et al. [2010]. As suggested by proxies, SLSN hosts are less massive and possess lower

SFRs than CCSN and LGRB hosts, to a high level of significance, as show in Table

3.4.

A comparison of the measured r
80

values from the nIR observations is pre-

sented in Figure 3.10, combined with the masses to provide an indication of the

relative evolution of size with luminosity for our core collapse transient host sam-

ple. The compact and low mass nature of the SLSN hosts is clearly visible, as they

occupy a distinct region of parameter space from other core collapse hosts of simi-
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Table 3.3: Properties of SLSN hosts derived from SED fitting performed by Daniel
Perley. Uncertainties presented here are those associated with photometric errors
only and do not include systematic uncertainties related to the fitted SED models.
Objects marked * are detected within only one band. Mass errors provided for
these objects represent the upper and lower bound that can be placed upon these
hosts. Note that the mass reported for SCP06F6 is an assumed fixed mass used
within SED fitting.

SLSN SFR M⇤

(M� yr �1) (⇥109 M�)

SN1995av 0.201 +0.063

�0.077

0.578 +0.270

�0.192

SN1997cy 0.170 +0.207

�0.030

0.255 +0.042

�0.216

SN1999as 0.610 +0.014

�0.006

2.197 +0.396

�0.000

SN1999bd 0.412 +1.030

�0.259

10.494 +1.339

�2.073

SN2000ei 9.597 +3.511

�0.000

0.863 +0.175

�0.000

SN2005ap 0.090 +0.017

�0.016

0.287 +0.107

�0.097

SN2006gy 0.000 +0.000

�0.000

153.280 +6.251

�6.463

SN2006oz 0.013 +0.025

�0.013

0.466 +0.113

�0.038

SCP06F6* 0.136 +0.028

�0.025

0.010 +0.000

�0.000

SN2007bi 0.048 +0.006

�0.009

0.136 +0.097

�0.053

SN2008am 2.018 +0.001

�0.002

5.637 +0.018

�0.047

SN2008es 0.007 +0.001

�0.001

0.006 +0.005

�0.005

SN2008fz 0.009 +0.001

�0.001

0.017 +0.001

�0.001

SN2009jh* 0.030 +0.000

�0.000

0.068 +0.041

�0.000

PTF09cnd 0.162 +0.035

�0.019

0.673 +0.100

�0.185

SN2010gx 0.340 +0.015

�0.018

0.349 +0.055

�0.046

PTF10hgi 0.003 +0.008

�0.003

0.351 +0.020

�0.016

SN2011kf 0.174 +0.061

�0.015

0.124 +0.077

�0.090

SN2011ke 0.177 +0.009

�0.007

0.070 +0.016

�0.017

PTF11dsf 0.924 +1.849

�0.076

2.651 +0.188

�1.368

PTF11rks 0.602 +0.029

�0.000

0.773 +0.080

�0.000

SN2012il 0.212 +0.057

�0.009

0.284 +0.177

�0.112
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Table 3.4: Two sample Anderson-Darling and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
probability results between samples, including testing for the pure
SLSN sample and the combined LSN+SLSN sample. Probabilities
. ⇥10�6 are given 0.0

SLSNe Sample Combined Samplea

Data Set Host Connection KS AD KS AD
Connection Stat. Stat. Stat. Stat.

SLSNe - LGRB 0.013 0.008 0.022 0.020
nIR Magnitude SLSNe - CCSNe 0.005 0.0017 0.009 0.003

SLSNe-I - LGRB 8.1x10�4 8.1x10�5 1.5x10�4 8.7x10�5

SLSNe-I - CCSNe 1.5x10�5 6.8x10�5 4.4x10�5 6.8x10�5

SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.55 0.23 0.77 0.33
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.61 0.29 0.56 0.27
LGRB - CCSNe 0.05 0.04 - -
SLSNe - LGRBs 4.5x10�5 2.7x10�5 3.2x10�5 3.1x10�5

UV Magnitude SLSNe - CCSNe 1.4x10�5 5.4x10�5 1.0x10�5 6.5x10�5

SLSNe-I - LGRB 1.0x10�6 1.9x10�6 1.0x10�6 1.4x10�5

SLSNe-I - CCSNe 1.7x10�6 5.0x10�5 0.0 2.7x10�5

SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.12 0.01 0.07 0.009
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.06 0.008 0.053 0.011
LGRB - CCSNe 0.85 0.84 - -
SLSNe - LGRB 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.14

Masses SLSNe - CCSNe 0.0 0.015 0.0 0.0019
SLSNe-I - LGRB 0.002 1.2x10�5 8.6x10�4 0.0
SLSNe-I - CCSNe 8.9x10�5 0.0 2.6x10�5 0.0
SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.64 3.3x10�5 0.84 1.5x10�5

SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.49 1.32x10�5 0.70 0.0
LGRB - CCSNe 0.48 0.12 - -
SLSNe-LGRB 6.7x10�5 6.9x10�5 5.5x10�5 9.9x10�5

SFRs SLSNe - CCSNe 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SLSNe-I - LGRB 8.3x10�5 2.6x10�4 9.1x10�5 1.5x10�5

SLSNe-I - CCSNe 0.0 1.34x10�5 0.0 1.1x10�5

SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.065 0.065 0.09 0.02
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.016 0.0013 0.04 0.002
LGRB - CCSNe 0.11 0.06 - -

r
80

SLSNe - LGRB 0.0 1.0x10�5 0.0 1.5x10�5

SLSNe - CCSNe 1.4x10�4 1.1x10�4 7.3x10�4 3.6x10�4

LGRB - CCSNe 0.15 0.09 - -

aExcluding SN 1997cy
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Figure 3.7: [Figure produced by Daniel Perley ] SED fits of SLSN hosts as carried
out in a similar manner to Perley et al. 2013, using photometric results from the
HST programmes and ground based WHT and VLT images described within Chap-
ter 2, with additional photometric results drawn from the literature and public SDSS
images. Arrows indicate upper limits to photometry.
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Figure 3.8: Masses of transient hosts as determined by SED fits. SLSN hosts are
significantly less massive than CCSNe host galaxies, and show a 1� di↵erence to
LGRB hosts. Splitting by subtype little similarity is found between the subclasses
of SLSN hosts and the comparison samples
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Figure 3.9: Star formation rate for transient hosts determined by SED fitting. SLSN
hosts appear to not be as strongly star forming as CCSNe or LGRB host galaxies,
with very low probabilities of the distributions being drawn from the same under-
lying population. Again, splitting by subtype shows little deviation from this result
for the hosts of SLSNe-I, however for those of SLSNe-II, there appears to be slight
overlap between it and the LGRB hosts distribution (p=0.08). However, the evolu-
tion exhibited within the average SFR of LGRB hosts over low redshift Perley et al.
2013, 2015b; Schulze et al. 2015, may somewhat bias these results.
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lar brightness. It should be noted that CCSN hosts are in turn more compact than

SDSS galaxies [e.g. Kelly et al., 2010], whose size distribution peaks well above of the

range of sizes presented within this work. Again, AD tests between the HST SLSNe

and comparison samples give little probability that they are drawn from the same

underlying population. Although the reader should bear in mind that the nIR ob-

servations used within this work are frequently (although not exclusively) rather

short (⇠200s), so low surface brightness features could be missed in comparison to

deeper observations of the GRB hosts and GOODS SNe. To evaluate the probability

of this, I used the IRAF package ARTDATA to model galaxies at a variety of host

sizes, apparent magnitudes and exposure times to estimate the expected recovery

rate. I found that even if SLSN hosts were to lie at the upper extrema of their

error bars (i.e. if there were a systematic shift of each point by 1� larger) the result

would still be statistically significant to 1x10�4 and 0.014 for LGRBs and CCSNe

respectively.

Given that the redshift distributions of these classes of transient exhibit

somewhat di↵erent functional forms it is reasonable to ask if the observed di↵erences

in the properties of the population are due to redshift evolution in the host galaxies,

rather than the properties of the progenitor stars themselves.

Ideally it may be beneficial to conduct tests considering only low-z SLSNe

(e.g. z<0.4) and with comparison samples at the same redshift. However, the

comparison samples utilised within this chapter become very small at these low-

redshifts, frequently with < 4 � 8 objects for comparison (see Figure 1). These

small sample sizes lack the statistical power to make strong statements about red-

shift evolution within the SLSN sample in comparison to those of others. Given

that there is some evidence for evolution in LGRB properties with redshift, albeit

occurring predominantly around z ⇠ 1 [Perley et al., 2015b] it is possible that some

apparent di↵erences between SLSNe and other transient populations are amplified,

or damped, by evolution in the host properties themselves. I will discuss this further

within section 3.6.

I also determine specific SFRs (sSFRs) for the SLSN hosts, which I present

within Figure 3.11. When compared alongside those of LGRBs and CCSNe from

Svensson et al. [2010], they appear to fall within a similar range of sSFR as other

core collapse transients. Although, when compared to a wider sample of galaxies,

as carried out by Castro Cerón et al. [2006] (ref. their figure 2) and Svensson

et al. [2010] (ref. their figure 7), such as distant red galaxies (DRGs), submillimeter

galaxies (SMGs) and Lyman break galaxies (LBGs), the sSFRs of the core collapse

transients lie at lower masses for a given sSFR than DRGs, SMGs and LBGs.
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3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 General Properties

The results presented within this chapter highlight the extreme nature of the SLSN

host population. A significant fraction arise in galaxies of exceptionally low lumi-

nosity, both in the UV and nIR. These galaxies are extreme even when compared

to other populations of core collapse hosts, or even to GRBs, whose host galaxies

are already set well apart from a typical field sample. Given that the UV and IR

naturally provide a probe of both star formation and stellar mass, these di↵erences

are indicative of extremely low mass star forming hosts for SLSNe. Indeed, studies

of SDSS galaxies indicate that there is little contribution to the global star forma-

tion rate in the local Universe from galaxies with M
UV

> �17 [Blanton et al., 2005;

Graham and Fruchter, 2013b], where I have shown the majority of the SLSN hosts

within this sample lie. This result also holds in comparison to the host galaxies of

CCSNe and LGRBs, the latter of which have been suggested to arise predominantly,

if not exclusively from stars of low to moderate metallicity [e.g. Fruchter et al., 2006;

Graham and Fruchter, 2013b; Perley et al., 2015a].

The host galaxies are also typically small, but exhibit surface star formation

densities, and specific star formation rates that are more in keeping with those of

other transient populations (i.e. they lie at the low end of most physical parameters

compared to other core collapse transient hosts, such that any additional parameter

derived with reference to two of more of SFR, mass and size, does not provide a

strong distinction between the hosts of SLSNe and other star forming galaxies). The

majority of these SLSN hosts exhibit high star formation surface densities, higher

than those seen in the hosts of SNe-Ib/c and SNe-II, more akin to broad line SN-Ic

and GRB hosts [Kelly et al., 2014], in agreement with the results of Lunnan et al.

[2015].

However, these broad conclusions based on all SLSNe fail to consider the

diversity of SLSN types. In splitting the sample by type (utilising the classification

system of Gal-Yam 2012), small number statistics prevent strong conclusions from

being drawn about di↵erences between SLSN subtypes, although it does appear that

SLSNe-I arise from predominantly fainter host galaxies than SLSNe-II on average.

The larger di↵erences between SLSNe and other classes of transient (compared to

the di↵erences between classes of SLSNe), do allow stronger conclusions to be made

when comparing the host galaxies of SLSNe-I and SLSNe-II to the hosts of LGRBs

and CCSNe.
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3.6.2 SLSN-I

The SLSN-I hosts are much fainter than the hosts of either CCSNe or LGRBs.

Since the LGRBs are frequently explained as arising from low metallicity systems,

the logical conclusion might be to assign SLSNe-I to progenitors of even lower metal-

licity. This however is problematic; spectroscopic observations of the hosts of SLSNe

[Lunnan et al., 2014; Leloudas et al., 2015] generally show modest metallicities, and

indeed Lunnan et al. [2014] conclude the metallicities of SLSNe-I are consistent with

those of GRB hosts. There are multiple possible origins for this discrepancy.

Firstly, it may be that rapid evolution in the properties of LGRBs hosts

with redshift magnifies what is in fact a small di↵erence between the metallicity

cuts for SLSNe and LGRBs. Although small sample sizes prevent me from testing

this reliably, it is not unlikely that evolution within the LGRB host population be-

low z ⇠ 1 may accentuate the apparent di↵erences between themselves and SLSN

hosts. Work carried out by Japelj et al. [2016] following the publication of the study

contained within this chapter, utilised a “complete” sample of LGRB host galaxies

from Swift/BAT6 for comparison with a larger sample of SLSNe drawn from this

work, and that of Lunnan et al. [2014] and Perley et al. [2016], found that with

firmer redshift restrictions, the properties of SLSN-I and LGRB hosts appear more

similar than reported with this sample, perhaps due to these evolutionary e↵ects.

Additionally it should be noted that the samples utilised by Lunnan et al. [2014],

Leloudas et al. [2015] and this work, while containing some overlap are also signifi-

cantly di↵erent. Small number statistics may then represent a potential concern.

Selection e↵ects could also hinder such work. For example, many SLSNe have

been found by searches targeting orphan transients (those without visible hosts in

the survey images), since the SLSN so e↵ectively outshines its host galaxy. This

may immediately remove SLSNe in higher metallicity, more luminous hosts, caus-

ing the remaining sample to be biased towards a lower metallicity. I attempt to

address this by adopting the PanSTARRS limiting magnitude cut of R⇠23.5 for

host galaxy detection across all of the host samples (SLSNe, CCSNe and GRBs),

such that I include only hosts fainter than this limit (it should be noted that this is

the most conservative approach since the limiting magnitudes of the other surveys

finding SLSNe are typically significantly brighter). Using this approach 8/21 hosts

from the HST SLSN sample would be recovered. Within this limit the SLSN host

sample appears fainter and less massive than the CCSNe and LGRB host samples.

Although such small comparison samples would be once again dominated by small

number statistics, it suggests that the di↵erences between the di↵ering populations

are not created by the selection mechanisms of the transient surveys. The impact
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Figure 3.12: The nIR distribution of SLSN-I host galaxy luminosities compared
to the nIR luminosity function once truncated to the absolute magnitude of the
brightest SLSN-I host galaxy within this work. Here the observed distribution of
SLSNe-I agrees well with expectation from the truncated luminosity function. Such
behaviour may suggest that if SLSN hosts did follow a standard L-Z relation, their
rate may be suppressed within host galaxies brighter than this limit.

of the faintest galaxies may operate in the opposite direction, very faint galaxies

are di�cult to obtain metallicities for, and so if these are omitted it may bias the

observed metallicity distribution towards higher levels.

Finally, it is relevant to consider if astrophysical e↵ects could be at play.

Mass (or luminosity) metallicity relations have been used to infer the metallicities

of GRB host galaxies, and this could be extended to SLSN hosts. In this case one

might infer a metallicity threshold based on the most luminous observed SLSN host

galaxy, and could then test the consistency of the distribution of fainter (and using

an L-Z relation, lower metallicity) galaxies. To demonstrate this, in Figure 3.12

I show SLSN-I nIR distribution alongside the nIR luminosity function truncated

to the brightest SLSN-I host galaxy within this work. In this case the observed

distribution of SLSNe-I would be broadly in keeping with expectations, and if SLSN

hosts did follow a standard L-Z relation, this may suggest that SLSN-I hosts are
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suppressed within host galaxies brighter than this limit (corresponding to a mass

cut at around 108M�and a metallicity cut at ⇠0.75 Z�). However, this approach

is imperfect and shall be further expanded in Chapter 5. For the UV luminosity

function of Baldry et al. [2005], truncated at M
UV

⇠ �16.8 (the most luminous

SLSN-I host within this sample), one would expect ⇠ 60% of the UV-light (hence

SFR, or equivalent number of SNe) to arise from galaxies within 1-magnitude of

this luminosity. This would match well the relatively narrow range of luminosities

observed for the host galaxies of SLSNe-I, while the 2 upper limits (of 9 SNe)

are consistent with the fainter fraction of the hosts. To this end, metallicity may

appear an good description of the observed luminosity distribution. However, it

is clear such relations between luminosity or mass and metallicity are crude at

best; often GRB hosts are found to have low metallicity, even when in relatively

luminous hosts (see e.g. figure 10 in Graham and Fruchter [2013b]). If SLSN hosts

lie systematically low in metallicity when compared to mass in the mass metallicity

relationship then it would not be surprising that they could appear very di↵erent

from LGRBs in mass, but rather more similar in metallicity. It is also possible that

an apparent discrepancy in interpretation may arise due to the di↵erent locations of

SLSNe and GRBs on their host galaxy light distributions. GRBs are preferentially

concentrated on the brightest regions of their host galaxies. In these situations

the global metallicity of the host galaxy (which comes from “most” of the light)

might be a reasonable proxy for the metallicity in the GRB region (although see

e.g. Hammer et al. [2006] for some caveats). As we shall see within Chapter 4, in

the case of SLSNe, the concentration is not so strong [see also Lunnan et al., 2015],

and indeed some events (e.g. SN2009jh) lie apparently o↵ their host galaxy light.

In these scenarios it is more likely that the global host metallicity is not indicative

of the metallicity at the location of the SNe, and so spatially resolved measurements

are urgently needed.

Progenitor models of SLSN-I

Theoretically, there are good reasons to favour similarities between the environ-

ments of LGRBs and SLSNe-I. It is known that LGRBs arise from central engines

[Woosley, 1993], and there is growing consensus that this is also the case for SLSNe-I

[Kasen and Bildsten, 2010; Dexter and Kasen, 2013], which become active during

the collapse of very massive stars. Observations of both classes of event provide

evidence favouring this model (for SLSNe [Levan et al., 2013; Nicholl et al., 2013,

2015], for LGRBs e.g. [Metzger et al., 2011], although for association with luminous

SNe, see [Mazzali et al., 2014]). If this is the case then we might expect the pro-
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duction of these engines to be favoured in similar environments. However, there are

di↵erences in the necessary engine properties to create LGRBs or SLSNe. In partic-

ular, in LGRBs, the bulk of the energy must be released extremely early (⇠ 103s)

to power the ultra-relativistic outflow, this energy is then deposited into the ejecta

close to the engine. In contrast, for SLSNe the engine must act to re-engerise the

outflow on timescales of weeks to months after the initial core collapse. In the case

of black hole engines this means the accretion timescales must vary by many orders

of magnitude, while for magnetars the crucial spin down parameter must also be

di↵erent.

Relative numbers of magnetars observed within the Milky Way, when placed

in context with the galactic CCSN rate, requires that ⇠10% of these events result

in the birth of a magnetar [Mereghetti et al., 2015]. This rate is far higher than any

suggested for SLSNe and suggests that the magnetars we observe in the Galaxy today

have little connection to those that may be created in luminous SNe explosions.

Rotation is a logical di↵erence between those systems creating “normal” magnetars,

and those which are powerful enough to re-energize explosions, and this may in turn

provide an natural explanation for environmental biases. At higher metallicities the

line driven winds will dramatically brake the rotation of the star prior to a supernova

explosion, and hence conservation of magnetic flux and angular momentum upon

core collapse may create a magnetar with a longer rotation period than needed to

explain either GRBs or SLSNe. Hence we might expect to observe both LGRBs

and SLSNe in relatively metal poor environments. Indeed, since the spin periods

for the GRB magnetars are shorter than for those creating SLSNe (or they have

higher magnetic fields) one might naively assume that GRBs could favour even

lower metallicity. In this regard it is valuable to note the recent example of GRB

111209A, an ultra-long GRB in a low metallicity galaxy [Levan et al., 2014b] in

which a magnetar may have produced both the GRB and luminous SNe [Greiner

et al., 2015].

3.6.3 SLSN-R

There are only two SLSNe-R within this sample, and so we can say little about

the properties of their hosts in comparison to other samples, aside from noting that

their luminosity is generally in keeping with those of SLSNe-I, which some authors

have suggested is their correct assignment. Interestingly, in both cases the SLSNe-R

appear to originate from bright UV regions within their hosts, something that is not

the case for all SLSNe-I, but given the small sample size and the available data it is

not possible to investigate if they may arise from young, massive stellar populations
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in metal poor regions, more so than the environments of SLSNe-I. It is also relevant

to note that recent calculations suggest that stars at modest metallicity and mass

can create pair instability SNe [Yusof et al., 2013] and so the environment alone

may not ultimately provide as strong a means of discrimination between models as

had previously been hoped.

3.6.4 SLSN-II

Less attention has been paid to the host galaxies of SLSNe-II, partly as the inter-

action model for their origin appears a more natural explanation given the likely

presence of recently ejected hydrogen envelopes in Type-IIn SNe (and most SLSNe-

II are of the IIn variety). However, their hosts span a very wide range of luminosity,

including two host galaxies that are fainter than any SLSNe-I, LGRB or CCSN host

in our sample. Recent work by Perley et al. [2016], in which the host galaxies of

SLSNe discovered within PTF are considered, confirms this apparently varied nature

of SLSN-II host galaxies, and identifies an additional two SLSN-II host galaxies of

exceptional faintness; namely the hosts of PTF10scc and PTF12mkp, both of which

lie below M
g

<-14. Indeed, while a handful of SNe Ia have been found in comparably

faint systems [e.g. Strolger et al., 2002] the presence of any type of core collapse SNe

in galaxies fainter than M
B

⇠ �14 is extremely rare (for example, none in the cross

correlation of the SAI catalog with SDSS [Prieto et al., 2008]). Although this may

in part be due to a lack of follow-up, in practice at these modest redshifts essentially

no SNe would be expected, even with the metallicity cuts used to explain the GRB

population [Graham and Fruchter, 2013b]. The presence of two host galaxies in

such low luminosity galaxies is then puzzling; whatever mechanism is at play must

be able to produce supernovae across this wide range of galaxy types. Metallicity

dependence here seems a less likely scenario, unless those SLSNe-II apparently born

in the most luminous hosts are in fact born in lower mass dwarf galaxies within

their halos (although in this case it would be odd that some SLSNe-I were not also

seen in similar environments). However, other possible mechanisms may provide a

viable alternative. For example, if SLSNe-II were formed only from very massive

stars then they may exist only in very special locations.

Progenitors of SLSN-II

If the core mass prior to supernova is the dominant factor then indeed low metallicity

will preserve core masses much better than at higher metallicity due to far lower

radiative mass loss rates, and a possible bias to a more top heavy initial mass
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function at lower metallicity. However, if SLSNe-II are in fact best explained by

a strong interaction model then large scale mass loss is necessary at some point.

In this case, the conditions necessary to form a SLSNe-II may be a combination

of both relatively high core mass and still significant mass loss, meaning the initial

(i.e. total) mass could play a more important role. In this regard it is interesting

to note that the formation of very massive stars is potentially a↵ected by stochastic

processes even without changes in metallicity or to the underlying IMF. Small star

forming regions, following a typical initial mass function, have a lower probability

of building most massive stars, because there is insu�cient mass. For example, if a

star forming region will form only a few hundred solar masses of stars the probability

of it forming any stars with greater than ⇠ 100 M� is extremely small, stochastic

sampling assumes that masses are picked at random from the IMF, but that the

star can only be formed should su�cient mass remain in the cluster. Hence, once

a few stars have been formed, forming extremely massive stars in low mass clusters

becomes unlikely.

Stochastic sampling e↵ects have been observed in relatively local open clus-

ters, and appear to be very important below cluster masses of ⇠ 104 M� [Piskunov

et al., 2009]. Indeed, the most massive star in a cluster is thought to scale roughly

as 0.39M
cluster

2/3 [Bonnell et al., 2001; Weidner et al., 2010], meaning that clusters

with initial masses of ⇠ 104 M� are needed to form stars with masses > 200M�.

The most massive stars would then be formed in locations where either there was a

large scale starburst (e.g. the very massive stars located in 30 Dor, or at a handful

of locations within the Milky Way [Rauw and De Becker, 2004; De Becker et al.,

2006; Crowther et al., 2010; Gvaramadze et al., 2013; Hainich et al., 2014]), or in

places where the IMF was biased towards the creation of high mass stars (i.e. was

top heavy relative to the local IMF). Indeed, it is interesting to note that the rela-

tive number of high mass clusters (scaled by star formation rate) does appear to be

higher in dwarf galaxies, or in starbursts [e.g. Bastian, 2008], such that massive clus-

ters, and hence the most massive stars may be found in relatively greater numbers

in these galaxies, compared to relatively quiescent spirals such as the Milky Way.

Qualitatively this model may have some appeal in explaining the unexpectedly large

range of properties in the SLSN-II host population, although the lack of knowledge

about variations in the IMF, even in the relatively local universe precludes more

detailed work.

Finally, it is also possible that multiple progenitor routes are at play in the

creation of the SLSNe-II population, meaning that some exhibit strong metallicity

biases while others are formed at more typical metallicities, perhaps via binary
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interactions which may eject large mass reservoirs quickly during common envelopes

etc.

3.7 Conclusion

I have utilised the unparalleled UV and nIR sensitivity of HST to provide rest-frame

UV and nIR observations of a sample of SLSNe. The hosts of SLSNe-I were shown

to be consistently fainter than other core collapse hosts (CCSNe and LGRBs), by

extension this should be indicative of a low mass, star formation rate and metallicity.

This is despite apparently similar metallicities observed between LGRBs and SLSNe-

I from optical spectroscopy of SLSN hosts (including some hosts for which nIR and

UV observations are presented here, Lunnan et al. 2014). This discrepancy may be

explained by a combination of small sample sizes and the absence of the faintest host

galaxies from spectroscopic samples, although despite the similarities in the favoured

progenitors for LGRBs and SLSNe-I there are also good astrophysical motivations

(for example the timescales required in energy breakout and potentially the spin-

down rate of any magnetar driven engines) as to why their environments may not

be identical.

SLSNe-II appear to arise from galaxies spanning a surprisingly large range

in absolute magnitude (and hence in star formation rate and stellar mass). This

is di�cult to explain from sampling the underlying star forming galaxy population

subject to a simple metallicity bias, as has been attempted for LGRBs and SLSNe-

I, but may be due to the preferential production of very massive stars in certain

environments (either massive star formation regions, or at low metallicity). Equally,

it could be a reflection that the current classification system has failed to adequately

capture the true diversity of progenitor routes for SLSNe-II.

Nevertheless it is clear that studies of SLSN environments may still o↵er a

powerful route to clues to their progenitor characteristics, in much the same way

as they have for other classes of astrophysical transients. Such work will rely on a

continuing stream of these very rare events, coupled with detailed follow-up across

the electromagnetic spectrum. Through this detailed study of the environments we

may hope to elucidate the progenitors of SLSNe, and how they fit in to the growing

diversity now being discovered in the transient optical sky.
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Chapter 4

On the Sub-galactic

Environments of SLSNe

“It has long been an axiom of mine that the little things are infinitely

the most important”

—Arthur Conan Doyle, The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes

4.1 Introduction

As we have already seen, using the properties of the environments of transient ex-

plosions provides a complementary route to progenitor determination. Through

various photometric and spectroscopic observations of SLSN hosts, they have been

shown to be faint, low mass, compact galaxies of typically low metallicity and little

star formation [Lunnan et al., 2014; Leloudas et al., 2015; Perley et al., 2016, and

the work within Chapter 3]. However, whilst the global properties of a host galaxy

can provide a rough estimate of the underlying stellar populations based upon these

parameters, these numbers really only represent the galaxy’s likely overall popula-

tion, failing to account for potential variations in environmental conditions within

the host. Such internal fluctuations in environment properties are not thought to

be uncommon; the distribution of small scale (⇠kpc) star forming regions within

galaxies has shown to be asymmetric and clumpy [Hodge, 1969], which means the

global star formations inferred may not reflect the star forming properties local to

the site of a transient explosion. Furthermore observations of the Milky Way and

nearby galaxies have shown considerable metallicity dispersion within the galaxy

[e.g. Rolleston et al., 2000, 2002], whilst IFU observations regularly show spreads in
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star formation region metallicities of ⇠0.3-0.4 dex across nearby SN hosts [Chris-

tensen et al., 2008, Joseph Lyman, private communication]. Indeed, modelling of

global inhomogeneity within LGRB hosts by Niino [2011] suggests that the overall

host metallicities may trace a distribution which is systematically metal-richer than

that traced by the metallicities of the local birth environments. These do suggest

that some of the properties which we infer for the progenitors within such systems

may be misleading, if such systematic di↵erences in star formation and chemical

enrichment are typical. Although it has been shown many SLSN host galaxies pos-

sess irregular morphologies or are compact in nature [Lunnan et al., 2015; Perley

et al., 2016, the work within Chapter 3], and thereby gradients in metallicity ob-

served within well-formed disk galaxies (which a↵ect the local star formation and

thus distribution of stellar mass) are unlikely to have strong influence within these

particular SLSN hosting galaxies, a notable sample of SLSN-II events have been

observed to occur within more massive, spatially extended hosts [e.g. see Chapter

3, Perley et al., 2016]. These galaxies may be subject to more observable small scale

environmental variations in metallicity, or in star formation intensity. For instance,

a pocket of small scale star formation within a massive galaxy with a typically older

stellar population will only result in a very low global specific star formation rate,

regardless of whether the SN was associated with this burst of star formation or

not.

A neat solution to this issue may be found by looking at the sub-galactic en-

vironments of the explosions. The use of pixel statistics as a method of progenitor

probing has been employed to great e↵ect within the hosts of other core collapse tran-

sients, such as LGRBs and CCSNe. First independently implemented by Fruchter

et al. [2006] and James and Anderson [2006], the fractional flux, a measurement

of the brightness of the transient site within the brightness distribution of all re-

gions of the galaxy, provides an excellent tool for estimating the stellar population

immediate to the transient, free from morphological constraints that make features

such as the o↵set from the host nucleus challenging in faint irregular systems. This

allows for the identification of statistical trends within a sample of transient events

such that preferences for brighter or fainter pixels may indicate properties of the

underlying progenitor populations. When applied at multiple wavelength regimes,

di↵erent stellar populations are thus examined and therefore a more accurate picture

of the transient’s local stellar population may be drawn. Previous studies covering

the host galaxies of LGRBs and Type Ic SNe have shown them to be strongly cor-

related with the brightest star forming regions within their hosts, thus tying these

transient events to the deaths of young, massive stars [Fruchter et al., 2006; James
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and Anderson, 2006; Kelly et al., 2008; Svensson et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2012],

distinguishing them from Type II SNe, whose locations are less strongly correlated

with star formation and therefore indicative of older progenitors [Kelly et al., 2008;

Anderson et al., 2012]. Thus by studying the locations of SLSNe within their host

galaxies, we may obtain a deeper insight into their progenitor channels.

An initial study of the sub-galactic environments of hydrogen-poor, SLSN-I

hosts was carried out by Lunnan et al. [2015], finding the SLSN-I events to pro-

portionally trace star formation within their host galaxies, although their locations

are statistically less concentrated on star forming regions than observed for LGRB

events. However, to date, no such approach has been taken to study the local

environments of hydrogen-rich SLSN-II. As previously shown, the host galaxies of

SLSN-II appear to be somewhat di↵erent from those of their hydrogen poor cousins,

spanning an appreciably broad range of host luminosities, star formation rates and

stellar masses [e.g. work within Chapter 3, Perley et al., 2016], which are globally

more metal rich [Leloudas et al., 2015]. Indeed, amongst local (z< ⇠0.5) SLSNe-II,

almost 30% appear1 to have occurred within host galaxies of >1010M�. Given that

it is thought that these events are more likely to originate from circumstellar inter-

action of the SN shock wave [Chevalier and Irwin, 2011], it would be beneficial to

determine if the sub-galactic environments of these transients are as diverse as those

observed for normal interacting SNe-IIn [e.g Habergham et al., 2014], or conversely,

if these events occur within small scale environments of similar stellar properties

replicated across this diverse range of galaxies. Therefore studies of SLSNe-II on a

sub-galactic scale are vital, with particular inclusion of those host galaxies which

appear to be spatially extended, such that we may place their natal progenitor

environments into context.

Within this Chapter I will present analysis of the locations and o↵sets of both

SLSN-I and SLSN-II events within high resolution, HST imaging of their host galax-

ies. I compare these SLSNe sub-galactic locations with those of other core collapse

transient host galaxies, maintaining a like-for-like comparison in both UV coverage

and redshift range. The sample selection for this chapter is described within section

4.2 along with the comparison samples, and a discussion of the observations and

reduction can be found within Chapter 2. Section 4.4 describes the astrometric

measurements of the transient locations and statistical analysis of the light distri-

bution within the hosts. I present these results within section 4.5 and discuss their

implications within section 4.6.

1Based upon the SLSN-II samples presented within the work of Chapter 3, Leloudas et al. [2015]
and Perley et al. [2016]
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4.2 Sample

Here I use nIR and rest frame UV observations of a sample of 27 SLSN host galax-

ies identified within Table 2.1, within the redshift range 0.019<z<1.57. For pixel

statistic methods to be used optimally as progenitor proxies, high spatial resolution

imaging of the host galaxy is required, which can only be achieved via the use of

adaptive optics, or from space-based instrumentation. I thus select a sample of SLSN

host galaxies for which both HST imaging at rest frame UV wavelengths (such that

the observations are more sensitive to younger, massive stellar populations) and SN

discovery images (such that I may locate the transients), are publicly available.

The majority of the targets used within this chapter were initially targeted

with HST programme GO-13025 (PI: Levan). However, given the limited number of

SLSN host galaxies with HST coverage, I chose to also include targets from HST pro-

grammes GO-13858, GO-13022 and GO-13226, for which HST imaging at rest frame

UV wavelengths is also publicly available. Full details of these observations can be

found within Table 2.1.

Unlike SLSN-I events, current coverage of hydrogen rich SLSN-II host galax-

ies with high resolution imaging is poor. Indeed, even amongst the sample with

HST imaging, many of the host galaxies are exceptionally faint or di↵use (see Chap-

ter 3 for particular examples), making the study of the sub-galactic environments for

these events particularly challenging. Therefore I supplement the SLSN-II sample

within events drawn from the PTF survey published within the recent work of Perley

et al. [2016]. Whilst these particular host galaxies are currently not imaged at high

enough resolution to make comparable pixel statistic analysis with the original host

sample, I utilise these additional hosts for o↵set measurements. This supplementary

sample is also detailed in Table 2.1.

4.2.1 Comparison Samples

Transients which typically prefer brighter star forming regions within their hosts

and are likely to originate from younger, more massive stars, as has been previously

shown for LGRB events [Fruchter et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2010]. Through com-

parison of the locations of SLSN events with those of other core collapse transients,

an insight into the local underlying populations may be gained. To select an appro-

priate sample for comparison, it is required that the host galaxies are also imaged at

high resolution (i.e. adaptive optics or space based observations), in bands covering

rest frame UV wavelengths such that a direct comparison to the SLSN hosts used

within this Chapter can be made. In order to reduce biases from galaxy evolution at
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higher redshifts, it is also required that the comparison samples cover a comparable

redshift range and distribution to the SLSNe sample utilised (⇠0.02 <z<⇠1.6) as

demonstrated within Figure 4.1.

The somewhat di↵erent redshift ranges shown within Figure 4.1 arise from

the heterogeneous nature of the samples used within this Chapter. The original

sample of SLSN identified during the infancy of SLSN studies is largely at low

redshift (due largely to the shallow depth of the surveys in which such events were

usually serendipitously discovered). When this sample is supplemented with events

from the PanSTARRS MDS survey, who’s depth and design is capable of finding

SLSN out to higher redshifts, the redshift distribution becomes broadened.

Whilst the overall redshift ranges of these samples are similar (all within ⇠
0.02<z< ⇠ 1.6), the various photometric depths achieved within di↵erent transient

surveys which are sensitive over a range of wavelengths, often results in each survey

having volume at rather dissimilar redshifts. For instance, the GOODS survey is

capable of reaching fairly deep 5� limiting magnitudes of m
AB

= 27 - 28 in the

B,V,i,z filters [Dickinson et al., 2003], but as core collapse SNe typically peak at

absolute magnitudes between M
V

⇠-17 to -18, it is typically below redshifts of ⇠ 1

that these SNe may be confidently detected within the HST ACS imaging. On

the other hand, the intrinsically higher luminosities of SLSNe means that they are

capable of being detected out to much higher redshifts within much shallower ground

based surveys (i.e. out z ⇠1.5 within the PanSTARRS MDS survey which reaches

limits of m
r

⇠23.5). Such e↵ects can create radically di↵erent distributions between

samples within the same redshift range, as seen within Figure 4.1. As this work

requires rest frame UV imaging, here additional redshift limitations arise from the

availability of rest frame UV imaging of the host environment (for instance, the UV

mapping of the GOODS SN fields is ongoing and as such not all SNe within the

GOODS sample have coverage at present).

Such di↵erences in redshift range leave the conclusions about the subgalactic

environments subject to the e↵ects of galaxy evolution with cosmic time (i.e. at

lower redshifts galaxies tend to be more metal rich), so two transients populations

at di↵erent redshifts with locations strongly linked to star forming regions within

their hosts do not necessarily have similar progenitor populations, if one sample is

on the whole, more chemically enriched. Whilst at higher redshifts, where the vast

majority of transient hosts are unresolved, we are unable to di↵erentiate between

the natal environment of the progenitor and the location of it’s final explosion,

this assumption becomes unsteady at lower redshifts, where (especially within late-

type host galaxies) the progenitor may have moved significantly from it’s birth
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Figure 4.1: The redshift distribution of SLSNe and comparison LGRB and CC-
SNe events used for sub-galactic environment analysis within this chapter. Ground
based observations used to increase the SLSNe-II o↵set sample are shown separately.
Whilst there is approximate matching of the SLSN and LGRB distributions, lim-
itations in available data due to the ongoing mapping of the GOODS fields with
WFC3 restricts the available redshift distribution of CCSN events from GOODS.

environment within it’s lifetime (for instance, if a massive stars lifetime is ⇠ Myr

whilst its host’s rotational period is of order a few 10-100 Myr). Such biases may

lead to incorrect assumptions about the local environment of transient populations

when compared to events at higher redshift.

I compare the pixel statistics of the SLSNe sample with the host galaxies of

CCSN and LGRBs from the previous works detailed below.

Core Collapse Supernovae

I draw the CCSN comparison sample from the Great Observatories Origins Deep

Survey (GOODS). This is a multi-epoch deep survey using the Advanced Camera for

Surveys (ACS) imaging in F450W, F606W, F814W and F850LP bands provides a

sample of CCSN host galaxies independent of their luminosity, and therefore an ideal

untargeted survey sample. A further advantage of utilising this particular sample
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for this study is that all SNe within the sample were discovered using HST images.

As such, localisation of the transients within their hosts is exceptionally good (⇠<1

pixel).

A legacy program to map the star-forming properties of galaxies at z⇠0.5

- 2 in the CANDELS Deep fields in GOODS North and South is currently being

undertaken using deep WFC3/UVIS imaging (GO-13872, PI: Oesch). GOODS SNe

hosts covered within the data set provide the ideal comparison sample for pixel

statistic analysis. I therefore draw a CCSN host galaxy comparison sample (based

upon the original sample presented within Svensson et al. [2010]) of hosts which

currently have UV imaging within this program2. This sample is restricted to include

only those SNe covered at rest-frame UV wavelengths (shortwards of 4000Å), and

the images for these hosts are all treated in an analogous manner to the UVIS SLSN

host imaging discussed within Section 4.3.

One drawback with using this particular sample is the lack of spectral typ-

ing of the GOODS CCSNe, as any similarities the sub-galactic environments of

hydrogen-poor or hydrogen-rich SNe and SLSNe may indicate likeness in their pro-

genitors. Given the similarities between SLSN-II and “normal” SN-IIn events in

their narrow hydrogen emission spectra, I also compare the sub-galactic environ-

ments of the SLSN-II sample to a sample of “normal” interacting type IIn SNe

from Habergham et al. [2014], a study in which the locations of low redshift (reces-

sion velocities < 6000 km s�1) interacting transients (SN-IIn and SN impostors),

were compared with those with SN-IIP and SN-Ic events. In particular the authors

looked at the fractional flux parameters for these transient hosts in H-↵ and near

UV (NUV) emission, finding these interacting SNe to be less concentrated on star

forming regions within their host galaxies than SN-IIP and SN-Ic events. I therefore

utilise the NUV fractional flux results of the SN-IIn obtained from GALEX imaging

from Habergham et al. [2014] for comparison with the SLSN-II fractional fluxes. As

this sample of host galaxies is low redshift (z<0.02), the spatial resolution per pixel

achieved within the GALEX images is comparable to that achieved for the SLSN-II

hosts imaged with HST at redshift range 0.019<z<0.6.

Long Gamma Ray Bursts

The locations of LGRBs have been intensely studied, and repeatedly shown to favour

the brightest star forming regions within their host galaxies, linking them the deaths

of young, massive stellar progenitors [Fruchter et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2010].

Therefore by comparing the locations of SLSN with those of LGRBs, it may be as-

2Sample with imaging at the time of thesis production
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certained whether the SLSN are also associated with a massive stellar population. I

draw the comparison LGRB sample from the recent work of Blanchard et al. [2016],

who present uniform fractional flux analysis for 100 LGRBs imaged with HST at UV

and optical wavelengths. As the majority of LGRBs within the sample were discov-

ered with Swift, potential biases which may have been introduced by including many

targets drawn from multiple surveys (with varying observing strategies) are negated

(although this sample is still subject to additional biases from the availability of

afterglow imaging and reliable redshift estimations).

For this work, I strip the Blanchard et al. [2016] sample down to include only

those LGRBs with measured redshifts which match the redshift range of the SLSN

sample and CCSN sample (z . 1.6), and utilise only those hosts with HST imaging

at rest frame UV wavelengths (<4000Å). Additionally, many of the LGRBs within

the Blanchard et al. [2016] sample have poor localisations within their hosts (in

some cases the astrometric error radius is factor several greater than the measured

size of the host). In order to ensure a representative sample of LGRB fractional

fluxes, I also remove any remaining objects within the sample for which the ratio of

astrometric error radius to host galaxy size (here I use the radius in which 50% of the

host light is contained, r
50

, for consistency with other works) is >0.3, with a sample

median ratio of 0.17, approximate to the average relative astrometric precision of

the SLSN host sample.

4.3 Observations

Data for the SLSN host sample used within this work were taken from HST pro-

grammes with publicly available data, outlined within Chapter 2. These pro-

grammes imaged SLSN hosts at wavelengths corresponding approximately rest frame

UV wavelengths for the given redshift of the host (see Table 2.1 for a full breakdown

of used filters used for each target).

The images obtained for the hosts within this sample all used a dither pattern

of 4 points or higher, thus allowing for good sampling of the PSF. All images were

processed within AstroDrizzle software as described within Chapter 2. For the

WFC3/UVIS and ACS images (for SLSNe and GOODS CCSNe imaging), as these

images all have >4 point dithers, I drizzle these images to a final pixel scale of

0.0250 0 pixel�1 such that an the spatial information may be improved, meaning a

linear resolution of 0.11 kpc at the median redshift (z=0.3) of the sample. For the

subsample of hosts with nIR images, due to fewer dither pointings than the UV,

these images were kept at the native pixel scale of 0.130 0 pixel�1.
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For additional SLSN-II candidates not imaged with HST but used for addi-

tional o↵set analysis as described within Section 4.2, I obtained SDSS u or g band

imaging of the host galaxies, dependant upon redshift of the SLSN, for astrometric

matching with the PTF discovery images of these SLSN events for o↵set analysis.

Details of these hosts are provided within Table 2.1.

For the LGRB comparison sample drawn from Blanchard et al. [2016], the

fractional flux values were determined for these hosts using images drizzled to half

the native pixel scale of the HST detector used, which given the fraction of hosts

imaged with ACS whose native pixel size is 0.0490 0 , provides a good match for the

optimal spatial resolution achieved within the SLSN sample.

4.4 Analysis

4.4.1 Astrometry

To determine the locations of the SNe within the HST imaging of their host galaxies,

I obtained archival images taken whilst the SN was visible where publicly available.

Where possible, I used images which had been obtained close to maximum light to

maximise the S/N of the detection and thus improve the localisation of the centre of

the SN’s PSF. Table 2.6 lists the telescopes and instruments from which the bright

SN images were obtained.

To precisely locate the SLSN events within the host’s HST image I performed

relative astrometry through identifying common point (or point like) sources be-

tween the discovery and host images, as described within Chapter 2. Positional

errors (�
x

,�
y

) were determined for these astrometric solutions by estimating from

the error associated with the centroiding of the SN within the discovery image and

from the X,Y RMS of the astrometric solution. I present the astrometric uncer-

tainties for the UV and nIR locations within Table 2.6, highlighting those hosts

for which only a reduced number of point sources (<8) were able to be identified,

and for which I account for the rotation of the image before astrometric matching,

to reduce the number of free parameters involved with astrometric mapping (as

described within Chapter 2).

4.4.2 Fractional Flux

The fractional flux (hereafter, F
L

) provides a morphology-independent method of

determining the degree to which any transient event traces the light distribution of

it’s host galaxy at any given wavelength. F
L

is an estimate of the fraction of light
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contained within pixels of the galaxy of a lower surface brightness than that in which

the transient was deemed to occur. This technique provides valuable information

about the potential progenitors on both an individual and bulk population scale.

Given that the relative lifetimes of massive stars (⇠ few Myr) are significantly shorter

than the time scales involved in star formation (⇠ Gyr), very young progenitors will

be seen at the locations of young (and presumably bright) star forming regions

within their hosts. Transients which track star forming regions within their hosts,

such as normal CCSN, will as a population, follow a roughly linear distribution.

Alternatively, transients perhaps originating from the more massive stars (e.g. Type-

Ibc SNe and LGRBs) will trend as a population towards the brightest UV pixels

within their host galaxies, where the most recent star formation is likely to have

occurred (and therefore represents a younger, more massive population of stars).

The F
L

parameter was calculated as follows: the pixels associated with

the host galaxy are first detected using Source Extractor [SExtractor, Bertin and

Arnouts, 1996], applying a 3⇥3 Gaussian convolution filter and requiring that all

detections have N
pix

>10 pixels detected above the background threshold. The de-

blending parameters are adjusted manually for each host galaxy to ensure optimum

detection of the host environment. I then use the segmentation output from SEx-

tractor to determine which pixels are associated with the host galaxy, and create an

image mask such that only these pixels are analysed. This pixel array is then pro-

cessed using standard routines within python to rank these pixels in order of their

brightness. The ranked position of the pixel within which the transient is located is

identified. The fractional flux parameter is then computed as the cumulative sum

of the brightnesses of the pixels of lower rank, normalised by the total brightness of

the host galaxy’s pixels.

Weighted F
L

In cases for which the positional uncertainty of the transient location is large (i.e.

typically greater than ⇠10% of the projected host galaxy size), the F
L

parameter

may vary largely within the error radius (depending upon its location). This is of

particular concern for SLSN and LGRB hosts, many of which are compact, or possess

irregular morphologies [Lunnan et al., 2015; Perley et al., 2016, , work with Chapter

3]. Such host galaxy morphologies often result in large pixel-to-pixel variations

across the length of the host; as either the majority of the compact host’s light is

concentrated upon a few pixels, or for irregular hosts, pixels across the error region

may have high contrast due to clumpy internal structure. Previous F
L

studies of

transient hosts often take the location of the transient as given, and account for
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Figure 4.2: Demonstration of the error ellipse marked out when computing the
weighted F

L

, which accounts for poorer astrometric fitting in one direction, if
required. Each pixel contained within this error ellipse will have a probability of
association with the transient calculated for it. When combined with the intrinsic
F
L

value of these pixels, a distribution of probable F
L

values can be found. Note
that the scale of the error ellipse to the pixel grid is exaggerated here for the purpose
of demonstration.

large positional uncertainties by convolving the host image to either the uncertainty

radius or the PSF of the discovery image.

Here I present an alternative approach to F
L

analysis which more accurately

accounts for the locational uncertainties. This is done through creation of an ‘error

map’; an array of probabilities for each pixel’s association with the transient location.

I do this by superimposing a two-dimensional Gaussian (whose form is based upon

the SN position and associated uncertainty) over the HST image, such that each

pixel may be assigned an individual probability of being associated with the SN

event. This is performed for each pixel contained within a 3� error radius in the x

and y directions of the transient location, as demonstrated within Figure 4.2.

For each SN event, I determine the x and y normal probability density dis-

tributions based upon the determined transient position within the HST image and

it’s associated �x and �y positional uncertainty (where �x, y = 3�
x,y

). I then

integrate these distributions between the upper and lower boundaries of each pixel

within the �x, y range to determine the specific x and y transient probabilities for

these pixels. The final locational probability is simply the product of these two

liklihoods.
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P (x, y) =

Z
x+0.5

x�0.5

P
x

dx⇥
Z

y+0.5

y�0.5

P
y

dy (4.1)

Therefore the F
L

value of each pixel is weighted by it’s final locational proba-

bility, allowing the distribution of likely F
L

values to be examined (on an individual

event basis or collectively, if these distributions are collected and normalised).

Whilst this method may account for locational uncertainties when consid-

ering pixel statistics within transient host galaxies, one potential drawback which

must be considered given the large locational constraints of the SLSN sample under

consideration, is the inclusion of additional pixels not associated with the galaxy

light within a large error ellipse. Unless there is a clear o↵set between the transient

and the proposed host galaxy (i.e. if an assessment of a “chance alignment” [Bloom

et al., 2002] were performed, it would yield a very high probability of it being so),

the transient most likely originates from the galaxy in question. Whilst it cannot

be confidently ruled out that a nearby location o↵ the galaxy light may simply be

indicative of very low surface brightness features below the detection threshold of

the image, a more plausible argument can be made for origin from detected UV

regions, if an association with massive stellar core collapse is assumed.

As such, it may be prudent to apply an additional weight, which evaluates

the probability of transient association with UV luminous pixels more highly than

those which contain little/no UV light from the galaxy. This additional weighting is

simply determined by the fraction of light contained within each pixel relative to all

the pixels within the error ellipse, normalised to the total of of UV light contained

within the error region (the F
UV

(x,y)

).

P (SN
UV

) = P (x, y)⇥ F
UV

(x,y)

(4.2)

The original locational probabilities for pixels within the error region are now

weighted by this additional probability of UV-association. Whilst this weighting will

naturally pull the distribution towards higher F
L

values, it provide some indication

of the strength to which SLSNe locations are tied to the star forming regions within

their host galaxies.

By utilising each of these weighted fractional fluxes, the e↵ects of locali-

sation upon F
L

values may be explored. I demonstrate these two techniques for

two di↵erent location scenarios within Figure 4.3. Through combining the probable

F
L

distributions for all of the transient events within this sample from both weighted

techniques, I may assess from the overall likely distribution of F
L

values the likely

behaviour of a normal F
L

distribution given the locational constraints.
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of the weighted F
L

techniques for the host galaxies
of PTF11dij (upper row) and PS1-11afv (lower row). The left panels show the
fractional flux “maps” of the host galaxies within their HST images, where red
pixels represent low F

L

values and blue represent higher F
L

values (colour bar shown
below). Here the 1� locational uncertainty of the transient is marked with a dashed
circle. Within the central panels (purple histograms), the distribution of probable
fractional flux values contained within a 3� error radius of the transient location and
determined on a non-luminosity weighted basis are displayed. The far right panels
(teal histograms) demonstrate this again, but with distributions for UV-luminosity
weighted fractional flux values. For the better localised PTF11dij, whose location
is more coincident with stronger star forming regions, the non-weighted flight does
not drastically change the form of the likely distribution, whereas for PS1-11afv,
weighting the probabilities shows a clearer shift towards higher F

L

values.
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4.4.3 O↵sets

Another useful diagnostic when considering the local environments of transient

events are the relative o↵sets of the explosion locations to the centres of their host

galaxies. This has been most notably demonstrated by Bloom et al. [2002], who used

the distribution of o↵sets of LGRBs to show that their locations were in agreement

with an exponential disk distribution, which modelled the location of collapsars and

promptly bursting binaries within galaxies. This provided strong evidence that they

were associated with regions of massive star formation.

A handful of SLSN have been localised to regions significantly outside of the

extent of the light from their hosts [c.f. the work within Chapter 3, Lunnan et al.,

2014; Perley et al., 2016, for individual examples]. This may indicate that either

these SLSN originate from exceptionally faint underlying host galaxies (typically

fainter than m
v

⇠27 for the majority of deep surveys), or that their progenitors

are produced within relatively “faint” regions of the host galaxy where the surface

brightness falls below the necessary detection limit, even with HST. Comparing the

distribution of SLSN explosion o↵sets relative to their hosts with those of other core

collapse transients provides additional constraints upon their likely progenitor pop-

ulations (i.e. if SLSN have similar o↵sets to LGRB events, they may also follow the

exponential disk model, which tells us something about the likely local populations).

To calculate the o↵set from the SLSN locations relative to their host galaxies,

I first define the centre of each galaxy as the centre of the flux-weighted galaxy

centroid as determined by SExtractor. From this I am able to determine the relative

radial o↵set of the SLSN location to its host centre from it’s x,y location within the

HST image.

Di↵erences in the centre and the brightest points of the host galaxy become

increasingly apparent within galaxies of irregular structure and morphology, with

multiple peaks or bumps within the galaxy’s light profile with radius. These have

important implications for the weighted probability distribution of fractional flux

values (i.e. those located close to the brightest regions within their hosts are likely

to exhibit a stronger preference for high fractional fluxes, given the priors assumed

within this calculation). Therefore it is appropriate to measure the o↵sets of SLSN

events from these regions too. Given the already highlighted irregular nature of some

SLSN hosts, this method may provide a more morphology independent estimate of

the o↵sets of the transients from regions of strong star formation within their hosts.

The coordinates of the brightest pixel can be determined using SExtractor,

and thus the o↵set of the transient from these coordinates can be computed. I

normalise all of the o↵set measurements by the size of the host galaxy, using the
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radius in which 50% of the host light is contained (the r
50

parameter), such that

the results are in keeping with those of calculated for the LGRB comparison sample

from [Blanchard et al., 2016].

Absolute Surface Brightness of SN Location

Finally, I also determine the surface brightness of the pixels in which our SLSNe are

located. This is simply given by:

L
Surface

=
L/L�
A

pix

. (4.3)

where A
pix

is the physical size of the pixel in kpc2. By determining the surface

brightness of the transient location pixels, direct comparisons can be made between

the luminosities of the populations local to SLSNe transients and those of LGRB

and CCSNe events. As the luminosity of a given star is roughly proportional to

the cube of its mass, this provides a mass (and hence age) sensitive method of

directly comparing the underlying stellar populations which produced the events.

This method has been used previously within Svensson et al. [2010] to show that

LGRBs typically occur in regions of higher absolute surface luminosity than CCSNe,

and was taken as confirmation that they originate from a typically younger stellar

population. Despite di↵erences in redshift distribution, the majority of the host

images probe similar physical scales (⇠ few 0.1kpc per pix), which reduces the risk

of transients which appear to originate from more luminous regions actually being

the result of averaging small scale variations over a larger surface area.

4.5 Results

Within section 4.5.1 I present the measured properties of the sub-galactic environ-

ments of SLSNe within the UV. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 provide a visual display

of the F
L

parameter mapped out for each galaxy within it’s HST image, alongside

it’s locational uncertainty. I first inspect the standard fractional flux values (in

which the location of the transient is taken as lying in the pixel with the highest

probability) for the SLSN host galaxies within this sample alongside the surface

brightnesses of the pixels in which the transient occurred, and consider the impli-

cations of these results when compared to the properties of the comparison sample

transient locations. The use of the locational and UV-luminosity weighted fractional

flux approach over the transient uncertainty region is explored before finally exam-

ining the distribution of o↵sets of SLSN events within their host galaxies both from
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the projected galactic centres and from the brightest UV regions. Throughout this

analysis I break down SLSN events into hydrogen poor SLSN-I and hydrogen rich

SLSN-II events, (in which SLSN-I are inclusive of any SLSN-R events within the

sample used within this chapter). As an aside I also consider the NIR F
L

properties

of the SLSNe sample within Section 4.5.2. The combined implications of these re-

sults will be considered in light of the underlying stellar populations which produce

SLSN progenitors within section 4.6.

4.5.1 UV Results

The astrometrically determined locational uncertainties of the SLSN hosts consid-

ered within this work are presented within Table 2.6, whilst the measured fractional

flux UV and IR values, pixel luminosities and locational o↵sets are presented within

Table 4.1. The astrometric uncertainties for the GOODS CCSNe locations are pre-

sented within Appendix Table A.8 and the properties of their locations are given

within Table A.9. I present the cumulative distribution of UV F
L

values for the

SLSN hosts within Figure 4.7, against those of the CCSNe and LGRB comparison

samples at similar redshift range outlined within Section 4.2.1. To guide the eye, I

also show a uniform distribution of fractional fluxes. Such an observed distribution

would indicate the tracing of UV light across the host sample in a linear manner.

Looking at Figure 4.7 it is clear that SLSN events trace a distribution of

generally brighter UV regions than CCSN (which themselves trace an almost linear

distribution) but fainter than those occupied by LGRB hosts. To test the signif-

icance of the apparent di↵erences observed between these transient host popula-

tions, I perform both two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Anderson-Darling

(AD) tests between each population for both our fractional flux and o↵set distri-

butions. The results of these parametric tests are given within Table 4.2. This

parametric testing suggests that the sub-galactic environments of SLSN cannot be

statistically distinguished from those of CCSN and LGRB environments, despite the

apparent visual sequence of increasing concentration towards bright UV regions of

CCSN!SLSN!LGRB events.

Once broken down by spectral subtype, as shown within the lower panel

of Figure 4.7, the sub-galactic environments of hydrogen-poor and hydrogen-rich

SLSN events appear to di↵er. SLSN-I events seem to occupy much of the same

parameter space as previously occupied by the entire sample of SLSN (which given

that they comprise ⇠80% of our sample, is hardly surprising), following a fractional

flux distribution more concentrated than CCSN events and less so than LGRB ones,

although once again this is statistically unsupported (this may be clarified at a later
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Figure 4.4: HST imaging of SLSN host galaxies used for location analysis along-
side the fractional flux heat maps of these hosts in terms of each pixel’s assigned
F
L

value. Dashed lines encompass the 1� error ellipses associated with the locational
uncertainty of the transient. SLSN spectral classes are provided for reference.
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Figure 4.5: More HST imaging of SLSN host galaxies alongside their fractional flux
heat maps displaying the estimated transient locational uncertainty.
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Figure 4.6: More HST imaging of SLSN host galaxies alongside their fractional flux
heat maps displaying the estimated transient locational uncertainty.
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Table 4.1: Properties of the locations of SLSN event sites presented within this
chapter, including the fractional flux estimates (in UV and nIR where available),
the surface brightness and the relative o↵sets of the explosion sites from the host
centre and from the brightest UV region.

SLSN F
L

F
L

UV UV Host UV Bright O↵set Log L
UV nIR r

50

O↵set Pix. O↵set Err L�kpc�2

(kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc)

SN1999as 0.76 0.53 - 11.65 0.08 1.80 8.51
SN1999bd 0.63 0.46 1.74 1.95 2.53 2.33 8.01
SN2000ei 0.07 0.47 0.33 1.51 0.77 1.41 7.11
SN2005ap3 - - 0.64 3.54 - - -
SN2006gy 0.02 0.88 0.25 0.17 0.30 0.03 7.69
SCP06F6 1.00 - 0.35 0.11 0.06 0.14 8.73
SN2007bi 0.84 0.77 0.21 0.10 0.08 0.66 8.37
SN2008am 0.05 0.29 2.46 4.59 5.14 1.75 6.09
SN2008es - 0.95 - - - - -
SN2008fz - 0.84 - - - - -
PTF09cnd 0.98 0.04 0.93 1.00 0.06 4.68 8.25
SN2010gx 0.76 0.92 0.40 0.17 0.18 0.81 8.38
SN2011ke 0.89 0.91 0.69 0.38 0.29 1.03 7.89
PTF11dsf 0.66 1.00 1.04 0.88 1.39 1.06 7.67
PTF11rks 1.00 - 0.22 0.1 0.55 0.74 8.12
SN2012il 0.96 1.00 0.94 0.57 0.16 0.95 8.66
PTF12dam 0.84 - 0.65 0.50 0.19 0.33 9.42
iPTF13ehe 0.11 - 1.32 0.75 1.27 1.32 7.49
PS1-10awh 0.51 - 0.56 0.79 0.82 1.23 8.05
PS1-10pm 0.49 - 1.35 1.36 2.25 1.50 8.04
PS1-11afv 0.38 - 0.98 0.83 0.54 1.51 8.39
PS1-11ap 0.98 - 0.68 0.46 0.33 1.71 8.54
PS1-11bam 0.15 - 0.91 3.09 2.63 1.25 8.61
PS1-11tt 0.85 - 0.69 0.25 0.31 0.97 8.46
PS1-12bmy 0.18 - 1.17 2.79 1.03 1.34 8.29
PS1-12bqf 0.15 - 2.14 3.63 2.91 0.60 7.81
PTF10fel - - 5.05 0.91 0.69 0.15 -
PTF10heh - - 1.46 0.16 0.09 0.93 -
PTF10jwd - - 7.04 0.11 0.13 0.22 -
PTF10qwu - - 1.60 0.31 0.24 0.08 -
PTF10scc - - 0.00 169.11 135.29 0.09 -
PTF10yyc - - 5.02 0.28 0.26 0.16 -
PTF12epg - - 4.76 0.08 0.03 0.12 -
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Table 4.2: Two sample Anderson-Darling probability and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
results between the properties of the locations of SLSN events and of the properties
of the core collapse comparison sample locations within their hosts. Probabilities
less than 10�5 are presented as <0.00

Parameter Host Connection KS AD
Stat. Stat.

SLSNe - LGRB 0.195 0.095
UV F

L

SLSNe - CCSNe 0.07 0.101
SLSNe-I - LGRB 0.425 0.279
SLSNe-I - CCSNe 0.343 0.018
SLSNe-I - Uniform Dist. 0.044 0.026
SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.032 0.008
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.298 0.340
SLSNe-II - SN IIn 0.477 0.734
SLSNe-II - Uniform Dist. 0.073 0.065
SLSNe-I - SLSNe-II 0.062 0.010
SLSNe - LGRBs 0.781 0.768

Centre Pixel SLSNe - CCSNe 0.055 <0.00
O↵sets SLSNe-I - LGRB 0.540 0.318

SLSNe-I - CCSNe 0.0018 <0.00
SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.047 0.095
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.399 <0.00
SLSNe - LGRBs 0.094 0.168

Log L SLSNe - CCSNe 0.433 0.400
SLSNe-I - LGRB 0.501 0.605
SLSNe-I - CCSNe 0.109 0.051
SLSNe-II - LGRB 0.001 0.001
SLSNe-II - CCSNe 0.148 0.189
SLSNe-I - SLSNe-II 0.007 0.011
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Figure 4.7: The cumulative distributions of UV F
L

parameters for SLSN, GOODS
CCSN and LGRB host galaxies from Blanchard et al. 2016 (upper panel) and the
SLSN host broken down by spectral subclass (lower panel). The dotted line repre-
sents a uniform distribution of F

L

. The SLSN distribution appears to trace a light
distribution intermediate to the light traced by CCSNe and LGRB hosts. Although
there is an apparent trend to more concentrated distributions, the small sample size
means the di↵erences in these distributions are not statistically supported.
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Figure 4.8: Top panel: The absolute surface luminosities of SLSN locations com-
pared to those of LGRB and CCSN events from Svensson et al. 2010. In general
SLSN occupy lower luminosity pixels than LGRB events, but comparable to those
of CCSNe (p=0.87,0.78 for KS and AD statistics respectively). Lower panel: The
situation changes once broken down by subclass, SLSN-I occupy pixels of moderate
luminosity which are statistically indistinguishable from either of our comparison
populations, whilst SLSN-II are located within much fainter pixels.
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date with larger sample sizes).

Nonetheless, SLSN-I events are clearly tied to ongoing star formation within

their host galaxies, although the strength of this connection (are they more strongly

connected with recent/massive star formation?) has yet to be seen. On the other

hand, the few SLSN-II for which F
L

estimates have been obtained appear to strongly

prefer fainter pixels within their hosts, with 3/5 of this sample originating from pixels

with F
L

values <0.1, whilst none of the 12 SLSN-I events originate from pixels with

an F
L

value this low. I compare the distribution of these SLSN-II F
L

values with the

F
L

distribution of SN-IIn events from Habergham et al. [2014], who found SN-IIn

environments to also exhibit an aversion to very bright UV pixels within their hosts.

Although statistically, these two samples appear to be similar, producing high p-

values for AD and KS tests which suggests some similarity in the two distributions,

given the very small sample size of SLSN-II with fractional flux estimates, this

result is likely to be a↵ected by small number statistics, and should be reassessed

once the sample size is increased. Despite this small sample size, there remains a

clear statistical di↵erence between the two spectral subclasses of SLSN event.

The surface luminosities for the sub-galactic environments of SLSNe are pre-

sented within Figure 4.8, and I compare them to those of the GOODS CCSN sample

presented previously and for LGRBs events (which for this parameter are drawn from

from Svensson et al. [2010], due to want of prior study4) . This allows us to assess

if the di↵erences observed within the F
L

distributions are truly due to di↵erences

in the absolute brightnesses of the underlying galaxy regions. Overall, SLSN are

located within pixels of a lower surface brightness than LGRB events, but brighter

than those of CCSNe events, as suggested by the fractional flux distributions (al-

though once again, as shown within Table 4.2, there are no statistically significant

di↵erences between these distributions). Interestingly, once broken down by SLSN

subtype, it appears that SLSN-II are systematically located within pixels of fainter

surface brightness than SLSN-I, with all events occupying pixels of L
Surface

< 108

L� kpc�2.

As a check that the distribution of normal measured fractional flux value is

not biased at any extremity by larger error radii (for instance that fainter F
L

values

are not simply a bias introduced via larger location uncertainties), the spread of

F
L

values with error radii in pixels, (as the localisation is relative to the individual

host) are shown within Figure 4.9. For SLSN-I events, the degree of locational un-

certainty shows some shallow decrease towards higher F
L

values, with a spearman’s

4Consistency in redshift and rest-frame UV coverage is maintained within this comparison sample
as with previous comparison samples
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Figure 4.9: The scatter of F
L

values with error radii (in pixels) for SLSN locations
within their hosts. SLSN-I (blue) and SLSN-II (red) events are shown separately
for consideration of the impact upon their individual distributions. In general, there
is some shallow evolution of the error radius with F

L

value, such that events with
higher F

L

values are have better constrained localisations.

rank correlation of -0.348 (with a significance of p=0.157). This linear regression fit

does imply that towards fainter F
L

values the larger locational uncertainties act to

scatter the value of F
L

measured, and thus suggest that the observed F
L

distribution

is less constrained towards the faint end.

To assess the variation of the F
L

parameter within the individual SLSN

uncertainty regions, I first perform a weighted fractional flux assessment for each

SLSNe in this sample, weighting the resulting F
L

distribution only by the proba-

bility of the transient being coincident with the pixels under consideration. These

distributions are stacked and presented within Figure 4.10. This resulting cumula-

tive distribution is compared to the normal distribution of F
L

values and a uniform

distribution. Within this figure I also display a ‘location + UV luminosity’ weighted

F
L

distribution. Here the purely location weighted distribution inhabits lower frac-

tional flux values than normally measured, a result of the inclusion of fainter pixels
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within a typical uncertainty region (for instance, see the error ellipses within Figures

4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). Whilst this acts to dilute the observed F
L

distribution, the form

of the location weighted distribution is still fairly similar to that observed without

location weighting, which suggests that even under large locational uncertainties,

SLSNe still trace bright UV regions within their host galaxies, but not in a manner

stronger than that of CCSNe

Naturally, when additional weighting from the UV luminosities is applied,

higher F
L

values become more common. The form of the original F
L

is recovered

remarkably well for high F
L

values (>0.5), which given their marginally better loca-

tional constraints, may not be particularly surprising (as being better constrained

to these bright pixels will naturally provide them with a higher weighting). At the

faint end of the F
L

distribution, the additional weighting slightly overestimates the

form of the distribution, which again is to be expected given their typically bigger

uncertainty regions, as these will act to scatter the value of F
L

obtained through nor-

mal measurements towards lower values. If the assumption of association with star

forming regions is correct, this location and UV luminosity weighted F
L

distribution

may be indicative of the real underlying distribution of locations.

Within Figures 4.11 and 4.12 I display the cumulative distributions of nor-

malised o↵sets from the host centre and brightest pixel within the host respectively,

using an increased sample of SLSN-II hosts including those drawn from Perley et al.

[2016]. Upon examination of Figure 4.11 it is immediately apparent that there ex-

ists a strong similarity between the SLSN and LGRB host o↵sets, both of which are

clearly distinct from those of CCSNe, which are located at much wider o↵sets from

their host centres. Most notably, when breaking down the SLSN by spectral type

(lower panel of Figure 4.11), two distinct populations are observed, with SLSN-II

covering a larger range of o↵sets from the centres of their hosts than SLSN-I, which

themselves are more similar to the normalised o↵sets observed within LGRB hosts

(an AD p-statistic of 0.318). For clarity, the o↵sets of those SLSN-II measured

within HST imaging are also displayed separately from the combined [Perley et al.,

2016] and HST sample. Here the combined SLSNe-II o↵set distribution is more

consistent with those of SLSNe-I, whilst the sample with HST imaging remain at

larger o↵sets within their hosts.

Of interest when considering how the normal and weighted F
L

techniques

may be impacted by the SLSN location, are the o↵sets of the events from the

brightest pixels within their host galaxies. I measure such o↵sets and present these

within Figure 4.12. When considering the larger combined sample of SLSN-II hosts,

the o↵sets appear to be similar to those of SLSN-I, however when accounting only
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Figure 4.10: Here the cumulative distribution of the error weighted F
L

distributions
for the SLSNe sample are presented, displaying weighted by location (grey) and by
location and UV preference (red). The measured normal F

L

distribution is shown in
blue. The location weighted F

L

has similar form to the normal F
L

distribution, but
is diluted by the inclusion of fainter pixels with large location uncertainties. When
additional weighting from the UV is applied, bright F

L

values are recovered, whilst
fainter ones appear to be overestimated, a likely result of the introduction of scatter
towards the faint end of the normal F

L

distribution with larger error regions.
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Figure 4.11: Upper panel: Here I present the o↵sets of SLSN, LGRB and CCSN
events from the centres of their hosts, normalised by the host r

50

size. Lower panel:
The normalised o↵sets of SLSN hosts broken down by spectral subclass. Including
SLSN-II hosts detected within ground based imaging from PTF, it can be seen
that that SLSN-II events occupy a broader range of o↵sets from their host centres
than SLSN-I, suggestive that perhaps their production is less dependant upon their
environment within the host.

for those imaged with HST, these o↵sets appear to be wider and more consistent

with SLSN-II arising from pixels of a lower F
L

value. However, the poorer resolution

of ground based imaging which is incapable of recovering the level of detail in host

morphology that HST images achieve, may be the cause of this discrepancy.

4.5.2 NIR Results

For those SLSN hosts with HST imaging in the near infrared (nIR), I also determine

the F
L

values for these galaxies. Although less indicative in terms of the stellar

populations probed than when conducted in the UV, it nonetheless may provide

valuable information with regard to the density of stellar populations local to the

transient. I measure nIR F
L

values for SLSN within the sample with HST nIR
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Figure 4.12: Left side: the o↵sets of SLSN events from brightest UV pixels within
their hosts (upper panel) and broken down by SLSN subclass (lower panel). Right
side: bright pixel o↵sets for the same sample normalised by the host r

50

size. Upon
the inclusion of additional SLSN-II locations from the sample within Perley et al.
[2016], there appears to be no strong distinction between SLSN-I and SLSN-II event
in respect to their association with the strongest star forming regions within their
hosts, however those SLSN-II locations imaged with HST show larger o↵sets from
bright star forming regions, more inline with the F

L

distribution they exhibit.
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imaging and also for LGRBs over similar redshift drawn from a SNAPSHOT survey

of LGRB hosts (see Lyman et al. [2017] for further details of this sample), and

present the results within Figure 4.13.

Here a strong bias is observed towards brighter nIR regions for both SLSN

and LGRB host galaxies. KS and AD testing of these two distributions implies that

the null hypothesis that these two samples are drawn from the same underlying

distribution cannot be rejected, with p=0.72 and 0.63 for AD and KS statistics

respectively. The SLSN subclass distributions shown in the lower panel of Figure

4.13 o↵er little distinction between them. These numbers when considered with

respect to the relative size of both SLSN and LGRB host galaxies (shown within

previous studies to be exceptionally small, [c.f. Chapter 3; Svensson et al., 2010;

Lunnan et al., 2015], are most likely another comment upon the compactness of

these particular transient host galaxies. For these hosts, the probability of being

located on the brighter nIR pixels given that the transient is located within the

host is high. To test this, for the subset of SLSN events covered at both UV and

nIR wavelengths, I re-drizzle the HST UV images to the resolution of the nIR

imaging (0.130 0 per pixel) and perform F
L

measurements upon these redrizzled

images. Once drizzled to this larger pixel scale, it is apparent that the F
L

values

are consistently higher than those obtained at smaller pixel scale, and are similar to

the nIR distributions. Therefore it seems likely that the nIR F
L

results are strongly

a↵ected by the combination of the poorer resolution of the nIR detector, and the

typical compactness of SLSN host galaxies.

4.6 Discussion

Although the field of SLSN is still somewhat in its infancy, the growing number of

identified transients belonging to this class in recent years has allowed for group

statistical analysis. Studies covering the hosts of both spectral classes of SLSN [e.g.

Chapter 3, Leloudas et al., 2015; Perley et al., 2016], have begun to highlight the

observed di↵erences between the two subclasses in their host’s masses, metallicities

and star formation rates. The results presented within this Chapter are the first to

call attention to the observed di↵erences in the sub-galactic environment properties

of hydrogen poor and hydrogen rich SLSN.

4.6.1 Locations of SLSN-I

I have shown that hydrogen poor SLSN are generally located within bright UV re-

gions of their hosts, with modest local surface luminosities (typically 108�9 L�kpc�2).
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Figure 4.13: The cumulative distributions of nIR F
L

parameters for SLSN and
LGRB host galaxies observed within SNAPSHOT programme GO-12307 (upper
panel), with an uniform distribution plotted to guide the eye. Again the SLSN host
distribution is broken down by spectral subclass (lower panel). Both SLSN and
LGRB events appear biased towards brighter nIR pixels within their host galaxies.
However, given the compactness of both SLSN and LGRB hosts, this is likely a
product of their morphologies rather than a progenitor bias.
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SLSN-I appear to trace star formation within their hosts, and visually they seem to

be less strongly correlated with these regions than LGRBs, a notion which seems to

be supported by the lower surface luminosities of the pixels containing the SLSN ex-

plosion sites. These results are in agreement with those derived from a sample of PS1

SLSN-I host galaxies presented within the study of Lunnan et al. [2015], who achieve

a typically higher level of astrometric precision in transient locations, largely due to

the use of multi-epoch imaging of the SN event, which allows a weighted averaged,

�-clipped centroid of the SN to be determined, greatly improving the precision of the

astrometric location within a HST image (⇠10-30 milliarcseconds). This increased

precision results in much more robust estimations of the F
L

parameter. Despite

their poorer locational constraints, the apparent agreement between the indepen-

dently derived results of this work and that of Lunnan et al. [2015] is encouraging,

however, the lack of statistical distinction between SLSN-I and LGRB/CCSN pop-

ulations makes it di�cult to place constraints upon the relative ages and masses of

stars local to SLSN explosion sites.

Incorporating the range of possible transient locations within the weighted

F
L

technique has revealed the extent to which the current locational constraints de-

focus the F
L

distribution. As an intrinsically highly concentrated population will be

scattered randomly by the astrometric errors, the probability of being located within

a fainter pixel increases, and as such this resulting distribution can be considered a

lower limit to the fractional flux under the current locational constraints.

However, the general shape of the distribution is still comparable to a normal

F
L

, which implied that, even when considering the uncertainties in their locations,

we observe an association between SLSNe and UV bright regions within their hosts.

Under the assumption of a location bias towards star formation within the error re-

gion, the weighted F
L

distribution of SLSN visually seems to “recover” the normal

F
L

distribution fairly well, this similarity is most likely coincidence. This F
L

distri-

bution is strongly dependant upon the reality of this assumed bias, and at present

can only be guessed at. Whilst the weighted F
L

distributions have provided some

additional confidence in the localisation of SLSNe events within their host galaxies,

it is important to remember that the measured locations of transients within their

hosts are already scattered from the “true” locations of the events, and the degree

of additional scatter introduced via consideration of locational uncertainties cannot

be known.

In light of the di↵erent progenitor models of SLSNe, whilst the locations alone

of SLSNe within their host environments do not conclusively di↵erentiate between

the higher stellar masses of LGRB progenitors or the relatively less massive ones of
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CCSNe, when put into context with the clear di↵erence in global host properties

that we observe, particularly between SLSNe and CCSNe (as shown within Chapter

3), it seems likely that there is some additional environmental factor which aids the

production of their progenitors (rather than the progenitor mass alone).

A dependency upon more than just progenitor mass would seem to rule out

PISN models, as this explosion mechanism relies more heavily upon the mass of the

star prior to collapse in order to create the correct physical conditions to trigger in-

stability. Such conclusions drawn from the results presented within this Chapter and

within Lunnan et al. [2015] appear to be at odds with spectroscopic studies of SLSN

host galaxies by Leloudas et al. [2015], who find the spectral properties of SLSN-I

hosts to be comparable to those observed within Extreme Emission Line Galaxies

(EELGs). The broad equivalent widths and strong emission lines of EELGs repre-

sent intense periods of starburst within these galaxies and as such, they are home to

a young, massive stellar population. The authors suggest that the likeness of SLSN-I

hosts to EELGs might possibly be evidence that these particular SLSNe represent

the stellar deaths of the young stars produced within these bursts. However, given

the observed relationship between cluster mass and the mass of the most massive

star within it [Bonnell et al., 2001; Weidner and Kroupa, 2006], if SLSN progeni-

tors were exceptionally young, and therefore massive, stars, it would seem logical

then that their progenitors would be part of the most massive stellar cluster formed

during this star burst, and therefore most likely to be located within the brightest

pixels of their host galaxies. However, given that star formation within starburst

galaxies has been shown to be clumpy at both local and moderate redshifts [e.g.

Elmegreen et al., 2007; Tadaki et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2015; Hinojosa-Goñi et al.,

2016b], it may be that perhaps these typically fainter locations are representative

of unsmooth star formation on small scales within these host galaxies. Such be-

haviour is not atypical of local star forming galaxies, in which the compactness of

the star forming clumps increases with increasing numbers of clumps within the

galaxy [Hinojosa-Goñi et al., 2016b], which makes confidently discrediting a PISN

model based upon the locations of SLSNe-I di�cult.

Lunnan et al. [2015] have suggested that the lack of strong bias towards the

brightest pixels could reflect instead a preference for low metallicity environments

(but not necessarily linked with the production massive stars). Indeed, there is

strong evidence that a large fraction of SLSN-I are located within hosts of low global

metallicity [Chen et al., 2013; Lunnan et al., 2014; Leloudas et al., 2015], or located

within the outskirts of more massive disk galaxies (e.g. see SN 1999as, PTF11rks

from Chapter 3) for which a substantial metallicity gradient may exist. With regard
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to the magnetar model of SLSNe production, an additional metallicity constraint

may be compatible, if for a single progenitor the spin period of the magnetar is

connected with it’s metallicity [as has been suggested within Chen et al., 2016].

Another less explored option is a binary progenitor path for magnetar pro-

duction of SLSNe, as such a system would provide a more natural mechanism for

stripping a progenitor of it’s hydrogen envelope and spinning up the star prior

to it’s collapse, and would not necessitate extremely massive progenitors (and so

would not require SLSN events to occur coincident with the youngest, most massive

stars within the host). Indeed, observations of H↵ emission at late times within

iPTF13ehe have been used to suggest that the SLSN shockwave collided with mate-

rial stripped from a close companion star [Moriya et al., 2015]. However, at present

it is not possible to comfortably di↵erentiate between a single progenitor model with

metallicity dependence and binary progenitor model for magnetar production for all

SLSN-I events.

4.6.2 Locations of SLSN-II

Somewhat of a contrast are the locations of SLSN-II within their hosts. Within

Chapter 3 I have already shown that hydrogen rich SLSN occupy the broadest range

of host galaxy environments, ranging from massive spiral galaxies to the faintest

transient host galaxies observed to date. This sample of SLSN-II hosts (to date, the

only SLSN-II hosts with HST coverage) are amongst some of the earliest SLSNe to

be identified [see Gal-Yam, 2012], and as a consequence su↵er from a severe lack

of available discovery imaging. Although the F
L

parameters of SLSN-II events here

appear to be generally lower than those of SLSN-I, with the absolute luminosities

of these regions almost consistently fainter than both SLSN-I and CCSN events,

the results derived here are hampered by small number statistics. O↵set analysis

including additional SLSN-II from ground based imaging suggests that the loca-

tions of SLSN-II within their hosts may be more comparable to those of SLSN-I,

with many events located much closer to stronger star forming regions within their

hosts (which in turn, would likely result in higher fractional flux values). Although

the di↵erence in resolution achieved between the HST and ground based samples

leaves these results highly tenuous, it certainly highlights the need for an increased

sample of SLSN-II hosts with high-resolution imaging, especially if we are to use

the locations to begin to constrain the underlying progenitor populations. The ten-

dency towards lower F
L

values with larger uncertainty regions means the properties

of SLSN-II locations are subject to a greater degree of scatter than SLSN-I, and

as such the properties of their sub-galactic environments are less constrained. This
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issue will only be solved with the acquisition of high resolution imaging of a larger

sample of SLSN-II hosts.

With the dawn of the LSST era approaching, the number of observed SLSN

events will themselves be plentiful, however it is important to note the importance

of maintaining a similarly large sample of host galaxies with dedicated follow up, if

we are to continue use these as a route to understanding SLSN progenitors created

within them.

4.7 Conclusions

Using high resolution HST imaging, I have determined the locations of a sample of

both hydrogen poor and hydrogen rich SLSN events within their host galaxies, and

used their locations to determine the properties of the sub-galactic environments of

SLSNe and UV and nIR wavelengths. The following conclusions can be drawn:

• In general, SLSN events trace star formation within their host galaxies; they

are located within bright UV pixels and follow a host o↵set distribution similar

to LGRB events. However, SLSN are less concentrated towards the brightest

pixels within their hosts than LGRB events are, but are located typically close

to regions of strong star formation within the host.

• When considered individually, the hydrogen poor and hydrogen rich subclasses

of SLSN appear to occupy very di↵erent local environments within their hosts.

SLSNe-I are typically located on brighter UV pixels than SLSNe-II, who ap-

pear to favour typically fainter regions of their host galaxies.

• The poor constraints upon the locations of SLSN acts to dilute their F
L

dis-

tribution, as illustrated through application of a weighted fractional flux tech-

nique. The e↵ects of this are particularly potent for SLSNe events at the

faint end of this distribution, for which the current sample currently su↵ers

from larger locational uncertainties. This behaviour may have consequences

for SLSN-II events, whose low F
L

values are thus subject to higher scatter.

The compact and irregular nature of SLSN host galaxies leaves them incred-

ibly vulnerable to large scale fluctuations in sub-galactic environment properties

when accounting for the positional uncertainty of the transient. Only with an in-

creased sample size, particularly for SLSN-II hosts, will statistical study of the

environments begin to constrain the properties of the stellar populations local to

these exotic transients.
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Chapter 5

Metallicity dependencies in

SLSNe and LGRB host galaxies

“Whatever stars are made of, his and mine are the same”

— Emily Brönte, Wuthering Heights

(adapted by C.R. Angus)

5.1 Introduction

The host galaxies of SLSNe have been shown to possess a remarkable nature; they

are some of the faintest galaxies to host a luminous transient event [c.f. Chapter 3,

Lunnan et al., 2014; Perley et al., 2016], with the potential to produce extreme fields

of ionising radiation within the local Universe [Leloudas et al., 2015]. The striking

preference of SLSN events for low mass host galaxies has been emphasised within

the near-IR photometric results of Chapter 3, and within other SLSN host galaxy

studies [for instance Lunnan et al., 2013; Leloudas et al., 2015; Perley et al., 2016;

Japelj et al., 2016], probing galaxy masses down as low as 106M�. From correlations

established from local galaxies between stellar mass and chemical enrichment [e.g.

Tremonti et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Michel-Dansac et al., 2008; Salim et al.,

2014], the observed low masses of SLSN host galaxies suggest that they are also

low in metallicity. This appears to be complementary of the moderate-to-strong

radiation-fields observed; as the production of numerous massive stars necessary to

produce this ionising radiation becomes increasingly likely within lower metallicity

environments [e.g. Stanway et al., 2016].

The comparison of SLSN host galaxies properties with those of other host
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galaxy populations, allows further conclusions to be drawn; the systemically lower

masses of SLSN hosts than LGRB hosts might imply that these environments are

also typically less chemically enriched. LGRB host galaxies are now well estab-

lished as low metallicity environments [Stanek et al., 2006; Modjaz et al., 2008;

Levesque et al., 2010; Graham and Fruchter, 2013a], especially when compared to

field galaxies and the host galaxies of core collapse supernovae. Such results have led

to suggestions of a metallicity threshold, or cuto↵, above which the rate of LGRB

production sharply decreases [e.g. Wolf and Podsiadlowski, 2007; Kocevski et al.,

2009]. Thus the presence of SLSN events in apparently less metal enriched hosts

logically implies a similar e↵ect at play within this host galaxy population, with the

SLSN rate suppressed at a more extreme metallicity threshold.

Theoretically, a metallicity threshold has some credence in the production

of massive core collapse events, particularly with the collapsar model of LGRBs

[Woosley, 1993; MacFadyen and Woosley, 1999]. The production of a single mas-

sive progenitor which has maintained a significant fraction of it’s original angular

momentum [Yoon and Langer, 2005; Woosley and Heger, 2006], becomes increas-

ingly likely within a less chemically enriched environment as the e↵ects of stellar

winds become less prominent in this regime [Kudritzki and Puls, 2000; Vink and de

Koter, 2005]. Indeed, for models of SLSN production, low metallicity environments

are also favourable; either for the production of exceptionally massive stellar cores

(PISNe/PPISNe) or once again, for the retention of mass and angular momentum to

produce a su�ciently rapidly spinning remnant at the heart of the star (the internal

engine model).

However, testing whether the rate of transient production is heavily sup-

pressed above a certain metallicity threshold within a sample of host galaxies is non

trivial, particularly for the hosts of LGRBs and SLSNe. Given the intrinsic faint-

ness of some members of these host populations, metallicity determinations at the

faint end of their luminosity function become problematic, as such hosts can often

only be photometrically detected within very deep imaging (c.f. the hosts of SN

2008es, SN 2008fz and SN 2009jh within Chapter 3). Alongside this, the typically

high (z>0.5) redshifts of many transient hosts also becomes an issue, as even for

more luminous galaxies, the increased luminosity distances make the acquisition of

emission lines within spectra of adequate signal-to-noise for metallicity determina-

tion observationally expensive. This leaves only a select few galaxies (luminous, local

galaxies) for which metallicity measurements are viable. As a result, the conclusions

drawn through emission line metallicity estimates do so based upon a flux limited

sample of hosts, although even for these hosts, the metallicity measured is typically
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a global metallicity, and does not necessarily reflect the chemical enrichment of the

population local to the transient.

To account for this, proxies have frequently been used in order to estimate

metallicities over a more complete range of host luminosities (and masses). These

proxies take the form of the aforementioned mass-metallicity (MZ) relationship;

an established statistical correlation between the stellar mass of a galaxy and it’s

level of chemical enrichment [Tremonti et al., 2004]. Whilst the form of the MZ

relationship is subject to variation dependant upon the metallicity calibration used

[for further detail see Kewley and Ellison, 2008], this general correlation allows an

approximate metallicity to be determined for galaxies of known mass. Since to first

order the galaxy mass is directly proportional to the near-IR luminosity, such mass

measurements are far more straightforward than spectroscopic metallicities, and can

be attempted at a wide range of redshifts.

The employment of MZ proxies has led to conflicting results for the implied

metallicities of LGRB environments. Recent studies of a uniformly selected sample

of LGRB hosts (including host galaxies of GRBs without a detected afterglow,

so called “dark” bursts) using near infrared Spitzer imaging to determine stellar

masses, suggest that from the metallicities derived via MZ proves, the GRB rate only

becomes heavily suppressed in environments above approximately solar metallicity

[Perley et al., 2015b]. Whilst this metallicity threshold is notably higher than those

observed spectroscopically [e.g. Fynbo et al., 2003; Modjaz et al., 2006; Fruchter

et al., 2006; Graham and Fruchter, 2013a], it is significantly higher than thresholds

predicted by single-progenitor models of LGRB production [e.g. Z.0.2Z� Yoon

and Langer, 2005; Levan et al., 2016], and instead is highly suggestive of a binary

progenitor path [for which metallicity becomes less of a restriction, Trenti et al.,

2015].

Whilst this disagreement may cause some confusion for the progenitors of

LGRB events, an explanation for this discrepancy may lie within the treatment of

MZ proxies. The majority of studies which utilise this method utilise the numerical

form of a given MZ relation, which itself describes an average metallicity for a given

mass. Observationally, there is an intrinsic scatter to the MZ relation, which is a

reflection of changes in the galaxy’s star forming history and the inflow/outflow of

gas [Ohta et al., 2012]. Although estimated to be fairly low within field galaxies

in the local Universe (for relatively luminous/massive galaxies, this is estimated to

typically be 0.1 dex, Tremonti et al. 2004), any source of scatter will act to naturally

broaden the range of potential metallicities a galaxy may possess at a given stellar

mass (and vice versa). Thus using a direct conversion of mass to metallicity using
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an MZ relation will fail to account for this spread, which may lead to inaccurate

metallicity threshold inference. This is demonstrated within Figure 5.1.

The lower panel of Figure 5.1 shows the masses and global metallicities a

volume limited sample of SDSS galaxies from Tremonti et al. [2004] (within the

redshift range 0.02<z<0.04). The galaxy population which would arise upon the

enforcement of a metallicity threshold of 12+log(O/H)=8.2 (or Z= 0.15 Z�) are

highlighted in blue. The middle panels shows the inferred mass functions for the

SDSS galaxies and the metallicity restricted galaxies. At a metallicity threshold

of Z= 0.15 Z�, by number the majority of galaxies should lie at around 108.5M�.

However, upon examination of the distribution of total galaxy mass for this threshold

(in the mass-weighted cumulative mass functions shown within the upper panel of

Figure 5.1), only about 25% of the total galaxy mass is contained within galaxies

with less massive than 108.5M�. In this particular example galaxies with masses up

to 109.5 M�may in fact be indicative of a metallicity threshold of 0.15 Z�, which

using a simple MZ relation would imply an upper limit on the galaxy mass an order

of magnitude lower. Therefore the consideration of MZ scatter is important when

determining progenitor metallicity thresholds.

Available emission line metallicity estimates of SLSN host galaxies have con-

firmed that SLSNe preferentially occur within hosts of typically low chemical en-

richment [Lunnan et al., 2013; Leloudas et al., 2015; Perley et al., 2016]. Proxies

derived from stellar mass estimates suggest that the level of chemical enrichment is

even poorer than that observed within LGRB hosts [Chapter 3, Perley et al., 2016].

Given the discrepancies in LGRB metallicity threshold inferred between di↵erent

studies [e.g. Graham and Fruchter, 2013a; Perley et al., 2015b], it is therefore im-

portant to ascertain whether these di↵erences may be reconciled if the true spread

in the distribution of galaxies in the mass-metallicity plane is taken into account.

As the thresholds based upon proxies are not frequently in agreement with

those inferred from emission line diagnostics, it is important to understand the likely

distribution of di↵erent metallicities around galaxies of a given mass, as discrepancies

may have major ramifications for the likely progenitor populations for transients.

In this chapter I will explore the use of MZ proxies and the impact of metallicity

scatter upon them, and how this approach may lead to more robust conclusions

for transient host populations for which spectroscopic observations are not feasible

across a complete sample (in particular, LGRBs and SLSNe).
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Figure 5.1: Figure produced by Andrew Levan. Bottom panel: the Tremonti et al.
[2004] mass-metallicity relationship for SDSS galaxies (red), with the population of
galaxies which would arise from the enforcement of a Z=0.15 Z� (12+log(O/H)=8.2)
metallicity cut. Middle panel: the mass functions of the SDSS and metal-cut
galaxy populations (dashed line shows the overall population). Top panel: the
mass-weighted cumulative mass functions. The mass functions indicate that at a
metallicity threshold of 12+log(O/H)=8.2, the majority of galaxies should possess
masses of around 108.5M�, however, due to the large inherent scatter in the MZ
relation, the majority of the mass budget for this metallicity threshold is dominated
by rarer, but higher mass systems.
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5.2 Host Galaxy Samples

Here I will utilise more complete samples of transient host galaxies which include

those for which metallicity measurements are easily accessible, and those whose red-

shifts/luminosities make the direct determination of metallicities di�cult, and thus

necessitate the use of a mass metallicity proxy to explore their chemical enrichment.

I will consider the mass distribution of SLSNe host galaxies studied within Chapter

3, whose masses have been determined through near-IR imaging and SED fitting,

and compare the distribution of these hosts to the MZ model at di↵erent metallicity

thresholds.

I shall also compare the distributions produced by the MZ model with LGRB

host galaxies drawn from the SHOALS sample, which represents an unbiased sample

of LGRB hosts [Perley et al., 2015a,b]. The study of Perley et al. [2015b] utilises

deep 3.6 micron Spitzer imaging for stellar mass determinations of these host galaxies

across a redshift range 0.1<z<⇠5. At present, the metallicities inferred from the

median of the Zahid et al. [2014] MZ relation conflict with the results of previous

spectroscopic studies and theoretical models, as collectively they infer a metallicity

threshold higher than previously observed [⇠1 Z� Perley et al., 2015b] (although

recent spectroscopic studies such as [Graham and Fruchter, 2013a, 2017] suggest

more modest metallicity thresholds of <0.3 Z�).

As the sources of scatter which a↵ect the spread of the MZ relation are best

characterised within the local Universe, and the evolution of these parameters over

cosmic time remains a complex problem, I will restrict the samples of transient

hosts to those at relatively local (z<1.0) redshifts, where the MZ relation is better

understood

5.3 Model Description

To investigate the how the e↵ects of scatter within the MZ relation a↵ect the con-

clusions drawn from mass-metallicity proxies, the simplest route to doing this is to

consider the likely range of stellar masses which may arise under di↵erent metallicity

cuts.

The MZ relationship was first statistically quantified by Tremonti et al. [2004]

using 53,000 SDSS galaxies, showing a strong correlation between the galaxy’s gas

phase metallicity (which provides the chemical enrichment of the recent/younger

stellar populations within the galaxy) and it’s stellar mass. The empirical relation-

ship derived from this correlation provides a direct map between the stellar mass of
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a galaxy and it’s e↵ective chemical enrichment. However, SDSS samples are often

incomplete at the faint end, and so direct use of these catalogs to infer the fraction

of galaxies with a given metallicity cut may not provide a complete narrative over

the whole luminosity function. This is clearly visible as the apparent turn-o↵ in

the mass function shown in Fig 5.1 below ⇠109M�. SDSS fibre spectra also do not

provide a detailed picture of any metallicity distribution within a galaxy.

Whilst it’s specific form may be subject to change depending upon the metal-

licity calibration under consideration [Kewley and Ellison, 2008], the general cor-

relation between stellar mass and metallicity holds over a variety of galaxy masses

(106M�- 1011M�, Lee et al. 2006) and has been observed out to high redshifts

[Savaglio et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2016].

The evolution of gas phase metallicities over a range of redshifts as a function

of stellar mass has been parameterised by Ma et al. [2016] as;

log

✓
Z

Z�

◆
= 12 + log

O

H
� 9.0

= 0.35

✓
log

M⇤
M�

� 10

◆
+ 0.93 (exp (�0.43z))� 1.05

(5.1)

where z is the redshift under consideration. Whilst emission line gas phase

metallicities obtained for the majority of transient host galaxies can only be reliably

measured at very low redshifts (z<0.5), the photometric probing of stellar masses

significantly increases the available redshift range of host galaxies. Therefore when

considering the predicted distribution of masses under di↵erent metallicity cuts this

relationship will be utilised at an appropriate redshift for the sample of transient

host galaxies the models are being compared to.

In order to determine the likely range of stellar masses which may arise

under di↵erent metallicity cuts, the total mass contained within each mass bin is

obtained by weighting the galaxy mass by the number of galaxies expected to be

found at this mass. The number of expected galaxies is determined by the galaxy

luminosity function, which describes the density of galaxies within a given volume

as a function of their luminosity. The luminosity function may be characterised by a

Schechter function [Schechter, 1976]. When expressed in terms of stellar mass, this

becomes the galaxy Stellar Mass Function (SMF), which provides an estimation of

the number of galaxies at a given mass.
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�(M)dM =
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M⇤
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M

M⇤

◆
↵

exp (� (M/M⇤))dM (5.2)

Here M⇤ represents a characteristic stellar mass of the Schechter function,

�⇤ is a normalisation factor for the density of galaxies, and ↵ describes the slope of

the power law distribution found at the low end of the mass function.

Although the SMF has been shown to evolve weakly with redshift (due to

changes in feedback processes which inhibit star formation at lower redshift, Hopkins

et al. 2014), as the transient samples to be examined within this work are at primarily

low redshift (for SLSNe, the median redshift is 0.234 and the subset of the SHOALS

LGRB sample used here has a median redshift of 0.776), I employ values of M⇤,

�⇤, ↵ parameters determined for a sample of star forming galaxies at low redshift

range 0.2<z<0.5 as determined by Tomczak et al. [2014]. The evolution found by

Tomczak et al. [2014] is relatively weak over the typical redshift range of transient

hosts used within this thesis (0.2.z.1.5), this should also provide an adequate

approximation of the mass function over the redshift range of the transient hosts

considered thus far. As such, I take M⇤, ↵ and �⇤ to be 1010.72M�, -1.34 and 10�2.94

Mpc�3 respectively.

In order to track the total stellar mass (M
Tot

) contained within each mass

increment of the MZ relation, a mass weighted mass function is required. The

Schecter function, � (M) is therefore weighted at each point by the mass of the

galaxies (M) under consideration within the interval M
a

to M
b

, providing the total

galaxy mass contained within galaxies in this mass range,

M
Tot

=

Z
Mb

Ma

M� (M) dM. (5.3)

Utilizing this with the M-Z relation then provides the total stellar mass at a

given metallicity. There are several sources of scatter within the MZ relation which

act to broaden the range of potential metallicities a galaxy mass may represent

(and vice versa, increasing the range of galaxy masses stars of given metallicity may

be located), and is therefore a key consideration in building these MZ population

models. The key sources of scatter within the MZ model include:

• Intrinsic: there is some intrinsic scatter to the MZ relation, originally esti-

mated by Tremonti et al. [2004] to be 0.1 dex for local galaxies, although more

recent measurements have judged this level of scatter to be higher (0.16 dex,

Lee et al. 2006) and revealed it’s increase towards lower stellar masses, from

⇠0.2 dex at 1011M� out to ⇠0.7 dex within low ⇠108M� galaxies [Zahid
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et al., 2012]. The physical origin of this intrinsic scatter has been attributed

to variations in chemical enrichment resulting from the accretion/dispelling of

gas with galactic winds at di↵erent timescales [Davé et al., 2011; Forbes et al.,

2014].

• Internal: the presence of a metallicity dispersion within a galaxy may act

to increase the range of possible stellar metallicities which may be observed

within it, such that low metallicity stellar populations may be located within

galaxies at much higher central metallicity.

• Environmental: the local environment to a galaxy has been observed to influ-

ence it’s level of chemical enrichment. Additional inflows/outflows influenced

by SNe in close neighbouring galaxies may act to increase or deplete gas within

a galaxy, through tidal stripping [Farouki and Shapiro, 1982] or strangulation

[Larson et al., 1980]. The influence of environment within dense galactic clus-

ters or groups has been shown to a↵ect approximately 15% of the scatter in

the MZ relation Cooper et al. [2008].

An additional concern may be the metallicity calibration under considera-

tion. Kewley and Ellison [2008] have shown that di↵erent strong line metallicity

calibrations change the form of the MZ relation, which in turn also varies the level

of observed scatter within the correlation, with some calibrations showing a tighter

MZ correlation than others. However, to first order, as the metallicity calibrations

within this model can be considered consistent, any change under di↵erent calibra-

tions would only generate a systematic o↵set in the absolute metallicities inferred,

not the general spread of host masses for which stars at a given metallicity may be

located at.

For simplicity, I will account for the first two sources of scatter within this

model (namely the intrinsic scatter and the scatter introduced by the presence of

an internal metallicity dispersion).

Studies of the near-IR luminosity-metallicity relationship show a similar de-

gree of observed scatter to the normal MZ relation [Salzer et al., 2005], which given

the proxy between the near-IR luminosity of a galaxy and it’s stellar mass, suggests

that the scatter associated with stellar mass has significantly less impact upon the

scatter within the MZ relation than metallicity does. Assuming that each stellar

mass is fixed (i.e. there is negligible1 error in the mass estimate of the host), I

assume the probability is given by a Gaussian distribution, for which the mean is

1with respect to the uncertainty in the metallicity estimate
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the predicted metallicity from the MZ fit and whose spread is a combination of the

two di↵erent sources of scatter. However, it is worth noting that the galaxies used

to characterise the MZ relation are local galaxies, for which their properties are

typically better constrained than the more distant galaxies associated with SLSNe

and LGRBs, and therefore these populations are likely subject to additional scatter

due to their more poorly constrained nature.

Here I will consider the di↵erence between a scenario with fixed level of

intrinsic scatter, �
MZ

over all stellar masses, and a case when the scatter is allowed

to evolve with the stellar mass. In the latter case, this will simply take the form of

a linear interpolation of the level of scatter across stellar mass using the results of

Zahid et al. [2012].

Metallicity gradients have shown to be common amongst local elliptical and

spiral galaxies [e.g. Carollo et al., 1993; Greene et al., 2015], with the degree of

variation across the galaxy dependant upon it’s star forming history, level of local

gas inflow/outflow and merger history [for instance; Chiappini et al., 2001; Mollá

et al., 2006; Di Matteo et al., 2009]. The existence of an internal metallicity gradient

allows for the presences of lower metallicity stellar populations within a globally

more chemically enriched environment. Therefore, when considering the locations

of stars below a particular metallicity threshold, the additional scatter generated by

internal metallicity distributions must also be considered.

For simplicity, this additional scatter will also be modelled as a Gaussian, cen-

tred upon the global, average metallicity determined from MZ relation, and whose

broadening is given by the degree of the internal metallicity dispersion within the

host (�
grad

). Whilst the study of metallicity dispersions within local disk galaxies

have shown that there typically exists a negative trend in chemical enrichment as

you move towards the outer regions of the galaxy [Searle, 1971], when galaxies are

observed at higher redshifts, the observed “global” metallicity which is measured is

approximately the median metallicity within the dispersion range, (based on MUSE

observations of local galaxies; J. Lyman, private communication). Thus for the

purposes of this work, it is reasonable to treat this internal dispersion scatter as a

normal Gaussian, centred around the median metallicity of the galaxy, rather than

a skewed distribution.

The level of additional scatter induced by the presence of a metallicity dis-

persion varies greatly from galaxy to galaxy. Spatially resolved spectroscopic obser-

vations of disc galaxies within the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area (CALIFA)

survey [Sánchez et al., 2012] have revealed a diverse range of metallicity gradients

[covering a range of ⇠ dex Marino et al., 2016]. Metallicity dispersions have also
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been shown to be weakly dependant upon the stellar mass of the galaxy for galaxies

>109M�[Roig et al., 2015], with simulations revealing that gas phase metallicity

gradients are greater within within galaxies more massive than 1010M�, with less

dispersion in lower mass galaxies (complete to ⇠109M�, Tissera et al. 2016). The

local environment of a galaxy may also a↵ect it’s internal metallicity dispersion;

interacting systems have been identified as possessing shallower metallicity gradi-

ents than those found isolated systems, suggesting a connection between internal

dispersion and merger/interaction driven gas dynamics [Kewley et al., 2010].

To accommodate this complex variation of metallicity scatter within a galaxy,

the additional scatter induced through the presence of an internal metallicity dis-

persion will be approximated in a simple manner. Here I shall treat all internal

dispersions as a normally distributed range of metallicities with a fixed level of

scatter at all galaxy masses. This level of scatter will be fixed at an arbitrary 0.1

dex.

In order to determine the total scatter induced in stellar mass for a given

metallicity within the MZ relation, these two Gaussians (�
MZ

and �
grad

) are con-

volved, such that the final metallicity uncertainty is is a guassian centred on the

mean of the MZ relation and whose scatter is given as �
Z

=
q
�2

MZ

+ �
grad

2.

Therefore to determine the distribution of galaxy masses we could expect

under a chosen metallicity threshold, the total mass of galaxies found at each mass

bin within the MZ relation is also weighted by this Gaussian distribution (integrated

up to the metallicity threshold). Thus for each mass interval, the total mass con-

tained within galaxies in this interval is multiplied by the normalised integral of the

Gaussian between 0 and the critical metallicity. This generates a final distribution

of galaxy masses in which stars below the critical metallicity are located, which can

then be compared to observed populations of transient host galaxies.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Model Properties

To demonstrate the how the likely distribution of host galaxy masses will alter

under the influence of di↵erent metallicity thresholds, I first present the results

from modelling a variety of metallicity restrictions upon the MZ relation within the

local Universe (z=0) , under a “standard” scatter of 0.2 dex within Figure 5.2. The

modelled populations here are subject to metallicity thresholds within the range 0.1

Z�<Z<3 Z�, this latter threshold chosen to include essentially all stars and galaxies.

Contrary to what one may expect from using a direct translation from mass
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Figure 5.2: The cumulative galaxy mass functions (for local galaxies, z=0) which
may be observed when the populations in question are subject to a variety of metal-
licity thresholds (within the range 0.1Z�<Z<3Z�). The upper x-axis describes the
metallicity which would be inferred from the median of the MZ relation for the given
mass point. Here the scatter in likely metallicity measurement is a convolution of
the intrinsic scatter in the MZ relation and the additional scatter induced by the
presence of internal metallicity dispersions within the galaxy (with the degree of
scatter dependant upon the mass of the galaxy).

to metallicity using an MZ proxy, when considering very low metallicity restrictions,

the majority of the stars with metallicities below this threshold will be contained

within galaxies substantially more massive than that implied by the proxy. For

instance for a 0.1 Z� metallicity restriction, an MZ proxy using the Ma et al. [2016]

relation in the local Universe would suggest a sharp truncation of the mass function

at a limit of around 107.485M� , however, looking at Figure 5.2, we see more than

⇠85% of the total stellar population at Z<0.1� are located within galaxies more

massive than this.

However, this is easily explained by the form of the SMF. With increasing

stellar mass, the observed SMF has a declining distribution with mass with a sharp

cuto↵ at around M⇤. When weighted by stellar mass, and for the modest faint end
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slopes observed in the local Universe this means that a significant fraction of the

stellar mass is contained within galaxies close to M⇤. Hence, even accounting for only

a small fraction of these galaxies (or their stellar population) having metallicities

below the critical threshold set for the production of a transient, their contribution to

the overall population can still be significant. Therefore for low metallicity cuts the

majority of the transients are found within galaxies that (if using the MZ relation)

would have significantly higher metallicities.

The e↵ects of increased intrinsic scatter towards low stellar masses is visu-

ally demonstrated within Figure 5.2, which shows the likely distribution of galaxies

containing stars of a given metallicity within MZ space. Looking at this map, it’s

clear that if one were to consider the locations of stars below a metallicity threshold

of 0.1Z�, the increasing the scatter at low masses allows for the presences of stars

within this threshold in much more massive hosts.

Measurements of the MZ relation, it’s shape and scatter will ultimately pro-

vide important constraints upon models concerning galaxy formation and evolution

[e.g. Davé et al., 2011]. It is therefore instructive to consider how the distribution

of masses would vary under di↵erent assumptions about the intrinsic scatter of the

MZ relation. Within Figure 5.3 I demonstrate the e↵ects of increased scatter (fixed

across all galaxy masses) on local (z=0.0) galaxy populations subject to a metallicity

threshold of Z = 0.3 Z�. Here it is clear how the scatter of an MZ relation dramat-

ically a↵ects the range of host masses within which stars below this critical metal-

licity may be located. At this low metallicity threshold, the introduction of very

high levels of scatter (0.6 dex) creates a distribution of galaxy masses/metallicities

comparable to that observed with less scatter at a higher threshold (see Figure 5.2).

The strong influence of the much larger intrinsic scatter of the MZ relation is

again highlighted within Figure 5.4, which demonstrates the expected distributions

at metallicity thresholds of Z = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 Z� where the intrinsic scatter

(stellar mass-variable, and fixed at 0.2 dex over the mass range) are shown separately

for each metallicity cut (solid and dashed lines respectively). Again, at low metal-

licity thresholds, when the scatter is allowed to vary with stellar mass, the increased

level of scatter at low stellar masses dominates the form of the distribution. In this

case, the presence of low mass galaxies with high chemical enrichment reduces the

fraction of stellar mass below the critical metallicities which may be found within

low mass galaxies, pushing the likely locations of low metallicity stars out to higher

mass galaxies than achieved then the locations are scattered by the same about over

all host masses. At higher metallicity cuts the di↵erence between the two scenarios

becomes less pronounced, as the majority of stars are located within more massive
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Figure 5.3: The cumulative galaxy mass functions for a Z = 0.3 Z� metallicity
threshold under the influence of increasing intrinsic scatter (fixed at a set value
over all galaxy masses) from the MZ relation (scatter range 0.1<�

MZ

<0.6 dex).
Scatter from metallicity gradients is still accounted for, although at higher values
of scatter, it’s influence becomes negligible. Here the influence of a large intrinsic
scatter upon host galaxies within the same metallicity range acts to spread the
observed population over a wider range of stellar masses.
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Figure 5.4: The cumulative galaxy mass functions at metallicity thresholds of Z =
0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 Z� where the the intrinsic source of scatter is fixed at 0.2 dex
(dashed lines) and allowed to evolve with the stellar mass of the galaxy (solid lines)
as interpolated from the findings of Zahid et al. [2012]. The inclusion of higher
levels of scatter at lower stellar masses forces the distribution to narrow in this
range, as the increased scatter permits high metallicity environments (which exceed
the threshold) within low mass galaxies.
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galaxies, for which the mass-dependent scatter is significantly lower.

5.4.2 Constraining Transient Host Metallicities

Within this section I shall compare the MZ model to the LGRB and SLSN host

galaxy populations outlined within Section 5.2. For each host galaxy sample, masses

derived from SED fitting were used for comparison with the model output distri-

butions. Iterations over the chosen metallicity threshold were performed (using

incremental steps of 0.05Z�) such that the best fitting metallicity threshold could

be found, with the prescription for scatter either fixed at 0.2 dex or determined via

the mass variable method, but beyond this scatter was not variable. As the masses

of the SLSN and LGRB hosts were determined via similar SED fitting routines,

any discrepancies inherent to deriving their masses will a↵ect both populations,

thereby providing a reasonable like-for-like comparison when comparing chemical

enrichment.

The model is first fit to the SHOALS LGRB host galaxies2 located within

the redshift range 0.5<z<1.0 within Figure 5.5, using the median redshift from this

sample of z=0.776 to characterise the form of the [Ma et al., 2016] MZ relation.

The best fitting metallicity threshold of to this sample was identified to be 0.1 Z�.

Whilst such a low metallicity threshold is surprising, this is again a consequence

of the distribution of galaxy mass within mass-metallicity space. Due to the large

scatter in metallicities at the low mass end, the vast majority of stars below a critical

metallicity of Z� are located within substantially more massive galaxies than one

might expect from a standard MZ proxy.

The broadened distribution of likely host galaxy masses which results from

the incorporation of increasing intrinsic scatter at lower stellar masses agrees well

with the shape of the LGRB distribution at this redshift range. For all transient

samples, statistical testing (two sample KS and AD testing) is performed between

the output of the model and the observed host galaxy samples, the results of which

are presented within Table 5.1. SHOALS LGRB hosts are statistically indistinguish-

able from model when a metallicity threshold of 0.1 Z� (p=0.556 and p=0.564 for

KS and AD tests respectively).

This metallicity threshold is more consistent with the inferred metallicity

thresholds from recent emission-line studies of Graham and Fruchter [2013a, 2017],

which at present suggest low (⇠ 1/3 Z�) GRB metallicities. To assess how the ef-

fects of internal scatter due to metallicity dispersions may e↵ect the inferred stellar

2Due to the low population numbers at 0.5<z, this bin is not considered to prevent any additional
biases introduced from small number statistics
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of an MZ model cumulative mass distribution subject to a
metallicity threshold with the mass function of SHOALS LGRB host galaxies within
the redshift range 0.5<z<1.0. The best visual fit displayed here was found for the
Ma et al. [2016] MZ relation (for a redsfhit of z=0.776, consistent with the mean
of the SHOALS sample used here) when a metallicity cuto↵ of 0.1 Z� when the
intrinsic scatter of the MZ relation is allowed to vary across the stellar mass range.
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population metallicity thresholds inferred from emission line metallicities, I deter-

mine the likely global metallicities which would be measured when considering the

locations of stellar populations below a metallicity cut within Figure 5.6. Here the

only source of scatter in metallicity is that contributed by an internal dispersion

(set at 0.1 dex), and this model is compared to the measured global metallicities

of LGRB hosts from Graham and Fruchter [2013a] within the range 0.0<z<0.5.

Whilst previously the authors have suggested suppression above ⇠1/3 Z� (below

which ⇠70% of their sample lie), when considering the scatter induced by a metal-

licity gradient, this sample is statistically consistent with tracing stellar populations

below a threshold of 0.2 Z�. Although these two thresholds are not drastically dif-

ferent, this highlights the importance of considering the e↵ects of metallicity scatter

by an internal gradient or dispersion when considering the chemical enrichment of

transient populations.

A similar approach is applied to the host galaxies of SLSNe with masses

determined from SED fitting within Chapter 3. The redshift distribution of this

sample is heavily skewed towards low redshifts (z<0.5). Hence only host galaxies

within the redshift range 0.0<z<0.5 are compared to metallicity cut models (MZ

relation using the median metallicity of z=0.202). This sample is compared to

models of di↵erent metallicity thresholds, and the best fitting critical metallicity

model is presented alongside the SLSN host mass distribution within Figure 5.7.

Here too, the general population of SLSN hosts appears to be consistent with

a model population restricted to metallicities less than 0.1 Z�, which is surprising

given the di↵erences observed in stellar mass within Chapter 3. Although here the

sample of LGRB host galaxies has changed for like-for-like comparison with SLSN

hosts, the general properties of the LGRB hosts used from [Svensson et al., 2010]

within Chapter 3 and the SHOALS LGRB hosts here are consistent (KS result

p=0.474).

However, the lack of SHOALS hosts at z<0.5 and the rapid evolution of the

LGRB population in the near-IR between 0.5<z<1.5 [Perley et al., 2015b], suggests

this similarity may be due to the increased redshift range considered within the

previous Chapters. There is also significant evolution of the Ma et al. [2016] MZ

relation between the two median redshifts of z=0.2 to z=0.7 due to the exponential

redshift term within the relation. The jump in metallicity which results from this

is a decrease of 0.15 dex, or a factor of about 1.5 in metallicity for the same stellar

mass, which may also account for this observed di↵erence. To check this, the host

galaxies LGRBs from Svensson et al. [2010]3 at z<0.5 are considered compared

3A sample whose mass distribution is statistically comparable to those of the SHOALS sample
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the emission line global metallicites Graham and Fruchter
[2013a] LGRB galaxies in the range 0.0<z<0.5 with the expected distribution of
global metallicities which might be observed when looking for stars below a metal-
licity threshold of 0.2 Z�. Here the MZ model accounts only for the internal scatter
in metallicities generated from an internal metallicity dispersion (set at 0.1 dex).
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Figure 5.7: The mass function of the HST observed SLSN host galaxies from Chapter
3 within the redshift range 0.01<z<0.5, compared to the best fitting model with
a metallicity threshold of 0.1 Z� (with variable intrinsic scatter across the stellar
mass range).
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Table 5.1: Two sample Anderson-Darling probability and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
results between the mass distribution of SHOALS LGRB events and HST imaged
SLSN events against metallicity thresholds imposed within the MZ model.

Host Metallicity KS AD
Threshold Stat. Stat.

SHOALS LGRBs 0.1 Z� 0.556 0.564
0.5<z<1.0
Svensson et al. [2010] LGRBs 0.2 Z� 0.982 0.885
0.0<z<0.5
SLSNe 0.1 Z� 0.531 0.490
0.0<z<0.5
SLSNe-I 0.05 Z� 0.232 0.206
0.0<z<0.5
SLSNe-II 0.1 Z� 0.398 0.073
0.0<z<0.5 0.2 Z� 0.722 0.155

0.3 Z� 0.516 0.105
Graham LGRBs 0.2 Z� 0.717 0.114
0.0<z<0.5 (internal scatter only)

to the MZ model within Figure 5.8, and found to agree well with an MZ model

threshold of Z<0.2. Therefore this observed di↵erence in metallicity threshold may

be attributed to the evolution towards more massive galaxies with lower metallicities

at higher redshifts.

As extensively highlighted shown within the literature and Chapter 3, the

environments of SLSNe-I and SLSNe-II di↵er greatly, particularly in terms of stellar

mass range. Thus I break the SLSN sample down by spectral subclass and display

their comparisons to di↵erent metallicity cuts within Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

Whilst the statistically best fitting model for SLSN-I hosts of a threshold of

0.05 Z� does not appear to be too di↵erent from the ⇠0.1/0.2 Z� threshold implied

for the SHOALS/Svensson et al. [2010] LGRB hosts, when considering the form of

the SLSN mass function in Figure 5.9, it’s clear that this much tighter mass function

of host galaxies is poorly recovered under mass-dependant scatter. Whilst this may

be attributed to small number statistics, the much larger sample of SLSN-I host

masses presented within the recent work of [Schulze et al., 2016] follows a similarly

narrow mass distribution over the same redshift range. If this is indeed typical

of SLSN-I hosts, it may be that some additional environmental factor plays some

part in the production of their progenitor systems, which restricts these events to a

presented within Perley et al. [2015b]
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Figure 5.8: The mass function of the LGRB host galaxies from [Svensson et al., 2010]
used within Chapter 3 with a redshift range matching the SLSNe hosts considered
here. Using the MZ model at a median redshift of z=0.273, a strong similarity
is found between these LGRB hosts and the results of the model at a metallicity
threshold of 0.2 Z�.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the SLSN-I hosts against the MZ model output at a
metallicity threshold of Z=0.05 Z� (using a median redshift of z=0.244 for the
MZ relation). Although statistically this threshold provides the best fit to the
observations (KS p= 0.232 and AD p= 0.206), the increased intrinsic scatter at low
masses fails to fully account for the narrow observed distribution of SLSN-I host
masses.
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Figure 5.10: Model distributions (for a median redshift of z=0.151) at metallicity
thresholds of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.3 Z� with mass-dependant scatter compared to
the mass function of SLSN-II host galaxies observed with HST. It is very di�cult
to distinguish between these three metallicity thresholds, as all provide compara-
ble results from statistical testing. The inability to describe this broad range of
host galaxy masses suggests that the dependance of SLSNe-II upon environmental
metallicity is much weaker than LGRBs.
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very exclusive sample of galaxies. However, the modest probabilities found with KS

and AD testing (p=0.232 and p=0.206) does suggest there is a strong metallicity

contingent for progenitor production.

Simultaneously, the broader mass distribution of SLSN-II host galaxies within

Figure 5.10 allows multiple metallicity cuts to fit the observed host galaxy mass

function (as seen statistically within Table 5.1). Indeed, none of the KS tests have

su�ciently low probability (e.g.<5%) to o↵er moderately strong rejection that the

host population is drawn from the underlying modelled distribution. Whilst the exis-

tence of satellites or strong metallicity dispersions cannot be ruled out for the larger

hosts in this sample (which would result in a sample of generally lower chemical

enrichment), at present the small sample size of hosts cannot be used to determine

any of the underlying physics at work within this population. The statistical de-

generacy of this sample with the suggested metallicity thresholds may be solved in

future work with further exploration of the MZ model and an increased SLSNe-II

sample size.

5.5 Discussion

These simple models provide a quick and e↵ective tool to diagnose the presence

of a metallicity threshold amongst a transient host galaxy population. When used

appropriately, they provide a more robust approximation of the range of stellar

metallicities traced by a host galaxy sample, under the assumption that metallicity

is a key parameter in determining the production of a given transient population.

Through incorporating sources of scatter within the MZ relation, I have

created a robust model which may be used for comparison with the mass func-

tions/metallicity distributions of transient host populations such that the likely

metallicity of the progenitor populations may be explored. This model provides

a more reliable probe of the locations of stellar populations subject to a metallicity

restriction than the more common use of the median value of the MZ relation to

infer a metallicity threshold from approximate global metallicities. It should also

be noted that the gas phase metallicities predicted are not always indicative of the

chemical enrichment of the progenitor star itself, and cannot be used to accurately

define an evolutionary pathway (as a stellar [Fe/H] ratio can). However, in the ab-

sence of spectroscopic metallicity estimates for galaxies drawn from the faint end of

the host luminosity function, these models do provide a tool which may be utilised

when the use of an MZ relation proxy is necessary.

Using these models, I have shown that di↵erences observed between the
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metallicity thresholds for LGRBs inferred from emission line metallicity diagnos-

tics [Graham and Fruchter, 2013a] and previous inferences from the average of an

MZ relation [Perley et al., 2015b] may be rendered more compatible. The high

(⇠1 Z�) critical metallicity inferred by Perley et al. [2015b] suggested that a bi-

nary pathway may be a more feasible route to producing an LGRB event, given the

weaker dependance of producing such a progenitor system upon metallicity [Podsi-

adlowski et al., 2010; Trenti et al., 2015], unlike single star models, which require

lower metallicity environments for the retention high mass and angular momentum

prior to collapse. The MZ model has shown that the masses and global metal-

licities of local (0.0<z<0.5) LGRB hosts galaxies are consistent with a the likely

distribution of hosts which may be observed when considering the locations of stars

below a critical metallicity of ⇠ 0.2 Z�. This derived threshold does depend upon

the assumption that the redshift-dependant MZ relation of Ma et al. [2016] reliably

describes the correlation between mass and metallicity at the extreme end of the

luminosity function. However, whilst utilising other forms of the MZ relation to

describe the behaviour of mass and metallicity may change the detailed thresholds

of transient samples, this will not alter the general description of the model.

This metallicity threshold is somewhat stricter than those estimated from

spectroscopic observations [e.g. Graham and Fruchter, 2013a; Krühler et al., 2015],

which predict more modest thresholds between ⇠0.3-0.5 Z�. It is, however, consis-

tent with models LGRBs produced via chemically homogenous massive stars (whose

rapid rotation induces strong chemical mixing which alters it’s evolution), for which

the rate of occurrence drops rapidly after a metallicity of 0.2 Z� [Yoon and Langer,

2005; Levan et al., 2016]. Whilst this still cannot distinguish between a binary or

single progenitor route, the success of the MZ model in describing the observed

populations of LGRB host galaxies does support the notion that LGRB progenitor

production is highly dependant upon the metallicity of it’s host environment.

The model has also shown that the host galaxies of SLSNe may also be de-

scribed as tracing the locations of low (Z<0.1 Z�) stellar populations, with a stronger

metallicity thresholds for SLSNe-I events than SLSNe-II. Although degeneracies ob-

served in metallicity threshold models for SLSN-II environments, combined with a

small sample size doesn’t allow us to place strong constraints upon the progenitors

of these events, their hosts do generally appear to be tracing metal poor populations

(.0.3 Z�).

Although the model cannot rule out the possibility that SLSNe-I progeni-

tors are drawn from a population of stars restricted to stars to low metallicities of

<0.05 Z�, the large levels of intrinsic scatter in the MZ relation does not recover
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the narrow mass range occupied by SLSN-I hosts particularly well. This might

suggest that there is some additional factor which governs the production of these

transients, alongside a typically low progenitor metallicity. Leloudas et al. [2015]

and Schulze et al. [2016] have suggested that the broad (>100Å), equivalent widths

observed within emission lines of SLSN-I host galaxies suggest very young environ-

ments for SLSNe-I, given that these are highly dependant upon the star-formation

history of the galaxy [Lee et al., 2009] and the time following the most recent burst

[Leitherer et al., 1999]. Indeed, the narrow mass distribution of SLSN-I host galaxies

limits them almost exclusively to dwarf galaxies, whose star forming histories tend

to be bursty in nature [Guo et al., 2016]. These intense bursts of star formation

are less frequently observed within more massive galaxies within the local Universe

[Hinojosa-Goñi et al., 2016a], which may explain the narrower range of masses ob-

served within the SLSN-I host galaxy population. If the star forming cycles of these

dwarf galaxies are typically on the order of 1-2 Gyr [Lee et al., 2009], the chance of

observing a SLSN event at the beginning of the star burst (whilst the population

is young, as indicated by the strong equivalent widths) is very small, and as such

the occurrence of a high fraction of SLSNe within such galaxies may not be coinci-

dental [Schulze et al., 2016], and thus an additional requirement of a young stellar

population does not seem an unreasonable suggestion.

The implications for progenitor models if this were the case are interest-

ing. Massive stars exploding as PISNe provide the most obvious suggestion for a

young population at typically low metallicity, which would fall in with the extreme

radiation fields observed within local SLSN-I host galaxies [Leloudas et al., 2015].

Whilst this model has been somewhat downplayed due to the requirement of extreme

(⇠10�4 Z�) metallicities required to produce high mass progenitor cores of between

⇠60 to ⇠130M� [Heger and Woosley, 2002; Chatzopoulos and Wheeler, 2012a],

recent models have shown that massive (⇠200M�) stars at near solar metallicity

are capable of producing PISNe in the presence of a dipolar surface magnetic field

(which acts to suppress mass loss by stellar winds) [Georgy et al., 2017]. There-

fore the low-to-modest metallicity population traced by SLSNe may still allow these

massive stars to collapse as PISNe.

However, it is still possible to reconcile a similar progenitor path for SLSNe-I

and LGRBs, even if the metallicity of progenitors were not a strict factor in SLSNe-I

production. The magnetar model of SLSNe and LGRBs works based upon di↵erent

spin down times releasing energy on di↵erent time scales, such that for a LGRB the

energy is deposited quickly, allowing it to break out through the stellar envelope,

whilst for SLSNe this release occurs over a more gradual time scale, trapping this
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energy behind the SN shock wave [Metzger et al., 2015]. It may be possible to

describe this distinction between more immediate/more gradual release in energy via

a metallicity dependence, where the spin period of the resulting magnetar is tied to

the metallicity of it’s environment. Indeed, a correlation between modelled magnetar

spin period and the chemical enrichment of the environment has been suggested

using global metallicity studies of a small sample of local (z.0.3) SLSN-I hosts

by Chen et al. [2016]. However, given the large number of variables to magnetar-

powered transient production (the magnetic field strength, mass and opacity of the

ejecta), it seems unlikely that metallicity alone would provide such a strong influence

in the environmental preference of magnetar-powered transients.

5.6 Conclusions

I have shown that through incorporating sources of scatter inherent to the mass

metallicity relation within simple models, we may utilise the proxy from the mass-

metallicity relationship more e↵ectively than using the average value of chemical

enrichment that this relationship predicts. These models have shown that:

• Sources of scatter within the MZ relation can explain the observed discrepancy

between the metallicity threshold predicted by spectroscopic results and those

which utilise an average of the MZ relation.

• The sources of scatter within the MZ relation may vastly change the likely

distribution of low metallicity stars within the local Universe. It is important

to understand the sources and origin of this scatter, such that we may more

accurately account for its e↵ects.

• These models have confirmed that LGRBs and SLSNe arise from low metallic-

ity environments. When accounting for the di↵erent sources of scatter within

spectroscopic metallicities and those inferred from an MZ proxy, they have suc-

cessfully reconciled the apparent di↵erences in inferred progenitor population

metallicity threshold for LGRBs.

Whilst there is room for development within these models, to better account

for evolution with redshift and the additional sources of scatter inherent to the MZ

relation, they have proved a simple but powerful tool which may be used to better

constraint the chemical enrichment of transient host galaxies across the luminosity

function.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

“ I cannot be right all the time. Quite often I is left instead of right”

—Roald Dahl, The BFG

(also a sentiment of C.R. Angus)

SLSNe represent one of many new interesting classes of transient event un-

covered due to the instigation of deep, wide field, high cadence transient surveys over

the past decade. Their extreme luminosities, coupled with their longevity in the op-

tical allow them to be probed out to high redshifts [Cooke et al., 2012], with the

potential to trace the evolution of star formation, the IMF and chemical enrichment

over cosmic time.

Their progenitors are at present, poorly characterised. Whilst believed to

be associated with massive (>8M�) stars, exactly how massive these stars are and

the physical mechanisms through which their core collapse proceeds are unknown.

As the results of spectral and light curve modelling leave are currently lack the

necessary constraints to draw firm conclusions [Nicholl et al., 2013; Inserra et al.,

2013], and the events themselves lie beyond the reach of direct progenitor detection

methods, interest has turned to the host galaxies of the events, such that through

their properties the underlying stellar populations may be deduced.

Prior to the commencement of the work undertaken for this thesis, the host

galaxies of SLSNe were known to be faint and blue [Neill et al., 2011] with pos-

sibly low metallicities [Stoll et al., 2011; Lunnan et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013].

The field of SLSNe host galaxy studies has shown much progress in recent years,

with the sample of characterised hosts increasing from a variety of surveys [such

as PanSTARRS and PTF, Lunnan et al., 2014; Perley et al., 2016], covering both

their photometric and spectroscopic properties [Lunnan et al., 2015; Leloudas et al.,
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2015].

The primary goal of this thesis has been to use high resolution HST WFC3

imaging at UV and nIR wavelengths to examine the global and sub galactic en-

vironments of a sample of SLSN host galaxies, such that their underlying stellar

populations may be better characterised. In addition, I have also considered the

implications di↵erent metallicity restrictions upon transient progenitors, and how

such thresholds may be reflected within the host galaxy populations.

6.1 Summary of Results

6.1.1 Global Environment Properties

Within Chapter 3 I used the HST imaging to consider the global properties of SLSN

host galaxies of all spectral types, comparing their UV and nIR properties to those of

CCSNe and LGRB host galaxies to place constraints upon their stellar populations

in terms of mass and age. This study has shown that the host galaxies of SLSNe are

typically fainter in both wavelength regimes than other transient host galaxies, and

also morphologically more compact. These observations have also drawn focus to

the significant fraction of SLSN events which arise from exceptionally faint (M
V

>-

13) host galaxies. Using these photometric properties to better constrain the masses

and star formation rates derived from SED fitting, these SLSN host galaxies have

also been shown to be less massive than the comparison samples, with typically

lower star formation rates.

The work undertaken within Chapter 3 was the first to highlight the observ-

able di↵erences between the environments of hydrogen-poor (Type-I and Type-R)

and hydrogen-rich (Type II) SLSNe. The host galaxies of SLSN-I events are consis-

tently fainter than CCSNe and LGRBs, which by extension implies lower masses,

star formation rates and chemical enrichments for their environments. Given the

proposed similarities between the collapsar model of LGRBs and the favoured inter-

nal engine model of SLSNe-I production, these di↵erences are puzzling, as it would

be logical for analogous progenitors to arise from similar environments. The sys-

tematic o↵set of SLSN-I towards fainter, lower mass host galaxies than those for

within which an LGRB event has occurred suggests that some additional constraint

within their host environment dictates their rate of production within the local Uni-

verse, (i.e. the as opposed to the production of an LGRB event if their progenitor

masses are similar). Given the very narrow spread of host galaxy masses observed

within the SLSN-I population, this additional factor may be a metallicity threshold,

such that SLSN-I arise from lower metallicity environments than those observed for
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LGRB events.

On the other hand, the work within this Chapter identified SLSNe-II events

as arising from galaxies whose environmental properties span a much broader range

than SLSNe-I. The presence of SLSNe-II within both extremely low mass (⇠106M�)

hosts and more massive galaxies (e.g. SN2006gy, M⇤=1011.18M�), suggests one of

two scenarios. Either these particular SLSNe are produced within very specific sub

galactic environments (whose properties become washed out by the global properties

of the host), such as a very intense burst of star formation or a pocket of very low

metallicity within a more generally metal rich host. Or this diversity in environment

may simply reflect an equally diverse set of progenitor routes for SLSNe-II.

6.1.2 Subgalactic Environment Properties

The global properties of SLSNe host galaxies have revealed their extreme nature,

and in doing so have implicated a strong connection between the properties of the

environment and the progenitors of these transients. However, internal fluctuations

in environmental conditions which are common within galaxies within the local Uni-

verse (metallicities gradients and pockets of small scale star formation) may change

the inferred properties of the stellar populations local to the SN explosion, and thus

change the inferred progenitor types (and so the resulting explosion mechanisms

which produce the transient).

The high resolution imaging from the HST data set was used to study the

sub-galactic environments of SLSNe within their host galaxies. For the redshift

range of the sample, this imaging allows the local environments to be probed down

to ⇠0.1 kpc scales. The work of Chapter 4 uses the rest-frame UV imaging of the

host galaxies to derive the star forming properties of the immediate environments

of SLSNe. Through the use of the fractional flux parameter, the fraction of host

light contained within pixels of a lower surface brightness than the one containing

the transient, it was ascertained that SLSNe are typically associated with bright

UV regions within their host galaxies, and thus show association with recent star

formation. Whilst visually it would appear that the UV locations of SLSNe within

their hosts are generally fainter than those of LGRB events, and brighter than

those CCSNe, which in turn implies that they are associated with progenitors of

intermediate age and mass to those of these two di↵erent transient populations,

statistically they cannot be distinguished.

As the typical uncertainties associated with the localisation of SLSNe within

this sample are relatively poor (⇠10’s mas), I have implemented a weighted frac-

tional flux technique to incorporate the range of possible transient locations within
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the transient uncertainty region. As an intrinsically highly concentrated population

would be scattered randomly by astrometric errors, which would naturally produce

a distribution focused towards fainter pixels, this technique therefore allows us to

place lower limits upon the concentration of a fractional flux distribution. For

SLSNe hosts this still suggests an association with star forming regions within the

host galaxy, even when the distribution is diluted by the inclusion of surrounding

pixels.

At a subclass level, SLSN-II events seem to exhibit a preference for fainter

regions of their host galaxies, although given the small sample size considered here,

this is statistically inconclusive and motivates the need for an increased sample

of SLSN-II hosts with high resolution imaging. For hydrogen poor SLSNe, whilst

the constraints placed by the localisations do not at present allow us to distin-

guish whether their distribution is more analogous to LGRB of CCSN environments,

they are consistent with previous study of SLSN-I environments by Lunnan et al.

[2015], who find that the locations of SLSNe-I may statistically be similar to those

of LGRBs, who exhibit a strong preference for bright UV regions. Whether this

preference is a direct reflection upon the progenitor masses involved, or the result of

some additional environmental preference when producing SLSN-I progenitors (such

as local metallicity) is unknown.

6.1.3 Mass Metallicity Modelling

The observed di↵erences in the photometric properties of SLSNe and LGRB host

populations, particularly in terms of their stellar masses, suggest similar di↵erences

in their chemical enrichment, based upon our current understanding of the corre-

lation between galaxy stellar mass and metallicity. Such di↵erences in metallicity

would provide key insight into any di↵erences in their progenitors, and may help to

constrain models of SLSNe production.

Problems in constraining this issue arise with the availability of spectroscopic

observations of SLSN and LGRB hosts. A combination of low intrinsic brightness

and typically high redshift makes the acquisition of spectroscopic observations for a

complete sample of hosts across the luminosity function observationally expensive.

This means that the conclusions drawn from the results of spectroscopic observations

of more local populations (which suggest similar chemical enrichment, Lunnan et al.

2014) are biased against this faint end.

Many previous inferences of the presence of a metallicity threshold within

a transient population do so based upon approximations from the median of the

correlation observed between the mass and metallicity of a galaxy. However, as I
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demonstrated within Chapter 5, there are multiple sources of scatter which act to

broaden the likely range of galaxies stars below a given metallicity threshold may

occur. Normal MZ proxies fail to account for this scatter, and as a consequence often

over-estimate the true metallicity threshold being traced by progenitor populations.

Within Chapter 5 I have presented a model which accounts for the key sources

of scatter within the mass-metallicity relationship; namely, the scatter introduced

through the presence of an internal metallicity dispersion within a given galaxy,

and the scatter intrinsic to the MZ relation, which evolves with the galaxy mass

range under consideration. By utilising the redshift dependant MZ relation of Ma

et al. [2016], I have created a model which can be used to approximate the locations

of stars below a chosen metallicity threshold, which may then be compared with

observed populations of transient host galaxies such that it may be ascertained

whether these hosts do provide a representative sample of hosts to stars within this

range.

Using these models I have shown that LGRB host galaxies are consistent

with a population of galaxies host to stars below a metallicity threshold of 0.2 Z�.

This model has successfully reconciled di↵erences between metallicity thresholds

inferred from spectroscopic observations of local LGRB hosts [Graham and Fruchter,

2013a] and from metallicity thresholds inferred from the use of MZ-proxy for a

more complete sample of LGRB hosts across their luminosity function [Perley et al.,

2015b].

This model has also demonstrated that SLSNe originate from galaxies which

are host to typically low metallicity (<0.1-0.2 Z�) stellar populations, although

larger sample sizes are required for confirmation. The similarity in populations at

low metallicity within LGRB and SLSNe-I host galaxies may suggest progenitors of

similar mass or explosion route. However, the narrow distribution of host galaxy

masses observed within SLSN-I hosts suggests that there may be additional or more

dominant factors which govern their production.

6.1.4 Impact of this thesis

This thesis has highlighted the unusual environments of SLSNe, on a global and sub-

galactic scale. The typically extreme nature of SLSN-I environments, in luminosity,

mass and star formation rate suggests that the production of a SLSN-I progenitor

is highly tied to the properties of the environment in which it forms. Given the

proposed similarities which have been suggested between the progenitors of LGRBs

and SLSNe, (either between the collapsar model of LGRB production and a black

hole-driven internal engine, or powered via magnetars at di↵erent spin down rates),
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this thesis has examined the di↵erences and similarities in their environments in

a like-for-like manner, such that we may better understand whether there is any

underlying connection in their progenitor systems.

As the poor constraints upon the locations of SLSN-I used within this thesis

allow us only to place limits upon the likely distribution of sub-galactic environ-

ments traced by this population, it is at present unclear whether they exhibit the

same preference for the brightest UV regions within their host galaxies that LGRB

events do. The hosts of SLSNe-I are also typically of lower stellar mass, and al-

though modelling of the underlying stellar metallicities suggests that both galaxy

populations are consistent with hosting stars of low (0.1-0.2 Z�) metallicity, the

very narrow range of host masses occupied by SLSN-I may be a result of additional

environmental constraints upon their progenitors.

This work has also shown that the hosts of SLSNe-II events are extremely

diverse in nature, spanning an appreciably broad range of host galaxy masses and

star formation rates, although at present the constraints upon their locations do not

provide a clear indication of their preference for sub-galactic environment proper-

ties. Host galaxies of this SLSN subclass incorporate both the most luminous and

the intrinsically faintest galaxies within the SLSN population. Such diversity in en-

vironment suggests that the production hydrogen rich SLSNe progenitors depends

either very little upon the environments in which they are born.

The MZ model presented within this thesis has proven a simple but e↵ec-

tive tool to trace to distribution of locations of stellar populations below a given

metallicity throughout the Universe. It has successfully reconciled di↵erences in

metallicity thresholds inferred for populations of LGRB host galaxies determined

spectroscopically and through a standard MZ proxy. Assuming that the metallic-

ity of the progenitor is a key parameter in the production of any given transient,

this model provides a more robust method of approximating the likely locations of

stars of specified chemical enrichment, which may then be compared to the observed

locations of transients and thus a metallicity threshold inferred if appropriate.

6.2 Future Work

Despite the progress in recent years towards a better understanding of SLSN events,

there are still many outstanding issues surrounding these luminous transients.

The proposed standardisation of SLSN events [Inserra and Smartt, 2014; Pa-

padopoulos et al., 2015; Scovacricchi et al., 2016] requires a much more detailed

knowledge of their progenitors and the physical mechanisms behind the production
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of their lightcurves. This information is likely to follow the anticipated numerous

SLSN event discoveries which will accompany new generation telescopes such as

LSST, Euclid and JWST. The increased sample size, coupled with higher redshift

coverage from deeper imaging surveys such as DES, will allow statistical analysis of

SLSN events across a broader redshift range1, such that we may better understand

their typical behaviour, and rule out atypical events from standardisation calcula-

tions. The detection of SLSN out to higher redshifts will also provide a probe of

the top-heavy IMF at early cosmic times through comparison of the evolution of the

SLSN rate and SFR density [Tanaka et al., 2013].

Although the environments of SLSNe have provided some interesting insight

into the likely progenitors of these unusual transients, particularly in terms of their

chemical enrichment (as indicated by their low mass galaxies, and concurrence with

low metallicity populations within MZ modelling), there is still some di�culty in

distinguishing between the di↵erent progenitor paths of SLSNe. Whilst the inferred

local populations to SLSNe explosions are thought to be young, metal poor stars,

determining whether such populations are more likely to explode as a PISN or pro-

duce a magnetar-powered transient is di�cult, particularly given the large number

of variables involved in magnetar production. In the absence of direct progenitor

imaging of a very local event, which would allow us to place direct limits upon the

mass of the progenitor, we must continue to rely upon the constraints introduced

through the explosion parameter modelling. One key to deciphering the di↵erence

between these two models may lie within a better understanding of pre-explosion

bumps which have been observed within several SLSN lightcurves [Leloudas et al.,

2012; Nicholl et al., 2015; Piro, 2015; Smith et al., 2016]. Multi-colour, high cadence

surveys such as DES, and in the future LSST and Euclid, will provide information

to begin fitting the temperature (and subsequent evolution) of these bumps, which

can be use to distinguish between di↵erent progenitor models. With the drastically

increased sample of SLSN events which will result from these surveys, we will be

able to place statistical limits not only upon the presence of bumps within the SLSN

population, but also (if their behaviour is ubiquitous) upon the likely mechanisms

which produce them.

The large internal diversity present within SLSN-II events, particularly with

the presence of a growing subset of these events which do not display signs of inter-

action during their photospheric phase [Inserra et al., 2016], leaves much ambiguity

to their progenitor systems. Whilst signatures of hydrogen indicate the existence of

1at present, the volume limited nature of many transient surveys, find events only out to redshift
z⇠1.5
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some form of extended stellar envelope surrounding the progenitor, how this enve-

lope is produced and the ultimate driving force behind the SN is unknown. This

ambiguity can really only be solved with an increased sample of Type II SLSNe with

both detailed follow up observations of the transients and the host galaxies.

Whilst the strong radiation fields observed in many SLSNe-I host galaxies

and metallicity thresholds inferred from MZ modelling are highly suggestive that

the progenitors of SLSNe-I events arise from low metallicity massive stars formed

within a recent burst of star formation, at present it is not clear whether SLSNe-I

exclusively trace the brightest light within their hosts (which would be the logical

progression from arising from the youngest stars within a star burst). Observa-

tionally the link between cluster mass and most massive member suggests that if

SLSNe-I progenitors are the youngest (and therefore, most massive stars) formed

within a recent starburst, they should be located within the most massive clusters

in the galaxy (which would likely be the most star forming and therefore brightest

in the UV).

One simple approach to test this is to model the likely fractional flux distri-

butions which may arise under stochastic star formation with di↵erent assumptions

about the level of star formation within the galaxy. Under the assumption that

the transient is arising from the most massive star within a cluster, the form of the

fractional flux distribution may be found under di↵erent cluster mass restrictions,

and thus the form of the likely transient population’s F
L

distribution can be approx-

imated under di↵erent assumptions about their progenitor mass. As demonstrated

within Figure 6.1, when increasingly higher mass progenitors are required, the frac-

tional flux distribution becomes more concentrated towards brighter regions (and

higher fractional flux values).

Future work will also include detailed modelling of the a↵ects of stochas-

tic star formation upon SLSNe locations. By assessing how the concentration of

a fractional flux for a given mass progenitor distribution alters under di↵erent as-

sumptions about the level of star formation within the host galaxy sample, we may

at last begin to assess how the nature of massive star formation may impacts the

production of di↵erent stellar masses, and thus relate this to the rates of production

of SLSNe.
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Figure 6.1: Figure produced by Andrew Levan. The likely distribution of fractional
flux parameters which would arise from transients produced by stars with initial
masses of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100M�. Naturally, as more massive stars are re-
quired, the concentration of the fractional flux distribution increases towards higher
F
L

values. By considering how this concentration changes under di↵erent star for-
mation rates will provide an indication of how star formation may impact the rate
of SLSN production within the local universe.
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Appendix A

LGRB and CCSN Comparison

Samples for Photometric and

Location Comparison
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Table A.1: CCSNe comparison sample selected from the GOODs survey, for which
I carry out nIR photometric measurements for the work in Chapter 3. Here I report
apparent magnitudes alongside redshifts and host co-ordinates. Within this sample,
the a↵ects of SExtractor’s unrealistic uncertainty determination for all objects is
apparent, particularly given the brighter nature of this sample of hosts. However,
this does not impact the overall conclusions drawn from these results.

Event z RA Dec m
nIR

(J2000) (J2000) AB mag

SN2006aj 0.03 03:21:39.670 +16:52:02.27 19.702 ± 0.002
SN2002hs 0.39 03:32:18.590 - 27:48:33.70 22.362 ± 0.009
SN2002fv 0.70 03:32:19.220 - 27:49:34.00 23.971 ± 0.016
SN2002hq 0.67 03:32:29.940 - 27:43:47.20 19.162 ± 0.001
SN2002kb 0.58 03:32:42.441 - 27:50:25.08 19.221 ± 0.0014
SN2002fz 0.84 03:32:48.598 - 27:54:17.14 20.385 ± 0.002
SN2003ba 0.29 12:36:15.925 +62:12:37.38 18.8852± 0.0009
SN2003bb 0.96 12:36:24.506 +62:08:34.84 19.3208± 0.0016
SN2003ew 0.58 12:36:27.828 +62:11:24.71 20.817 ± 0.005
SN2003dx 0.51 12:36:31.772 +62:08:48.25 22.223 ± 0.004
SN2003er 0.63 12:36:32.270 +62:07:35.20 19.1932± 0.0006
SN2003en 0.54 12:36:33.179 +62:13:47.34 21.91 ± 0.11
SN2003bc 0.51 12:36:38.130 +62:09:52.88 20.807 ± 0.0018
SN2003dz 0.48 12:36:39.967 +62:07:52.12 23.81 ± 0.03
SN2003N 0.43 12:37:09.140 +62:11:01.20 22.809 ± 0.008
SN2003ea 0.98 12:37:12.066 +62:12:38.04 22.870 ± 0.009
SN2002kl 0.41 12:37:49.350 +62:14:05.71 22.2 ± 0.2
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Table A.2: Absolute magnitudes and sizes of CCSNe comparison sample selected
from the GOODs survey, used for nIR photometric analysis within Chapter 3. Again,
SExtractor produces unphysical photometric errors, although this does not impact
the overall conclusions drawn from these results.

Event M
nIR

r
80

(nIR)
AB mag kpc

SN2006aj -16.250 ± 0.002 1.1 ± 0.4
SN2002hs -18.897 ± 0.009 1.1 ± 0.3
SN2002fv -18.608 ± 0.016 0.56 ± 0.13
SN2002hq -23.323 ± 0.001 1.4± 0.5
SN2002kb -22.9378 ± 0.0014 1.4 ± 0.5
SN2002fz -22.600 ±0.002 0.9 ±0.3
SN2003ba -21.7071 ±0.0009 1.2 ± 0.4
SN2003bb -23.9609 ± 0.0016 1.3 ± 0.4
SN2003ew -21.346 ± 0.005 1.3 ± 0.4
SN2003dx -19.648 ± 0.004 0.56 ± 0.15
SN2003er -23.1551 ± 0.0006 0.9 ± 0.3
SN2003en -20.09 ± 0.11 0.60 ± 0.16
SN2003bc -21.0661 ± 0.0018 0.8 ± 0.3
SN2003dz -17.93 ± 0.03 0.63 ± 0.16
SN2003N -18.677 ± 0.008 0.66 ± 0.18
SN2003ea -20.457 ± 0.009 0.71 ±0.18
SN2002kl -19.20 ± 0.2 0.57 ± 0.15
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Table A.3: LGRB subsample from SNAPSHOT survey used for nIR photometric
analysis within Chapter 3. Full details for these hosts can be found within Lyman
et al. [2017]

heightEvent Redshift RA(J2000) Dec(J2000)

GRB050824 0.828 00:48:56.260 +22:36:33.20
GRB051016B 0.9364 08:48:27.860 +13:39:19.60
GRB060218 0.0331 03:21:39.650 +16:52:01.30
GRB060505 0.089 22:07:03.380 -27:48:52.90
GRB060602A 0.787 16:03:42.500 +66:36:02.60
GRB060614 0.125 21:23:32.190 -53:01:36.50
GRB060729 0.54 06:21:31.840 -62:22:12.10
GRB060912A 0.937 00:21:08.110 +20:58:19.20
GRB061007 1.2622 03:05:19.59 -50:30:02.3
GRB061110A 0.758 22:25:09.850 -02:15:31.00
GRB070318 0.840 03:13:56.760 -42:56:46.80
GRB070521 1.3500 16:10:38.62 +30:15:22.1
GRB071010A 0.98 19:12:14.624 -32:24:07.16
GRB071010B 0.947 10:02:09.240 +45:43:49.70
GRB071112C 0.823 02:36:50.910 +28:22:16.80
GRB071112 1.1400 18:26:25.26 +47:04:30.00
GRB080430 0.767 11:01:14.660 +51:41:07.80
GRB080520 1.5457 18:40:46.37 -54:59:30.6
GRB080707 1.2322 02:10:28.41 +33:06:34.5
GRB080805 1.5042 20:56:53.47 -62:26:40.2
GRB080916A 0.689 22:25:06.360 -57:01:22.90
GRB081007 0.5295 22:39:50.500 -40:08:49.80
GRB090424 0.544 12:38:05.090 +16:50:15.70
GRB090618 0.54 19:35:58.400 +78:21:25.20
GRB091127 0.49 02:26:19.910 -18:57:08.90
GRB091208B 1.063 01:57:34.090 +16:53:22.70
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Table A.4: Core Collapse SNe drawn the 1 GOODS sample and from 2 Sanders
et al. [2012] and 3 Lennarz et al. [2012], used for UV photometric analysis within
Chapter 3.

Event Redshift RA(J2000) Dec(J2000)

SN2002fz 0.841 03:32:48.598 -27:54:17.14 3

SN2002hq 0.669 03:32:29.94 -27:43:47.2 1

SN2002if 0.321 01:50:04.51 +00:00:26.4 3

SN2002kb 0.58 03:32:42.441 -27:50:25.08 3

SN2002ke 0.577 03:31:58.77 -27:45:00.7 1

SN2002kl 0.41 12:37:49.350 +62:14:05.71 3

SN2003ba 0.286 12:36:15.925 +62:12:37.38 3

SN2003bb 0.954 12:36:24.506 +62:08:34.84 3

SN2003bc 0.511 12:36:38.130 +62:09:52.88 1

SN2003dx 0.46 12:36:31.772 +62:08:48.25 3

SN2003ea 0.89 12:37:12.066 +62:12:38.04 3

SN2003ew 0.66 12:36:27.828 +62:11:24.71 3

HST04Geo 0.937 12:36:44.432 +62:10:53.19 1

HST04Riv 0.606 03:32:32.407 -27:44:52.84 1

HST05Bra 0.48 12:37:21.764 +62:12:25.67 1

HST05Den 0.971 12:37:14.773 +62:10:32.61 1

SN2005hm 0.035 21:39:00.65 -01:01:38.7 2

SN2005nb 0.023 12:13:37.61 +16:07:16.2 2

SN2006ip 0.030 23:48:31.68 -02:08:57.3 2

SN2006ir 0.02 23:04:35.68 +07:36:21.5 2

SN2006jo 0.076 01:23:14.72 -00:19:46.7 2

SN2006nx 0.137 03:33:30.63 -00:40:38.2 2

SN2006sg 0.44 02:08:13.041 -03:46:21.93 2

SN2006tq 0.26 02:10:00.698 -04:06:00.91 2

SN2007I 0.021 11:59:13.15 -01:36:18.9 2

SN2007ea 0.04 15:53:46.27 -27:02:15.5 2

SN2007↵ 0.05 01:24:10.24 +09:00:40.5 2

SN2007gl 0.03 03:11:33.21 -00:44:46.7 2

SN2007hb 0.02 02:08:34.02 +29:14:14.3 2

SN2007hn 0.03 21:02:46.85 -04:05:25.2 2

SN2010ah 0.049 11:44:02.99 +55:41:27.6 2
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Table A.5: LGRBs from Ghosts 4 Savaglio et al. [2009] (and references therein),
5 Resmi et al. [2012], 6Hjorth et al. [2012],7Sollerman et al. [2007], 8Perley et al.
[2013],9 Levan et al. [2007] , 10 Cool et al. [2007], 11 Tanvir et al. [2010], 12 Krühler
et al. [2011], 13 McBreen et al. [2010],14 Holland et al. [2010], 15 Vergani et al. [2011],
16 Starling et al. [2011], 17 Abazajian et al. [2009], 18Pérez-Ramı́rez et al. [2013], 19

Elliott et al. [2013], 20 Levan et al. [2014a].
Event Redshift RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) ref.

GRB970228 0.695 05:01:46.7 +11:46:53 4

GRB970508 0.8350 06:53:49.2 +79:16:19 4

GRB970828 0.9580 18:08:31.6 +59:18:51 4

GRB980425 0.0085 19:35:03.2 -52:50:46 4

GRB980703 0.9660 23:59:06.7 +08:35:07 4

GRB990705 0.842 05:09:54.5 -72:07:53 4

GRB990712 0.434 22:31:53.061 -73:24:28.58 4

GRB991208 0.706 16:33:53.51 +46:27:21.5 4

GRB000210 0.846 01:59:15.6 -40:39:33 4

GRB010921 0.435 22:55:59.90 +40:55:52.9 4

GRB011121 0.360 11:34:26.67 -76:01:41.6 4

GRB020405 0.698 13:58:03.12 -31:22:22.2 4

GRB020819B 0.41 23:27:19.475 +06:15:55.95 4

GRB020903 0.25 22:48:42.34 -20:46:09.3 4

GRB030329 0.168 10:44:50.030 +21:31:18.15 4

GRB030528 0.782 17:04:00.3 -22:37:10 4

GRB031203 0.1055 08:02:30.4 -39:51:00 4

GRB040924 0.859 02:06:22.52 +16:08:48.8 4

GRB050525 0.606 18:32:32.560 +26:20:22.34 5

GRB050824 0.8278 00:48:56.100 +22:36:32.00 6,7

GRB050826 0.296 05:51:01.590 -02:38:35.40 4

GRB060202 0.785 02:23:22.940 +38:23:03.70 8

GRB060218 0.0335 03:21:39.670 +16:52:0 4

GRB060912A 0.937 00:21:08.11 +20:58:18.9 9

GRB070612 0.6710 08:05.4 +37:15 10

GRB080319B 0.93 14:31:41.04 +36:18:09.2 11

GRB081109 0.979 22:03:11.50 -54:42:40.5 12

GRB090328 0.7354 06:02:39.69 -41:52:55.1 13

GRB090417B 0.345 13:58:44.8 +47:00:55 14

GRB091127 0.49 02:26:19.87 -18:57:08.6 15

GRB100316D 0.0591 07:10:30.63 -56:15:19.7 16

GRB100418 0.6239 17:05:26.96 +11:27:41.9 17

GRB100621A 0.5420 21:01:13.12 -51:06:22.5 12

GRB100816A 0.8049 23:26:57.56 +26:34:42.6 18

GRB110918 0.984 02:10:09.39 -27:06:19.6 19

GRB101225A 0.85 00:00:47.48 +44:36:01.0 20

GRB111209A 0.67 00:57:22.700 -46:48:05.00 20

GRB120422A 0.28 09:07:38.38 +14:01:07.5 17

GRB130427A 0.35 11:32:32.63 +27:41:51.7 20176



Table A.6: UV photometric properties of CCSNe used within Chapter 3.
Event m

UV

M
UV

AB mag AB mag

SN2002fz 22.36 ± 0.01 -20.636 ± 0.01
SN2002hq 22.455 ± 0.021 -20.074 ± 0.021
SN2002if 20.54 ± 0.044 -20.38 ± 0.044
SN2002kb 21.337 ± 0.007 -20.839 ± 0.007
SN2002ke 22.883 ± 0.019 -19.316 ± 0.019
SN2002kl 23.81 ± 0.01 -17.595 ± 0.01
SN2003ba 21.533 ± 0.197 -19.062 ± 0.197
SN2003bb 21.444 ± 0.007 -21.836 ± 0.007
SN2003bc 22.645 ± 0.008 -19.281 ± 0.008
SN2003dx 23.917 ± 0.343 -17.745 ± 0.343
SN2003ea 24.13 ± 0.023 -19.016 ± 0.023
SN2003ew 22.603 ± 0.193 -19.874 ± 0.193
HST04Geo 24.438 ± 0.03 -18.842 ± 0.03
HST04Riv 26.992 ± 0.175 -15.315 ± 0.175
HST05Bra 23.649 ± 0.023 -18.156 ± 0.023
HST05Den 25.949 ± 0.106 -17.408 ± 0.106
SN2005hm 21.5 ± 0.22 -14.599 ± 0.22
SN2005nb 15.966 ± 0.011 -19.215 ± 0.011
SN2006ip 17.263 ± 0.022 -18.459 ± 0.022
SN2006ir 17.347 ± 0.027 -17.491 ± 0.027
SN2006jo 18.073 ± 0.028 -19.676 ± 0.028
SN2006nx 21.119 ± 0.192 -18.285 ± 0.192
SN2006sg 22.991 ± 0.259 -18.608 ± 0.259
SN2006tq 22.855 ± 0.617 -17.576 ± 0.617
SN2007I 19.11 ± 0.07 -15.827 ± 0.07
SN2007ea 15.49 ± nan -20.715 ± nan
SN2007↵ 17.322 ± 0.027 -19.563 ± 0.027
SN2007gl 17.057 ± 0.026 -19.183 ± 0.026
SN2007hb 15.617 ± 0.009 -19.283 ± 0.009
SN2007hn 18.295 ± 0.036 -17.577 ± 0.036
SN2010ah 20.15 ± 0.12 -16.544 ± 0.12
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Table A.7: UV photometric properties of LGRBs from Ghosts used within Chapter
3.

Event m
UV

M
UV

AB mag AB mag

GRB970228 25.1 ± 0.23 -18.2 ± 0.2
GRB970508 25.59 ±0.15 -17.56 ± 0.15
GRB970828 25.28 ± 0.29 -18.1 ± 0.3
GRB980425 15.77 ± 0.03 -17.46 ± 0.03
GRB980703 22.57 ±0.06 -20.86 ± 0.06
GRB990705 22.79 ± 0.18 -20.42 ± 0.18
GRB990712 23.15 ±0.08 -18.46 ± 0.08
GRB991208 24.51 ± 0.15 -18.15 ± 0.15
GRB000210 24.18 ±0.08 -18.89 ± 0.08
GRB010921 22.6 ± 0.1 -19.4 ± 0.1
GRB011121 24.1 ±0.1 -18.7 ± 0.1
GRB020405 22.6 ±0.05 -20.14 ± 0.05
GRB020819B 20.31 ±0.02 -21.33 ± 0.02
GRB020903 21.6 ± 0.09 -18.79 ± 0.09
GRB030329 23.33 ± 0.09 -16.16 ± 0.09
GRB030528 21.92 ± 0.18 -22.58 ± 0.18
GRB031203 18.23 ± 0.17 -24.70 ± 0.17
GRB040924 24.31 ± 0.28 -18.9 ± 0.3
GRB050525 �24.0 �-18.586
GRB050824 23.77 ± 0.14 -19.28 ± 0.14
GRB050826 21.37 ± 0.28 -21.34 ± 0.28
GRB060202 23.29 ± 0.07 -19.72 ± 0.07
GRB060218 20.5 ± 0.13 -15.85 ± 0.13
GRB060912A 22.72 ± 0.04 -20.63 ± 0.04
GRB070612 22.48 ± 0.17 -20.19 ± 0.17
GRB080319B 26.95 ± 0.12 -16.29 ± 0.12
GRB081109 22.69 ± 0.06 -20.69 ± 0.06
GRB090328 22.64 ± 0.13 -20.26 ± 0.13
GRB090417B 23.24 ± 0.53 -17.8 ± 0.5
GRB091127 24.14 ± 0.16 -17.79 ± 0.16
GRB100316D 18.73 ± 0.09 -18.97 ± 0.09
GRB100418 22.61 ± 0.16 -19.97 ± 0.16
GRB100621A 21.79 ± 0.06 -20.34 ± 0.06
GRB100816A 23.08 ± 0.15 -20.02 ± 0.15
GRB110918 22.04 ± 0.05 -21.35 ± 0.05
GRB101225A 26.75 ± 0.13 -16.60 ± 0.13
GRB111209A 25.75 ± 0.14 -16.82 ± 0.14
GRB120422A 22.17 ± 0.5 -18.5 ± 0.5
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Table A.8: Astrometric uncertainties for locations of GOODS CCSN within HST
WFC3 UVIS imaging. All discovery images used for matching were drawn from the
original GOODS survey imaging using HST ACS images in the F450W, F606W,
F814W and F850LP bands. The small errors computed within SExtractor for this
sample does impact the overall conclusions drawn from these results.

CCSN Redshift UV X
err

UV Y
err

mas mas

SN2002hq 0.67 23.97 30.85
SN2002kl 0.41 11.73 15.47
SN2003bc 0.51 23.69 22.04
SN2002hs 0.39 17.49 20.43
SN2002kb 0.58 17.83 17.09
SN2002ke 0.58 10.80 8.90
SN2003N 0.43 5.59 5.59
SN2003ea 0.98 9.13 13.19
SN2003en 0.54 5.89 3.00
HST04Bon 0.66 29.91 32.86
HST04Cay 0.8 9.86 11.75
HST04Con 0.84 26.98 24.21
HST04Cum 0.97 3.64 4.02
HST04Geo 0.94 122.61 122.25
HST04Hei 0.58 21.88 25.78
HST04Jef 0.96 15.07 9.27
HST04Ken 0.52 12.43 10.81
HST04Pol 0.56 44.48 56.50
HST04Riv 0.61 17.56 13.14
HST04Sos 0.55 37.93 38.04
HST05Bra 0.48 28.29 28.39
HST05Den 0.97 23.93 16.02
HST05Mob 0.68 21.94 20.82
HST05Pic 0.91 9.63 6.95
HST05Ton 0.78 37.88 32.06
K0405-005 0.68 10.57 17.91
K0405-007 0.5 3.11 4.82
K0405-008 0.88 12.23 12.02
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Table A.9: Location properties of the GOODS CCSN within HST WFC3 UVIS
imaging.

CCSN F
L

UV UV Host UV Brightest O↵set Log L
r
50

O↵set Pix. O↵set Err
r
50

(kpc) (kpc) (kpc) L�kpc�2

SN2002hq 0.561 4.76 13.49 20.39 0.27 8.41
SN2002kl 0.369 0.67 5.78 0.49 0.11 8.04
SN2003bc 0.179 2.24 8.23 7.09 0.20 8.03
SN2002hs 0.457 0.24 5.77 1.81 0.14 7.38
SN2002kb 0.995 4.19 8.68 0.05 0.16 8.86
SN2002ke 0.561 3.70 7.05 0.73 0.09 8.18
SN2003ea 0.08 1.79 8.50 3.75 0.13 7.49
SN2003en 0.007 0.63 6.47 0.73 0.04 6.13
HST04Bon - 1.68 12.39 4.04 0.31 -
HST04Cay - 0.66 8.19 1.58 0.12 -
HST04Con 0 2.59 8.12 0.68 0.28 7.12
HST04Cum 0.564 0.54 7.99 0.21 0.04 9.10
HST04Geo 0.865 2.65 7.95 0.45 1.37 8.72
HST04Hei 0.015 1.13 6.87 0.77 0.22 7.64
HST04Jef 0.498 1.32 8.07 0.15 0.14 8.34
HST04Ken 0.7 2.84 6.39 0.72 0.10 8.23
HST04Pol 0.528 4.75 8.59 8.91 0.47 7.76
HST04Riv 0.679 1.16 6.83 0.13 0.15 8.11
HST04Sos 0.539 1.84 7.07 0.06 0.34 7.72
HST05Bra 0.82 1.49 6.06 0.26 0.24 8.27
HST05Den 0.505 1.57 7.97 0.14 0.23 8.34
HST05Mob 0.603 1.08 7.21 0.53 0.21 7.92
HST05Pic 0.706 2.56 9.48 0.87 0.09 8.61
HST05Ton 0.511 1.12 7.51 0.72 0.37 8.05
K0405-005 0.062 1.39 7.88 1.26 0.15 7.65
K0405-007 0.52 0.91 6.12 0.13 0.04 7.58
K0405-008 0.175 1.05 7.98 1.81 0.13 7.87
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